
The roots of American
soul food go back to West
Africa When you go there
you'll find greens, yams and
barbecue galore.

A typical dinner from
Chez Valentin in Treichville.
Ivory Coast, might offer an
appetizer of country pate,
smoked salmon, or a mound
of chunked lobster in a de-
licious cream sauce. For an
entree you might enjoy a
rack of baby lamb or "Veal
Africain,'" which is a veal
cutlet wrapped around a
banana and topped with a
delicate curry sauce. As for
dessert, perhaps a flaming
rum omelette filled with
fruit, or a baked Alaska. As
you can see, the pleasures of
the palate prevail in West
Africa. Bon Appetit!

In many of the West African countries, women dominate the retail-
distribution business. Many of these "market women" have considerable
wealth and exercise important political influence.

Baked Alaska
in Africa?

West African cooks
took the versatile okra
plant to the heights of
culinary excel-
lence and gave
the world a soup
called gumbo.

Hunger for shrimps and
prawns? Then take Air Af-
rique to West Africa. Our
coasts yield prawns in abun-
dance. In fact, the name for
Cameroon comes from the
Portuguesa^ord for prawns:

If your experience
occasional handful of ^
memory of a peanut butter
new worlds to discover
flavorful
score or ^
luscious legumes.
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ce today. Hurry!
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Africa begins with Air Afrique.

And it's just seven hours to the New Sun.
West Africa
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membership and the new constitution as
evidence of "ferment taking place."

If "constructive engagement" real-
izes the package deal it is currently ne-
gotiating, the administration will likely
be able to quell both congressional and
African criticism of its policies toward
the region. But if the talks drag on in an
endless morass of proposals and
counter-proposals, the second-term
Reagan administration will face mount-
ing congressional attacks over its poli-
cies. That the 98th Congress came so
close to undermining the administration
is a good barometer of what lies ahead.

Perhaps the most significant hint that
the administration's "constructive en-
gagement" policy is in trouble is the un-
precedented action of Republican legis-
lators apparently swept up in the wave
of anti-South Africa activity. The incom-
ing Senate Foreign Relations Commit-

tee chairman, Richard Lugar (R-In),
wrote a letter to Reagan in early De-
cember, signed by Republican chairman
of the Senate Africa Subcommittee,
Nancy Kassebaum, expressing concern
over the ambiguities in U.S. policy. The
letter asked Reagan to speak out more
forcefully against Pretoria's racial poli-
cies and repression.

Even more remarkable was a letter
sent to South Africa's ambassador to the
United States, Bernardus Fourie, on
December 4, by 35 conservative Re-
publican congressmen. The letter em-
phasized that all the signees were con-
servatives, but warned that if "an imme-
diate end to the violence in South Africa
accompanied by a demonstrated sense
of urgency about ending apartheid" are
not forthcoming, then the group would
be prepared to recommend that the ad-
ministration take two major steps.

These are to "curtail new American in-
vestment in South Africa" and to "orga-
nize international diplomatic and eco-
nomic sanctions against South Africa."

In the last session of Congress, one of
the American policy initiatives, the U. S.
Liaison Office (USLO) in Windhoek,
Namibia, set up in early 1984 to monitor
the Angola-South Africa disengagement
process, was called into question by Af-
rica subcommittee chairman Wolpe.
While the USLO issue may appear ob-
scure, it is a symbol of eroding adminis-
tration credibility in Congress with re-
gard to southern Africa policy. It is not
entirely clear how such congressional
frustration will be manifested, but if the
Namibia talks dissipate into another
stalemate in the early months of the sec-
ond Reagan administration, there is tit-
tle doubt that congressional frustration
will be expressed in new initiatives. •

Winner of the 1984 Nobel Peace Prize
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tion did Pretoria a favor in February
1984 by indefinitely suspending a 1974
contract that requires Pretoria to send
300 tons of natural uranium to the U.S.
for enrichment. But the 1978 Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Act prohibits the U. S.
from sending the enriched uranium back
to South Africa. Thus, the administra-
tion not only failed to use potential lever-
age to press South Africa to apply nu-
clear safeguards, but also saved South
Africa millions of dollars.

Leonard Spector of the Carnegie En-
dowment reported in a recent study that
"South Africa has the capability to pro-
duce highly enriched uranium for nu-
clear weapons and may have accumu-
lated enough material for between 15
and 25 nuclear explosives of the size
used on Hiroshima." The study ex-
plained that "South Africa's continued
unwillingness to permit international in-
spection of the Valindaba pilot enrich-
ment plant meant that Pretoria re-
mained free to accumulate highly en-
riched uranium and to prepare nuclear
explosives without fear of detection.
South Africa now possesses the capabil-
ity to produce at least 50 kilograms per
year of highly enriched uranium, enough
for two or possibly three nuclear weap-
ons, and its capabilities may be consid-
erably larger."

The Reagan administration has been
engaged in protracted negotiations to
persuade South Africa to allow its soon-
to-be completed enrichment facility to
be safeguarded, in exchange for reinte-
gration into the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) and more bilat-
eral nuclear cooperation with the U.S.,
but so far South Africa has refused.
Nonetheless, in October, the adminis-
tration voted against an IAEA resolution
that passed 57 to 10 calling on the organ-
ization's member-states to end all nu-
clear cooperation with South Africa.

"Constructive engagement" has gen-
erated a growing backlash in the Con-
gress, which has come close to not only
reversing the administration's policies,
but implementing tougher punitive mea-
sures than had been adopted by the
Carter administration. Anti-South Af-
rica amendments to the Export Admin-
istration bill had passed the House, and
some had passed the Senate before the
bill died in a House-Senate conference
committee in October. House Demo-

crats refused to drop an amendment
banning new bank loans to the South
African government in exchange for
Senator Jake Garn dropping a provision
unrelated to South Africa, allowing the
Defense Department to review licenses
on strategic exports, an administration-
sponsored compromise.

The legislation included provisions to
end new U.S. corporate investment in
South Africa; ban commercial bank
loans to South African government insti-
tutions and importation of South African
gold coins; reinstate controls on exports
to the South African military and police;
and expand nuclear non-proliferation
controls to prohibit nuclear equipment
and technology transfers to countries
that refuse to accept full-scope safe-
guards on their nuclear facilities. The
Senate had passed a version of the nu-
clear non-proliferation provision. These
measures are expected to be re-intro-
duced in the first few months of 1985 as
part of a new export bill.

In his September 26 testimony be-
fore the Senate Africa Subcommittee,
Crocker repeated that the administra-
tion "remains totally opposed to the con-
cept of disinvestment of trade and in-
vestment sanctions more broadly. We

"Much of what the
administration views
as progress toward
regional detente has
actually been repair of
the damage wrought
by South Africa's
efforts to destabilize
its neighbors."

fail to see how waging economic warfare
against the government and people of
South Africa can advance our goals. . .
such moves offer a fire sale of U.S. as-
sets to foreign interests, damage our
commercial credibility, and restrict our
access to an important market."
Crocker added that "some proposals at
city and state levels raise serious consti-
tutional issues." Nonetheless, at the lo-
cal level, cities, states, and universities

continue to approve divestment policies
against companies operating in South
Africa.

Already, 11 cities and five state gov-
ernments (Connecticut, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, and Ne-
braska) have passed some form of di-
vestment legislation requiring that gov-
ernment funds invested in U.S. compa-
nies that do business in South Africa be
withdrawn from their stock portfolios.
Moreover, pro-divestment activists say
tliat perhaps some two dozen states are
expected to consider divestment legis-
lation over the next year.

More recently, there is a divestment
move aimed at the steel industry backed
by pro-divestment groups such as the
Washington Office on Africa and the
United Steelworkers Union. South Afri-
can steel imports have grown rapidly,
increasing from some 400,000 tons in
1981 to about 550, (XXJ tons by the end of
1983. If the unrest inside South Africa
and the attendant repression continues,
the divestment movement in the U.S.
will increase its momentum.

In light of the recent rebellions and
government repression in South Africa,
frustration over South Africa's apartheid
policy is likely to grow both in public and
in the Congress during the next four
years. One area on which the adminis-
tration and Congress agree is in U.S.
development support for South African
blacks. Congress approved some 60
projects totalling $500,000 in educa-
tional aid, legal centers in urban areas,
and other programs for FY1984. A total
of approximately $7.5million, half in fed-
eral aid, has brought some 350 black
South Africans to the U.S. for advanced
study during the past three years.

As the almost daily demonstrations in
front of the South African embassy in
Washington continued into December,
matched by protests in a number of ma-
jor cities across the U.S., the adminis-
tration took the unusual step of bringing
Chester Crocker to the White House to
defend his policy. After meeting with
Reagan on December 3, Crocker ex-
pressed the President's concern about
repression in South Africa and explained
his view of why constructive engage-
ment was successful. Crocker argued
that there are "significant changes tak-
ing place in South Africa." He cited the
opening up of trade unions to black
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Naniibian constituent assembly elected
under UN supervision. Such moves,
while modifying the implementation of
resolution 435, did help to build mutual
trust—the key element missing for a
settlement.

Hut some analysts question whether
South Africa would accept any Namibian
settlement that results in a Swapo-Ied
government. In public, Pretoria has said
that it would abide by the results of a
"free and fair" election in Namibia, re-
gardless of the results, but over the past
seven years it has persisted in trying to
foster internal parties in Namibia and in
granting more local autonomy to the ter-
ritory. This raises fears that South Af-
rica has been paving the way for an in-
ternal rather than an international set-
tlement.

A Western diplomat remarked,
"South Africa is less concerned about
the Cubans than the .Americans are, but
far more concerned about the prospect
of a Swapo government in Namibia,
which is what resolution 435 would pro-
duce." Other analysts and U.S. officials
point to the devastated Angolan econ-
omy, the economic and military burden
on South Africa, and hints of further An-
golan compromise, such as the recent
ouster of Minister of External Relations
Paulo Jorge, as signs that the flurry of
proposals reflects a new, penultimate
phase of the negotiations.

While U.S. officials concede that
months of "tough bargaining and deli-
cate diplomacy loom ahead," they feel a
new plateau has been reached. If the
package deal is realized, it would be a
major foreign policy coup for the Reagan
administration—removing Cuban
troops from Angola, normalizing rela-
tions with Angola, and at least partially
vindicating the policy of "constructive
engagement."

Over the past four years, the Reagan
administration has reversed most of the
punitive measures that the Carter ad-
ministration had implemented to pres-
sure South Africa and distance the U.S.
from the apartheid regime. Chester
Crocker summed up the Reagan admin-
istration's approach to South Africa in
his September 26 testimony before the
Senate Africa Subcommittee, explain-
ing: "The path of rhetoric and preaching
has failed in the past. . . and it is no
more likely to be successful now. We

have not relied on bluster, threats or the
actual implementation of punitive mea-
sures toward South Africa. All evidence
suggests that U.S. influence for change
is unlikely to be increased by 'pinpricks'
such as restrictions on kruggerand sales
or on landing rights for South African
Airways. Such moves are more likely to
become a show of impotence and to
erode our influence."

" 'Constructive
engagement' has
generated a growing
backlash in the
Congress, which has
come close to reversing
the administration's
policies."

Ironically, this philosophy of all carrot
and no stick is the exact opposite of the
administration's approach toward an-
other government that it opposes and
seeks to change—Nicaragua. In that
case, the administration has applied all
available pressure, including economic
isolation, and some $70 million in covert
aid to the "contras" seeking to over-
throw the government.

In practice, "constructive engage-
ment" with South Africa has meant that
U.S. opposition to apartheid has been
low key and essentially rhetorical. Pres-
ident Reagan has described the apart-
heid system as "repugnant." Crocker
has articulated U. S. opposition to Preto-
ria's "homelands" policy, arguing that
the exclusion of blacks from political
rights "is bound to reinforce black bitter-
ness," explaining that "the administra-
tion has been more consistent in point-
ing out this fundamental flaw in the new
constitution and our opposition to the
attempt to 'denationalize' blacks by de-
claring them citizens of the so-called
homelands."

The administration supports peaceful
change in South Africa, but Crocker has
emphasized that there is "no U.S. blue-
print or timetable" for change. South Af-
rican behavior, such as the recent re-
pression of black protest in the town-
ships, has been publicly criticized, but

the U. S. refused to vote for a Septem-
ber UN resolution condemning apart-
heid, and previously opposed a UN res-
olution condemning the South African
invasion of Angola.

At the same time, during its first
term, the Reagan administration ex-
panded diplomatic ties with Pretoria, re-
storing military attaches and permitting
South Africa to enlarge its consulates in
the U.S. It loosened export controls on
items that could be used by the South
African military and police, allowed the
export of several sophisticated com-
puters, and increased nuclear-related
assistance to South Africa. In March
1982, the administration allowed the ex-
port of a Control Data 170/50 computer
to the state-controlled Council for Sci-
entific and Industrial Research (CSIR) in
South Africa.

The computer had been held up for
more than a year due to inter-agency
disputes, based on its potential use in
South Africa's nuclear program. In Au-
gust 1982, an Amdahl 470/V7 computer
was approved. By May 1982, the Com-
merce Department had approved items
of potential nuclear use such as vibration
test equipment, wliich can test the relia-
bility of warheads and ballistic re-entry
vehicles; computers; and multi-channel
analyzers, which can analyze data at a
nuclear test site. A U.S. General Ac-
counting Office report on nuclear ex-
ports, released in September 1983,
showed that South Africa was the third
largest recipient of U. S. nuclear exports
between July 1981 and June 1982, re-
ceiving exports totalling $164 million.

In addition, the Department of En-
ergy granted a number of licenses for
U.S. firms to service South Africa's
Koeberg reactor in October 1983, and
as of December, there have been 10
pending requests for U. S. firms to pro-
vide nuclear technology assistance to
South Africa. A group of senators and
congressmen, including Senators Ken-
nedy, Proxmire, Cranston, and Hart,
and House Subcommittee on Africa
chairman Howard Wolpe have urged the
Department of Energy to reject these
requests.

South Africa has refused to sign the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and
will not allow international inspection on
its semi-commercial enrichment plant at
Valindaba. Nonetheless, the administra-
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In Washington

Constructive Engagement
Round Two

At the beginning of President Reagan's second term, administration officials
remain committed to "constructive engagement" in southern Africa. But with
criticism of South Africa mounting in the U.S., the administration will be under
increasing pressure to demonstrate that its policy is achieving results.

BY ROBERT A. MANNING

are at the beginning of
what could become the end

game," a senior U. S. official said in early
November, describing the status of cur-
rent American efforts to broker a "pack-
age deal" in southern Africa—indepen-
dence for Namibia and the withdrawal of
Cuban troops from Angola. Such buoy-
ancy about the latest round of negotia-
tions underscores the likelihood that
"constructive engagement" will remain
the centerpiece of U.S. policy in south-
ern Africa, as the Reagan administration
embarks on its second term in office.

After four years and countless rounds
of shuttle diplomacy, critics charge that
"constructive engagement" has pro-
duced neither independence for Nami-
bia nor substantial change in South Afri-
ca's apartheid policies. Instead, they
say, it has resulted in closer U.S. ties to
South Africa, with Washington getting
little in return.

Although he draws constant fire from
black Africa and the Congress, Assist-
ant Secretary of State for African Affairs
Chester Crocker, chief architect of the
policy, is undeterred. Testifying before
the Senate Subcommittee on Africa on
September 26, 1984, Crocker defended
his policies, arguing that "constructive
engagement" has helped "encourage a
regional climate of detente" and "a new

Robert A. Manning is a Washington-based jour-
nalist who has written on Africa for more than
deaidc.

dynamic at work in South Africa."
In a recent interview, President

Reagan said, "South Africa is willing for
Namibia to become independent, but
not while. . . the possibility remains of
Namibia becoming another satellite of
the communist bloc." Explaining the
new elements in the current phase of
negotiations, Reagan explained, "For
the first time, Angola has made a decla-
ration that they are prepared to bring
about the withdrawal [of Cuban
troops], . . They want to phase it and
they have conditions on doing this."

Much of what the administration
views as progress toward regional de-
tente has actually been repair of the
damage wrought by South Africa's ef-
forts to destabilize its neighbors. The
Lusaka agreement of February 1984
provided a framework for South Africa's
withdrawal from Angola in exchange for
Angola's curbing of South West Africa
People's Organization (Swapo) guerrilla
activity. But only two months earlier,
Pretoria had launched "Operation As-
kari," penetrating 150 miles into Ango-
lan territory.

Under the Nkomati accord that South
Africa and Mozambique signed shortly
thereafter, South Africa pledged to
cease support for the anti-government
Mozambique National Resistance
(MNR), while the Maputo government
promised to curb African National Con-
gress (ANC) activities against Pretoria.
The U. S. played an important mediating
role in both agreements, but the prime
factor was South Africa's overwhelming

military might. Neither accord has fully
realized its goals: Pretoria continues to
occupy territory 25 miles inside Angola,
and, according to congressional
sources, has not cracked down on South
African elements backing the MNR.

The latest round of diplomacy on the
Namibia package is in its second ex-
change of proposals and counter-pro-
posals, but for the first time, there are
concrete proposals on the table ad-
dressing the thorniest issue: linkage of
Cuban tnxjp withdrawal to indepen-
dence for Namibia. The impetus for the
current diplomatic round, according to a
senior U.S. official, emerged from "a
new consensus in Angola," with Luanda
both publicly and privately acknowledg-
ing that withdrawal of the Cubans is part
of the overall Namibia package.

At several points during Reagan's
first term, Crocker presented optimis-
tic "peace is at hand" scenarios for the
Namibia talks, only to have the situation
stalemated shortly thereafter. In June
1982, Crocker said that most of the ele-
ments were in place, and that elections
in Namibia might be held by March
1983. Whether it was administration na-
ivete or an effort to use the press to
build diplomatic momentum, such "cry-
ing wolf' has generated much skepti-
cism.

To its credit, the administration did
eliminate a number of obstacles during
its first two years. Among its successes
was persuading the parties to agree to a
set of constitutional principles to be ap-
proved by a two-thirds majority of a
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gotten. And trade by member-states
has traditionally been harnessed to
former colonial rulers, or with South Af-
rica.

"The wealth of the ITA member-
states has been flowing too generously
toward the industrialized nations and in
the efforts to divert the flow to benefit
the people of Africa, 1 can foresee that
we shall meet grave difficulties," Ugan-
da's President Milton Obote told the last
summit. "But we must meet this chal-
lenge. There is no alternative if we are
to consolidate our independence. Let us
not be deceived by political propaganda
that our economic plight is due to pecu-
liar weakness within us."

Zambian President Kenneth Kaunda
said: "|PTA aims] will put all of us to a
severe test in our resolution to attain
genuine political and economic emanci-
pation from the apron strings of our
former colonial rulers. Collective self-
reliance among ourselves can never fall
on happy ears of the perpetrators of ec-
onomic dependence and neocolonial-
ism. For promotion of trade among our-
selves is diametrically opposed to their
mentality of permanent subjugation."

Prime Minister Mugabe commented:
"The laundiing is not and can never be
an end in itself. It is but a beginning and
our creation will require constant nur-
turing if it is to survive and finally flour-
ish as we would wish."

Mugabe's deputy prime minister, Si-
mon Muzenda, concerned that some
PTA members have not paid their dues,
appealed for full support to ensure the
PTA does not collapse as other regional
organizations have. "I urge you all to
match your words with your deeds," he
told ITA ministers. "Let us not give
credence to the belief by some people
that projects financed by African coun-
tries without assistance from outside
will not succeed."

The need for more liberalized trade in
Africa is greater than ever, experts
agree. Trade patterns in Zimbabwe, Af-
rica's newest independent nation, tell
part of the story. In the first eight
months of 1983, Zimbabwe sold $45.5
million dollars of goods to the entire
PTA bloc and it bought a similar amount
from its new partners. By contrast,
trade with Britain—Zimbabwe's colo-
nial master until independence on April
18, 1980—almost matched that. Ex-

ports to Britain were $38.6 million, im-
ports $52.4 million. More significant,
business with neighboring South Africa
was double the volume for the 14 PTA
states—$75.8 million of exports and
$116.5 million of imports.

"PTA Interim
Secretary-General Bax
Nomvete noted that
African countries
traditionally had
been slaves to
Western-dictated
trade patterns."

There are other problems:
• Air, sea, and telecommunications
links are more regular and reliable be-
tween member-states and former colo-
nial powers than between themselves.
For example, Djibouti businessmen
seeking to telephone would-be clients in
Lesotho 3,000 miles to the south would
be routed first through operators in
Paris, London, and Johannesburg.
• While Western economies are recov-
ering from recession and boosting their
trade prospects, virtually all PTA na-
tions are living on credit.
• The total value of African trade actu-
ally slipped by 15 percent between
1981-83, according to figures compiled
by Bax Nomvete. Terms of trade have
halved in the last decade. Africa's GNP
has fallen from 0.8 percent in the 1970s
(against the West's average 2.7 per-
cent) to zero this year.
• Aid and grants declined through 1983-
84 and foreign investment dried up.
• The fragile economies of most mem-
ber-states have been sapped by the cur-
rent three-year drought, which the
Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) characterizes as the gravest in
memory and which threatens the lives
of millions of Africans.

The PTA has also had its growing
pains. Two members had not paid their
dues. Nomvete complained bitterly
about a dire shortage of experienced ad-
ministrators to run day-to-day business.
African civil servants present at the
summit privately said there was wide-
spread resistance to being seconded to
the F1"A secretariat. Most civil servants

prefer better paid, more prestigious
posts with the UN or the Organization
for African Unity (OAU). And in Novem-
ber 1984, trade ministers could not
agree on where to locate the proposed
PTA Trade and Development Bank,
which is to be set up with initial capital of
$4(K) million. The fate of the bank, cen-
tral to the coordination of PTA trade, is
to be decided later.

But the foundations have been laid.
Zimbabwe's Reserve Bank, one of the
most efficient in Africa, will act as a
clearing house and bank for the first two
years. PTA members have already be-
gun trading in some of the 209 items
listed on the treaty. The list will be en-
larged and amended every two years
through negotiations. "And the aim will
be to include in the common list over a
period of 10 years all products for im-
port and export that originate from
member states," according to a PTA
statement.

A PTA monetary unit, the UAPTA,
similar to the special drawing right
(SDR) of the International Monetary
Fund, has been established. Based on
the value of the British pound, deutsch-
mark, French franc, American dollar,
and yen, one UAPTA at the outset was
worth $1.30 and the clearing house had
a float of 134,700 UAPTAs. The cur-
rency is used to settle trade debts be-
tween members and the clearing house
balances the books on all transactions
every two months. Countries in the red
are given 15 days to pay up or suffer
penalties.

As President Kaunda put it, the crea-
tion of the clearing house established
"positive conditions for the survival of
the battered and overstretched econo-
mies" of member nations. He con-
tended it was the surest means of
achieving the objectives of the 1980 La-
gos Plan of Action, and ultimately to
pave the way for a pan-African common
market.

PTA proponents remain optimistic.
The Harare Sunday Mail commented:
"There will be problems, differences of
opinion, temptations to put the interests
of individual countries before those of
the region. But these must be negoti-
ated and resolved through hard bargain-
ing and no one should be tempted to pull
out because the road is rough. It will be
much rougher without the PTA." LJ
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rues.
The delegates to the third summit of

Africa's newest regional club, which was
first proposed by the ECA seven years
before, were gathered for the unveiling
of the PTA treaty which allows some
free trade, slashes customs tariffs on
209 items from food to footwear, and
breaks down other barriers as well.

"I see the PTA as one of the three
major organizations that will lay the
foundations for the eventual establish-
ment of an African economic commu-
nity, " predicted Adebayo Adedeji, exec-
utive secretary of the ECA, referring to
the existing bodies representing Central
and West African nations.

When fully developed, these three
organizations ideally would cover all 44
black-ruled countries in sub-Saharan Af-
rica in compliance with the 1980 Lagos
Plan of Action that envisaged an African
common market based on regional eco-
nomic groupings.

"Africa must strive very hard to
achieve economic decolonization," Ade-
deji maintained. "Political decoloniza-
tion, important as it is, is only part of the
process and until we are able to achieve
self-sustained growth and self-reliant
development, political independence
will not bring much benefit to the com-
mon man."

Adedeji, who chaired the initial ex-
ploratory talks in the Zambian capital of
Lusaka in 1978, won from African lead-
ers at the time an historic declaration of
commitment and intent to establish a
draft treaty of protocols embracing cus-
toms and trade, payment procedures,
agriculture, transport, and communica-
tions.

That treaty was approved and signed
in Lusaka in 1981 by heads of state and
government. By the time the summit
opened in Harare in 1984, 14 of 20
southern and central African nations
originally proposed by the UN commis-
sion for membership had signed the
treaty—Burundi, Comoros, Djibouti,
Ethiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi,
Mauritius, Rwanda, Somalia, Swazi-
land, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.

The six hold-out nations—Angola,
Botswana, Madagascar, Mozambique,
Seychelles, and Tanzania—have vary-
ing reasons for not immediately joining
the club. Botswana, for example, is re-
luctant to break from the lucrative

President Kenneth Kaunda: "Collective
self-reliance among ourselves can never
fall on happy ears of the perpetrators of
economic dependence and neo-colonial-
ism"

Southern African Customs Union, even
though special provision is made in the
treaty for Swaziland, Lesotho, and the
Gaborone government to remain tied to
that agreement for the time being. Oth-
ers questioned whether the major in-
dustrial nations, Kenya and Zimbabwe,
would benefit disproportionately from
the ITA at the expense of less devel-
oped members.

"Most member states are aware that
Zimbabwe, and probably Kenya, will de-
rive relatively more trade benefits from
the PTA than other countries," James
Cameron-Dow, president of the Zim-
babwe National Chambers of Com-
merce, conceded in a recent interview.
"Zimbabwe will import from them in or-
der to establish and consolidate mutually
beneficial trade relations. The question
of Zimbabwean import levels from the
other PTA states is crucial to the long-
term development within the PTA."

Zimbabwean Prime Minister Robert
Mugabe has repeatedly urged the six
non-members to reconsider. "I am mak-
ing a special appeal to our remaining six
countries to join us in this noble cause,"
he said before the Harare summit.
"Their participation is crucial for this
sub-region."

As 1984 neared its close, reports

from Tanzania, with its three main ports
important links in an envisaged regional
transport network, indicated that the
Dar es Salaain government would soon
join the organization, if only to restore
better trade terms with Kenya and
Uganda. Preferential treatment among
the three neighboring countries had
ended with the dissolution of the East
African Community.

VYA Secretary-General Nomvete
has stressed that the effectiveness of
the organization is keyed to full mem-
bership of all 20 nations, representing
150 million of Africa's 500 million inhabit-
ants. Adedeji rarely speaks of the club
without referring to it as potentially 20-
strong. "I believe the PTA is the best
thing that could have happened to the
sub-region, as it provides limitless po-
tential for the promotion of economic co-
operation and integration aimed at 20
countries," he declared in a recent inter-
view.

Nomvete, sadly noting that many
critics forecast that Africa will be irrele-
vant to the world economy by the year
2000, pictures the three regional group-
ings merging into a fully-fledged eco-
nomic community within that time.
"The PTA and the common market we
envisage will be Africa's salvation," he
said.

He also emphasized that the PTA
would not conflict with the goals of the
nine-nation Southern African Develop-
ment Coordination Conference
(SADCC), an organization formed in
April 1980 by Angola, Botswana, Le-
sotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Swazi-
land, Tanzania, Zambia, and Zimbabwe,
to loosen traditional trade and communi-
cations ties with South Africa. Instead,
he contended, the two would comple-
ment each other, but eventually
SADCC (including three non-members
of the FfA—Angola, Botswana, and
Tanzania) would "be brought into the
bigger family." Until then, he said, the
two organizations would reinforce each
other and work in close liaison.

The PTA's most ardent advocates
admit that the road to economic inde-
pendence—a goal that has eluded most
African nations even two decades after
winning their political freedom—will not
necessarily be easy. The fate of the
East African Community and the failure
thus far of ECOWAS are not easily for-
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A New Effort at
Regional Cooperation

With the continent's economies in crisis, the latest attempt to boost
intra-African trade and lessen dependence upon traditional partners—th
Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern Africa—assumes even
greater significance.

BYJOHNEDUN

W hen President Kenneth Kaunda
bid farewell to the last governor

of the British protectorate of Northern
Rhodesia, he solemnly prophesized:
"Like brother and sister African coun-
tries around us, we have won our politi-
cal freedom. But we will never, ever, be
truly free until we have also won our
total economic independence."

That was 20 years ago—the day, Oc-
tober 24, 1964, when Kaunda led the
southern African territory to indepen-
dence as black-governed Zambia. Two
decades later. Zambia's economy is
even more dependent on foreign mar-
kets than it was then. More signifi-
cantly, despite vocal support for eco-
nomic sanctions against South Africa,
Zambia—like most nations in central
and southern Africa—acknowledges
grudgingly that its main trading partner
is the minority-ruled republic.

Part of Zambia's problem—and it is a
microcosm of some of the continent's
economic woes—was inherited from
the colonial era when Africa's resources
were exploited to stuff the coffers of
governments in Berlin, Brussels, Lis-
bon, London, Madrid, and Paris.

Colonial interests dictated that eco-
nomic infrastructure be oriented toward

John Edhn has reported from At rial for 20 years.
He is currently the Assoaated Press correspon-
dent w Harare, Zimbabwe.
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export, with foreign exchange earnings
a prime motive. Thus, manufacturers
were heavily dependent on demand and
prices as set by cantankerous foreign
markets. And when it came to buying
raw materials from abroad, prices were
fixed by outsiders as well.

This dependence has been passed on
to Africa's post-independence rulers.
But they are themselves partly to blame
for not seeking to break those estab-
lished trading patterns and, in some
cases, by unabashedly clinging too
tightly to the apron strings of former
European powers.

But as far back as 1958—a year after
Britain set the stage for decolonization
in Africa by granting independence to
the Gold Coast—the United Nations
formed a special commission as an in-
strument for economic and social ad-
vance. The Economic Commission for
Africa (ECA), as it is still called, was
seen by former UN Secretary-General
Dag Hammarskjold as "an institution
where the economic needs of the Afri-
can people will be expressed and where
action designed to meet these needs will
be initiated and stimulated."

Even though a former Liberian presi-
dent, William Tubman, proposed a free
trade area in the continent as early as
1964, most efforts to form common
markets have been failures. African
leaders routinely pay lip service to the
concept, but in practice fierce competi-
tion rages between African nations for

overseas markets, and prohibitive tar-
iffs inhibit trade among themselves.

The 1975 Treaty of Lagos was signed
by West African states to promote and
liberalize trade and to boost cooperation
and self-reliance. But the 16-nation Eco-
nomic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS) that emerged from
the pact has yet to significantly alter es-
tablished trading patterns away from
the industrialized countries.

In December 1983, the 10-member
Economic Community of Central Afri-
can States was formed, also at the urg-
ing of the ECA. And more recently, in
July, four presidents, a prime minister,
and nine high-ranking ministers wit-
nessed what Zimbabwe's Sunday Mail
newspaper hailed as "one of the most
significant milestones in Africa's march
toward economic self-reliance." The oc-
casion was the launching in Harare, Zim-
babwe, of the 14-nation Eastern and
Southern African Preferential Trade
Area (FFA), an alliance like its West and
Central African predecessors pledged
to loosen the West's armlock on their
struggling economies and boost busi-
ness among themselves.

PTA Interim Secretary-General Bax
Nomvete, a South African exile, noted
that African countries traditionally had
been slaves to Western-dictated trade
patterns. He told delegates: "The only
way out is for African countries to con-
trol their own economic destinies just as
they have controlled their political desti-
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clearing and payments, and the estab-
lishment of a sub-regional trade and de-
velopment bank. In addition, the proto-
cols set out in great detail the functions
of the sectoral technical committees
which report to the inter-governmental
commission of experts as indicated
above.

Meetings of the technical committees
are held regularly—typically at least
twice a year. It is through such meet-
ings and the recommendations arising
from them that higher bodies of the ITA
have been able to reach agreement on,
for example, the common list, the
launching of the clearing house, the sim-
plification and standardization of transit
documents and procedures, and the ba-
sic principles guiding the relaxation and
subsequent removal of non-tariff barri-
ers.

The PTA is obviously still in its infant
phase of development. Many problems
still have to be overcome. The estab-
lishment of the Trade and Development
Bank still lies in the future. Not all mem-
bers have decided to use the clearing
and payments machinery established in
February 1984. The Secretariat, head-
quartered in Lusaka, has experienced
teething problems of its own, including
the difficulty of securing suitably quali-
fied staff. Besides, it has occasionally
proved difficult to extract contributions
to the budget within the time stipulated
by the treaty from one or two member-
states.

In addition, the full membership antic-
ipated by the treaty is yet to be
achieved. There are various reasons
explaining this. Some potential mem-
bers enjoy membership in organizations
with functions and/or objectives that
overlap those of the ITA and thus may
wish to fully examine the possible im-
pact on the organization of original mem-
bership. Indeed, the drafters of the
treaty foresaw this problem in the case
of Botswana, I^esotho, and Swaziland
(BLS), which find themselves in a spe-
cial situation in part because of their
membership, together with South Af-
rica, in the Southern African Customs
Union. Thus, article 30 of the treaty,
recognizing "the unique situation" of
BLS, mandates the formulation of a pro-
tocol which would exempt the three
countries for a certain period from the
full application of certain treaty provi-

sions. A committee on BLS was subse-
quently established and is currently at
work on the problem.

The ITA is, of course, partly an ex-
periment. Some countries may wish to
see how the experiment works out be-
fore they consider joining. The history
of inter-territorial cmperation in Africa
has not always had a happy outcome.
Various unions, federations, customs,
and other arrangements have crumbled
under the weight of political and other
contradictions. Thus, the seemingly
over-cautious approach of some gov-
ernments to such experiments is under-
standable.

Yet the prospects for the ITA are
considerably hopeful. Its strength in
part lies in its pragmatism—its focus on
problems of relevance to the lives and
welfare of the people of the sub-region.
Its modus operandi of moving step-by-
step on the basis of consensus, while
occasionally slowing its forward pace,
assures that the ramifications of pro-
posed measures are fully explored and
any reservations set to rest by way of
further study, clarification or compro-
mise.

Besides, the PTA is in consonance
with the political posture shared by vir-
tually all African states with regard to
the desirability of African unity, South-
South cooperation, and collective self-
reliance. These concepts have not only
taken hold among political leaders and
governments, but they are reinforced
by the prevailing climate of international
economic relations, in which the devel-
oping countries have not succeeded, de-
spite repeated and determined efforts,
in persuading the rich countries to ac-
cept and work toward the goal of a New
International Economic Order.

The eastern and southern states, in-
deed, the OAU member-states, have
long recognized that they are first and
foremost the makers of their own devel-
opment and that by pooling their re-
sources and efforts through rational
mechanisms of regional and sub-re-
gional cooperation, they are likely to
move forward more rapidly. It is in this
spirit that the PTA was conceived. It is
this spirit that nourishes and sustains it
as it tackles the challenges it faces in
translating treaty aspirations into reali-
ty. IJ

Benguela railroad, Angola: "The relationship between transport and communications
networks and trade and development is obvious"
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Adebayo Adedeji, ECA executive secretary, "helped maintain the needed momentum in
the initial PTA negotiations"

of the tribunal, has already begun oper-
ating. Authority, council, and commis-
sion meetings have been business-like
and pragmatic. The secretariat, after
some teething problems, has settled
down and is adequately servicing all the
PTA bodies under the direction of the
energetic secretary-general ad interim,
Bax Nomvete. More significantly, the
FFA's operational phase was launched
on July 1. 1984, in Harare, Zimbabwe,
during a special meeting of the authority
chaired by Prime Minister Robert Mu-
gabe. From that date, customs tariffs on
selected goods were reduced by the fol-
lowing percentages for each commodity
group in accordance with Article 4 of
Annex I of the treaty:

• food (excluding luxury items) by 30
percent;

• raw materials—agricultural by 50
percent;
• raw materials—non-agricultural by
60 percent;
• intermediate goods by 65 percent;
• durable consumer goods by 40 per-
cent;
• non-durable consumer goods by 35
percent:
• highly competitive consumer goods
by 30 percent:
• consumer goods of particular impor-
tance to economic development by 70
percent;
• capital goods {including transport
equipment) by 70 percent:
• luxury g(K)ds by 10 percent.

The common list, negotiated over a
lengthy period and formally published in
January 1984, is to be expanded from

time to time with the addition of new
commodities of export and import inter-
est to the member-states. Similarly,
non-tariff barriers to trade, with respect
to commodities appearing on the com-
mon bst, are to be progressively re-
duced with a view to their eventual elim-
ination. The overall objective is to facili-
tate the PTA's evolution into a common
market and, eventually into a full-blown
economic community as envisaged in
the treaty.

The promotion of sub-regional trade
should not be viewed in isolation from
other closely related aspects of cooper-
ation in eastern and southern Africa.
These include transport and communi-
cations, agricultural and industrial devel-
opment, and the mobilization of financial
resources for the economic develop-
ment of the member-states, through
such mechanisms as the proposed East-
ern and Southern African Trade and De-
velopment Bank.

The relationship between transport
and communications networks on the
one hand and the trade and development
prospects of a given country or region
on the other is obvious. Without such
networks, free trade or cooperation will
remain at the level of aspirations, rather
than reality. The sub-region of eastern
and southern Africa, like much of the
rest of the continent, suffers from a
poorly developed transport and commu-
nications infrastructure both within and
even more so between territories.

Inter-territorial road, rail, air, inland,
and coastal water transport, facilities,
and services are either non-existent or
greatly in need of improvement. It is
imperative to undertake coordinated
and collaborative development or refur-
bishing of these facilities in order to facil-
itate travel within the region. An air
journey between Harare and Addis
Ababa, for example, sometimes takes
two or three days, due to lack of a con-
venient connecting flights. The rapid
movement of goods and mail is also, of
course, adversely affected by such
transport deficiencies.

Under the various protocols annexed
to the treaty, the FPA has defined the
principles and objectives of sub-regional
cooperation not only with respect to
transport and communications, but also
with regard to the other sectors men-
tioned above: agriculture, industry.
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PTA: Toward an African
Common Market

Fourteen countries have ratified the treaty establishing the Preferential Trade
Area for Eastern and Southern Africa. Although still in its infancy, the PTA
hopes eventually to eliminate trade barriers, promoting the region's
economic development.

BYC.M.B. UTETE

The Preferential Trade Area (PTA)
for Eastern and Southern African

States was established at a summit
meeting of heads of state in Lusaka,
Zambia, in December 1981. The aim
was to coordinate sub-regional develop-
ment, particularly by relaxing and even-
tually eliminating trade barriers.

The leaders adopted a treaty for sub-
sequent ratification by the 18 prospec-
tive member-states: Angola, Bot-
swana, Comoros, Djibouti, Ethiopia,
Kenya, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi,
Mauritius, Mozambique, Seychelles,
Somalia, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda,
Zambia, and Zimbabwe. Fourteen
states have now ratified the treaty, in-
cluding Burundi and Rwanda, whose
membership had not originally been an-
ticipated. The hold-outs are Angola,
Botswana, Madagascar, Mozambique,
Seychelles, and Tanzania. The treaty
took effect on September 30, 1982,
"upon ratification by seven states."

The UN Economic Commission for
Africa (ECA) played an important role in
the PTA negotiations, helping to formu-
late the treaty and providing relevant
documentation and other services. Its
executive secretary, Adebayo Adedeji
of Nigeria, helped to maintain the
needed momentum in the negotiations

Dr. C.M.li. 0'tele is permanent secretary to Zim-
babwe's I'rime Minister Robert Mugabe.

as well as providing key personnel to
begin establishing a secretariat.

The negotiations leading to the estab-
lishment of the PTA predated the Lagos
Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos
that the Organization of African Unity
(OAU) adopted in l^igos in April 1980.
Nonetheless, the results were consist-
ent with the decisions of the Lagos ses-
sion, which included a proposal for an
African common market by the year
20(X).

The PTA is thus the eastern and
southern equivalent of the Economic
Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) and similar economic group-
ings elsewhere on the continent. They
constitute potential building blocks of
the proposed continental common mar-
ket. The ITA seeks collaborative and
coordinated economic development in
eastern and southern Africa through
free trade, necessitating phased or
gradual elimination of tariff and non-tariff
trade barriers, and through emperation
in the development of industry, agricul-
ture, and all modes of transport.

The member-states also agreed to
establish various institutions to facilitate
their cooperation. These include a 1*TA
Trade and Development Bank—yet to
be established—and clearing and pay-
ment arrangements—initiated on Feb-
ruary 1, 1984, in the form of a separate
PTA clearing facility located in the Re-
serve Bank of Zimbabwe. The principle
of the facility is that intra-PTA trade is

financed in local currencies, except for
any outstanding balances in a defined
trading period which must be settled in
convertible currencies. This has already
succeeded in minimizing the use of for-
eign exchange which is in short supply in
all member countries.

As an organization, the PTA works
through five key institutions:
• the Authority, consisting of heads of
state, which decides policy as well as
appointing the secretary-general;
• the Council of Ministers, consisting of
ministers of trade and finance, which
makes recommendations to the Author-
ity;
• the Secretariat, under a secretary-
general, which carries out the adminis-
trative responsibilities;
• the Tribunal or judicial organ; and
• the Inter-Governmental Commission
of Experts and Technical Committees.

The commission and the technical
committees are made up of senior civil
servants of all member-states. The
committees, who investigate pertinent
specialized issues—customs and trade,
payments and clearing, transport and
communications, agriculture, and indus-
trial cooperation—advise the commis-
sion which in turn reports to the Council
of Ministers. To date, the commission
has been chaired by the head of the civil
service of the "chairing" country as es-
tablished by alphabetical rotation—typi-
cally the secretary to the cabinet.

This machinery, with the exception
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is particularly true in southern Africa.
We might ask what journalistic harm

is done in interviewing these handy,
though less reliable, sources as long as
they're accurately described. The dam-
age begins when the reporter takes
quotes from these anemic sources and
passes them off as the prevailing, well-
nourished opinion of the majority. This
common practice slips the standards,
reinforces stereotypes, and misinforms
readers back home who often have no
way of double-checking news accounts.

Our star reporter did just that by
writing: "The whites must stay,1 said
Martin Gede, the porter. 'We must
work together,' such opinions are com-
monplace as Rhodesia's 6.7 million
blacks await majority rule." The "com-
monplace" African opinion was out in the
Tribal Trust Lands, "off limits," beyond
the reach of this white foreign corres-
pondent.

"White" is important here because,
as an Afro-American, I was able to move
and report undetected among Africans
in the rural areas. A white reporter with
the best skills, the most acute sensitiv-
ity, could not gain access to the "off lim-
its" African majority in Rhodesia, or in
South Africa. Unfortunately, most edi-
tors have an unwritten policy of not
sending black reporters to cover Africa;
there is not a single Afro-American jour-
nalist permanently assigned to southern
Africa.

This is no accident. A few years ago
the editor of a major newsweekly told a
black Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter
being interviewed for a post in Nairobi
that his magazine, as a matter of policy,
did not assign black reporters to Africa.

"We don't think they can be fair," the
editor said when pressed. He went on to
say that he had no concern about assign-
ing Jewish reporters to cover Israel, or
Irish journalists to Ulster. Further-
more, his magazine had never posted a
black reporter to test this theory; and
until this very hour has never posted a
black journalist to that continent. Such
institutional media bias greatly assists
the likes of South African President
P.W. Botha in denying reporters ac-
cess, and thus misinforming the Ameri-
can public.

In addition to governmental denial of
access, foreign journalists, with rare ex-
ceptions choose not to develop Third

World news sources even when they
are available to them. They occasionally
would wander up to a willing taxi driver,
a non-threatening porter, a friendly
maid, a night desk clerk understudy at
the tourist hotel. The people, the agrar-
ian majority, are too poor, or t(X) dirty,
their culture too dissimilar, their lan-
guages too varied.

Thus for both institutional and individ-
ual prejudices, Third World reporting
tends necessarily to be biased. This cul-
tural bias American correspondents
learn while growing up. Earlier genera-
tions of reporters were persuaded be-
yond hope that China was a nation of
coolies and rickshaw drivers, incapable
of governing China. Similarly most for-
eign correspondents I encounterd in Af-
rica tended to accept a version of the
colonial notion that Africans are incapa-
ble of governing Rhodesia, or South Af-
rica, or any developing country.

This bias makes foreign correspon-
dents peculiarly susceptible to manipu-
lation by racist regimes like that of Ian
Smith or that of Botha. It accounts for
the slanted dispatches filed out of Africa
and other Third World countries. And it
leaves readers incapable of making intel-
ligent judgments about foreign policy,
unable to foresee the collapse of the
Smith regime or the fall of the Shah, or
the defeat of Somoza.

In addition to the racial bias, access
to Third World news sources is also
hampered by individual countries' wary
view of foreign correspondents, and of
journalism itself. Many a tough investi-
gative reporter has kicked in doors in
the U.S., arguing that the public has a
right to know.

Well, in southern Africa and most of
the rest of the world, there is no con-
cept of the public's right to know. There
is little access to public documents.
There is no First Amendment. There is
no Freedom of Information Act. Tliis
denial of qualitative news sources is of-
ten crippling to reporters accustomed to
being spoon-fed information, at city hall
or on Capitol Hill.

Often, in Africa and other Third
World countries, it takes skill, re-
sources, and great patience to ferret out
facts that in the U.S. could be obtained
in an instant. In South Africa, for in-
stance, during the present disturbances
the government simply closed off black

townships or the gold mines to foreign
correspondents. Much of the informa-
tion about government crackdowns on
the Africans is released through govern-
ment spokesmen and agents.

An underlying obstacle to compre-
hensive Third World coverage is foreign
correspondents' uniquely industrialized
outlook. They tend to slant and color
their reporting according to their pre-
conceived notions and sometimes their
comfort. Foreign correspondents are
products of their society, reflecting its
biases, its political orientation, its love
affair with toilets that flush, air condi-
tioners, elevators that work, bureau-
crats who show up on time for appoint-
ments. The scarcity of many of these
things in the Third World erodes corres-
pondents' patience and even intrudes on
their ability to approach fairness, to say
nothing of objectivity.

Moreover, in places like Rhodesia/
Zimbabwe and South Africa, foreign
correspondents, subconsciously per-
haps, tend to succumb to those quite
strong differences that exist between
the warring factions'—the Europeans on
one side, Africans on the other. In the
Middle East, the Israelis, likewise, get
the nod overwhelmingly in the cultural-
religious choosing of sides.

The result is that the American public
is ill-informed and often surprised when
regional shifts occur. In 1976, Smith
said, "Black majority rule will not occur
in Rhodesia in 1,000 years." In 1977,
Mr. Smith said that black majority rule
will not occur in Rhodesia in "my life
time." Two years later Smith, in talks
with Sithole, Chirau, and Bishop Mu-
zorewa, was struggling to ward off black
majority rule for another two years. He
was, of course, unsuccessful.

A similar thing happened with Mu-
gabe's election. The media listened to
South Africa and the Smith government
and concluded that Nkomo and Mugabe
would split the vote and Bishop Mu-
zorewa would win the election—wrong.

In none of these cases did the Ameri-
can press corps give their readers and
viewers sufficient coverage to indicate
the inevitable outcome. One day they
woke up surprised that Mugabe was the
new prime minister, or that the Shall
was exiled to Panama—or that, far
more previously reported, the famine in
Ethiopia was a holocaust. Q
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American newspaper-reading public,
the Red Brigades are a monstrosity.
For that same public, the bandits in Mo-
zambique who murder, mutilate, tor-
ture, and burn people alive, who rob and
destroy their food and property, who
perpetrate the most hideous crimes,
can be conceived as people with whom it
would be perfectly natural to have dia-
logue, power-sharing. They even are
given visas to come and make public
speeches in this country.

This is a result of the cultural gap and
the consequent preconceived ideas that
this gap nourishes in the subconscious. I
am perfectly aware of the fact that this is
a two-way gap, but the advantage you
have in the field of mass media provides
us with much more information pro-

duced by you about your reality than you
receive from us about our own reality.

I am not trying to tell the American
journalist what to do. I am simply offer-
ing a few thoughts for reflection. These
thoughts are a result of a long debate
concerning the problems of information
gathering and dissemination within our
own country. There too, we have a cul-
tural gap. The press is urban; most of
the population rural. The city reporter
goes to the rural areas to see what is
going on, then returns and writes with a
city mind. His report then goes back
from the capital to the rural areas on
radio and in the newspapers, after hav-
ing passed through this urban filter. I
suppose some people might consider
that to be objective. We think it is not.

Very often our journalist tends to see
and report about the things that went
wrong and is unable to see and report
about the daily struggle, the enormous
efforts, and the important achievements
of the rural communities.

I believe it is a must for all of us to
begin to look for ways to bridge our dif-
ferent cultures and our different stages
of development. Our American col-
leagues can play an important role in this
effort so that the picture of our region
that they give to the world does more
justice to their profession and to our re-
ality. The democratic traditions of
American journalism, the feeling among
you that the pursuit of truth is a journal-
ist's duty, make me believe this is pos-
sible. D

Reporting Southern Africa:
An American Perspective

BY LES PAYNE

• • C ? alisbury, Rhodesia—after 18
w 3 years of working up from

'room boy' to head waiter, John Martin
was promoted recently to understudy
the night manager at this city's most lux-
urious hotel," read the lead of a front-
page story in one of the most influential
newspapers in the United States. "But
Mr. Martin, who is black, is concerned
that his prospects may wither if a black
government hostile to whites takes
power.

" 'If they drive the whites out, the
country will be ruined,' he said across
the reception desk at Meikles Hotel,
where he was logging receipts from the
establishment's restaurants and bars. A
few paces away, a porter and a mainte-
nance man, also black, nodded."

Les Payne, national editor, columnist, and inves-
tigative reporter for Newsday, has reported exten-
sively from Africa, the Caribbean, and the United
Nations, lie participated in the conference, "Im-
pediments to Objective Reporting about Southern
Africa," co-sponsored by the Afncan-Amencan
Institute and the Woodrow Wilson International
Center for Scholars, in September 1984.

This dialogue reportedly ttx>k place in
1979, in Rhodesia, the day after three
African leaders (Bishop Abel Mu-
zorewa, Ndabaningi Sithole, and Chief
Jeremiah Chirau) signed an "internal
agreement" with the minority white re-
gime of Prime Minister Ian Smith. The
government propaganda engines had
worked mightily—and successfully—to
set aloft the perceptions that:
• Africans were incapable of governing
the country without white leadership.
• Black majority rule (read: democracy)
would force whites to flee.
• Africans themselves believed that if
whites fled, the country would be ru-
ined, politically and economically.

The propaganda of the Smith govern-
ment was, of course, preposterous. It
worked, however, because foreign re*
porters, who published the government
line, were predisposed to believe it. The
dispatch mentioned above was typical of
those cabled home to inform readers
that not only whites, but also Africans,
feared black majority rule.

Third World hotel workers, of the
type quoted here, are notorious for tell-

ing foreign journalists what their colonial
government and vigilant supervisors
wish them to say. From a war-torn Rho-
desia teetering on the brink of black
rule, the world needed to hear from the
country's 7 million Africans. Those
voices, though, were not in the luxuri-
ous hotel lobby, but in the alleys, the
tribal kraals, the outback where the ele-
phant trails make off for the hills.

Alas, the Rhodesian propagandists
were no fools. They cut off foreign cor-
respondents from these quality news
sources. Two-thirds of the Africans
lived in the rural Tribal Trust Lands, and
this key source of information the gov-
ernment placed off limits to foreign cor-
respondents. Upon entering Rhodesia
in those days, correspondents were told
that they would not be allowed to enter
the "operational areas," which turned
out to be the entire country except the
cities of Salisbury and Bulawayo.

Proper access is a difficult, though
not impossible, commodity in Third
World countries. Government denial of
access to news often contributes to for-
eign journalists' Third World bias. This
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tors in the U.S., for example, have their
own views of what is interesting or com-
prehensible to their readers or listen-
ers.

I believe that in spite of the important
changes due to the elimination of institu-
tionalized racism, the racial feelings
within American society are still an ob-
stacle to a clear understanding of the
southern Africa problem. This fact gen-
erates a market approach to the selec-
tion of news and subjects. Thus, except
for some of the larger American news-
papers, a few news agencies, and some
public, private, and religious groups, the
information concerning our region is
sensationalist, superficial, and generally
influenced by South African propa-
ganda.

The objective report filed by the man-
on-the-spot is often changed by an edi-
tor whose eye is on market consider-
ations. This in turn may influence the
reporter who will try the next time to
present a story in a form acceptable to
his editor. Another classic example is
the way in which southern African prob-
lems are packaged as aspects of the
Cold War, as being problems arising and
mainly related to the East-West con-
frontation.

But I think there is a more fundamen-
tal impediment to objective American
reporting in southern Africa: the gap be-
tween our cultures. This cultural gap in-
volves more than the difference be-
tween cultures. There is also a differ-
ence in the harmony of development.
This is the great trap for our countries.

Societies which are advanced today
have developed in stages, economically,
technically, and scientifically. At each
stage there was a parallel development
in their form of government, their legis-
lation, their civic behavior, and their val-
ues. Our societies, which were kept at a
low stage of economic, technical, and
scientific development, are today ex-
pected, because of the great advances
in communications, to have patterns of
life and behavior which are the same as
in the West. The reality is that we are
judged on every aspect of our life ac-
cording to Western points of reference.
There are no easy ways of resolving this
contradiction, but we are aware that it
exists and are seeking solutions day by
day.

Let us start with a concrete situation.

My country, Mozambique, is becoming
increasingly familar with the character-
istics of American journalists. There
was a time when we could not claim this
familiarity because few American jour-
nalists visted Mozambique. American
interest in the country has grown, how-
ever, especially after the Lancaster
House agreement on Zimbabwe's inde-
pendence in which Mozambique played
a part. Since this agreement, there have
been 80 reporting trips to Mozambique
by American journalists, an average of
one journalist every two-and-a-half
weeks over a four-and-a-half year pe-
riod. We are very happy about this
growing interest in our country, and we
hope that the number of visits will in-
crease in the coming years.

Most of the American reporters who
have been in Mozambique in recent
years have worked very hard to pro-
duce good, objective, professional
pieces of journalism. But to us it appears
inadequate. We feel that much of the
reporting about countries in our region
falls short of explaining the African real-
ity to a wider public. There is a problem
of interpretation of events and situa-
tions, which, I believe, is basically a cul-
tural problem.

What we are concerned about is un-
derlying concepts that color an Ameri-
can reporter's view of southern Africa
and consequently lead to a presentation
of reality which may look very objective
to the reporter but does not look partic-
ularly objective to the African who is be-
ing written about.

So wide is the cultural gulf that fre-
quently an American reporter in south-
ern Africa will come up with the wrong
answers because he has posed the
wrong questions. And he does so, not
necessarily because of any ill-will, but
because the society around him, liis ed-
ucation, his country's traditions and val-
ues, his life-style, have not prepared
him to confront the totally different Af-
rican cultural reality.

One problem is the distorted image of
Africa, which has developed in the
West, and which is accepted by many
people. A good example of this image is
the notorious Citicorp advertisement
depicting Maputo city as a jungle, where
savages with spears present a threat to
the civilized white man. The picture
bears no relation to reality. But it cor-

responds to the image which exists in
the subconscious of millions of people.

In a society accustomed to this kind of
portrayal of the majority-ruled countries
of southern Africa, it is not difficult for
the enemies of our freedom and inde-
pendence to plant lies and disinforma-
tion. I know that many American re-
porters and editors pride themselves on
being able to see beyond the kind of stu-
pidity I have just mentioned. But the
stereotypes are there in the minds of
people, including journalists, who kx)k
at Africa in one way and America and
Europe in another way.

Let me give another example: I can-
not remember a newspaper report say-
ing that the Red Brigades terrorists
were carrying out military operations
over the whole of Italy or that discus-
sions between the Red Brigades and the
Italian government had begun.

In the last few weeks you have seen
or heard many reports in the press, ra-
dio, and TV saying that the Mozambican
government has been negotiating with
the armed bandits that some represent-
atives of the American press choose to
describe as a "resistance movement."
These negotiations, which your press
tells me involve "power-sharing," are
not surprising, because they operate in
areas in all of Mozambique's 10 prov-
inces, as we are repeatedly told. Mo-
zambique's government never had any
negotiations with the bandits, and Mo-
zambican ministers have denied this
propaganda time and time again.

The Italian terrorists, however, did
have negotiations with members of the
Italian government. They had contacts
even with personalities linked to the
Vatican. They operated in every major
Italian city. Yet I don't remember that
any Italian minister ever had to deny
that the Italian government was dis-
cussing power-sharing with the Red
Brigades, because the press—and I'm
talking about the U.S. press—never
asked.

In the mind of the journalist from the
U.S., one of these power-sharing sce-
narios was conceivable, the other was
not. There is no objectivity in the ap-
proach so there can be no objectivity in
the results. The crimes of the Italian
terrorists never reached the level of the
horrors and massacres committed by
the bandits in my country. But for the
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Media

Reporting Southern Africa:
An African Perspective

BY JOSE LUIS CABAQO

W e in Africa should acknowledge
our own shortcomings. My

work has brought me into contact with
many American journalists, so I know
what they consider to be some of the
impediments to objective reporting in
our part of the world: failure to get re-
porters to the scene of the story; with-
holding of information by officials; lack of
statistics; and, delays in providing facts.

There are historical reasons for many
of these obstacles. We are economically
underdeveloped, which means our com-
munications systems are poor and the
flow of information is slow. We have em-
erged from colonial rule relatively re-
cently, and this fact has a profound ef-
fect on the media. Under colonial rule,
journalism was mainly done by and for
foreigners. We entered independence
without an indigenous press corps,
without a tradition of journalism. We had
to start virtually from scratch, and this
explains why our media institutions are
still weak. This also becomes an impedi-
ment for American reporters, accus-
tomed to gleaning vast amounts of infor-
mation from professionally excellent
newspapers, magazines, and broadcast-
ing organizations.

In addition, it is only since indepen-
dence that countries in our region have
started to organize the flow of informa-
tion from the countryside where the ma-
jority of our people live. The colonial
media were not interested in rural peo-

Josf Luis Cabaqo is the Mozambican Minister of
Information. This article is excerpted from a pa-
per he delivered at the conference, "Impediments
to Objective Reporting about Southern Africa,"
co-sponsored by the African-American Institute
and the Woodroiv Wilson International Center
for Scholars, in September }<)X4.
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pie, unless they had some picturesque
customs, so again we had to start from
scratch in an absolutely crucial area for
news gatherers.

Then there is the problem of per-
suading officials to talk, either on or off
the record. It is important to remember
that whereas a U.S. government de-
partment or program may have a dozen
officials competent to brief the press on
a given topic, in our countries there may
be only one. If he is not there, or if his
usually heavy schedule doesn't allow,
you don't get your interview. Again, this
is a problem of underdevelopment.

The shortage of qualified staff and ab-
sence of tradition of a solid state appa-
ratus lead to a degree of inefficiency and
to bureaucratism. We all know how
much this affects our work as media
people. These and many similar prob-
lems are real impediments for objective
reporting, not only by the foreign media
but often by our own journalists. Of
course, they can be solved and consid-
erable progress has already been
achieved in our region.

But there are also impediments to ob-
jective reporting in southern Africa by
Americans which can only be solved by
Americans. A very important one is re-
lated to the way the southern Africa cor-
respondent networks are traditionally
organized. For the great majority of the
international media, the center for col-
lecting and disseminating news on all
countries of southern Africa is the very
heart of the apartheid regime—Johan-
nesburg or Pretoria.

For historical, political, economic,
and technical reasons, South Africa has
been able to promote itself as a news
center for the entire region. The big
Western news agencies, newspapers.

and broadcasting organizations have tra-
ditionally had their regional headquar-
ters in Johannesburg. The South African
regime uses the situation to provide
Western correspondents with a great
deal of propaganda, not only about
apartheid itself but mainly against the
independent nations of the region.
When these correspondents visit our
countries, we observe that their articles
tend to be colored by their constant ex-
posure to the regime's view of the world
and to the influence of the white South
African community. Many reporters are
reluctant to admit this, but I repeat, that
it is our observation.

Another impediment is the simple
fact that if a reporter is not on the spot,
he cannot evaluate what is news and
what is not. Very often someone else
will decide for him—usually his editor at
home. So it is not only a problem of
South African influence. A reporter
based for example, in Zimbabwe may
find two or three interesting stories a
week, stories which say something
about the reality of life in that nation. If
he is merely visiting there, he will go
only for "the big story of the day," which
may be a true story but does not accu-
rately and objectively portray life in Zim-
babwe.

For this reason the Kadoma Declara-
tion of the frontline states appeals to for-
eign news orgiinizations to base corres-
pondents in our countries to cover our
reality. We are very encouraged by the
fact that some correspondents liave al-
ready been appointed to our countries.

The problem of objectivity may also
go beyond reporting and news gather-
ing. A reporter's work, no matter how
objective it may be, is frequently re-
shaped by editors at headquarters. Edi-
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President Julius Nyerere: "An outward buoyant confidence in the basic soundness of his
policy"

tels, but it also hampers the purchase of
spare parts that are essential to the op-
eration of vehicles and factories. Mean-
while, urgently needed drugs are not
available to treat epidemics such as chol-
era, measles, and rabies.

In a desperate bid to trade with other
countries and build an export market,
the country has resorted to the old-fash-
ioned barter system. Tanzania has deal-
ings with China, Mozambique, Zambia,
and Zimbabwe on this basis, but has
been unsuccessful in concluding a simi-
lar arrangement with Kenya where both
parties settle in foreign currency until
the respective banks come up with a
satisfactory alternative.

To settle its foreign debts, Tanzania
needs twice what it earns annually in

foreign exchange from all its exports,
including coffee and cotton. But first the
bill has to be paid for petroleum imports
and that alone now consumes 60 per-
cent of the annual income. The IMF has
offered a way out of this impasse
through a structural adjustment pro-
gram, which Tanzania has finally ac-
cepted, while requesting a three-year
loan for $900 million and a similar
amount from bilateral donors. This
money is intended to "cushion" the ef-
fects of rising fuel prices and foreign in-
terest rates.

President Nyerere refuses to go to
Washington or London for cash, but in-
stead has relied on his trusted friends in
Scandinavia, Holland, and Canada. Up
to now they have not let him down. He

has no great expectations for substantial
financial aid from the Eastern bloc, ex-
cept perhaps from China or North Ko-
rea.

Meanwhile, the country limps from
season to season, the dry and the rainy,
hoping there will be enough food until
the next harvest, and equally important,
that there will be adequate transporta-
tion to distribute the food where it is
most needed. These days, it is unlikely
that there is enough food to fill all the
empty stomachs, but if the minimum
protein-calorie intake can be provided, it
will at least prevent tens of thousands of
Tanzanians from dying of malnutrition,
or falling prey to disease.

Tanzania's history since 1977 has
been a continuous series of disasters,
natural and economic. The country lias
been hit by rising petroleum prices,
floods, droughts, pestilence, epidemics,
bankrupt parastatals, and the crippling
cost of the war against Idi Amin in
Uganda. Crop production has steadily
declined and the acreages of some crops
have shrunk for reasons no one can sat-
isfactorily explain.

While more and more of his country-
men tend to despair, Nyerere maintains
an outwardly buoyant confidence in the
basic soundness of his policies. Now,
with at least another year at the helm,
Nyerere has a team of tried and trusted
colleagues around him who are appar-
ently convinced he is on the right track.
But time is running out. President
Nyerere once said it would take at least
20 to 25 years for the ujamaa version of
socialism to show positive results. He is
now Hearing the end of that time span
and he claims that the country's great-
est achievement is simply survival—not
just for 10 years, but for more than 20.

He genuinely takes great pride in
that, and also in the fact that although it
is the world's lKlh poorest country,
Tanzania has one of the highest literacy
rates in the Third World at 85 percent,
with places in school for almost every
Tanzanian child.

But if Nyerere were asked today to
describe the most painful decision of his
career, he might no longer reply that it
was having to call on the British army to
disarm his own mutinous soldiers in
1964. I le might now say it was having to
accept the rigorous terms of the IMF
and the World Bank in the face of a really
desperate economic plight. •
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But he cannot deny that many of his
closest lieutenants have deserted him,
or at least modified their beliefs in the
homespun socialism that Tanzanians call
"ujamaa." It began with the defection of
the Tanganyika African National Union's
first secretary-general and foreign min-
ister, Oscar Kambona, who found the
Arusha Declaration too bitter a pill to
swallow and in 1967, fled to self-im-
posed exile in Europe by way of Kenya.

Some years later, the president was
embarrassed at allegations in the Lon-
don Observer that two top Tanzanians
were selling oil to South Africa in ship-
ments from Dar es Salaam, apparently
behind his back. The whole story has
never come out, but it appears that
crude oil or sludge from Tanzania's stor-
age tanks may have been exported se-
cretly through a Swiss intermediary to
South Africa where it was refined and
sold back to Tanzania. (The two men
allegedly involved in the deal, Energy
Minister Al-Noor Kassum and Sylves-
ter Barongo, are currently suing the Ob-
server for publishing what they say are
lies.)

Tanzania's former prime minister and
first vice president, Rashidi Kawawa, is
no longer the left-wing radical he once
was. He is said to have gone "soft" on
Nyerere's socialism, becoming increas-
ingly bitter over what he viewed as his
down-grading in the party hierarchy.
Kawawa even allegedly tried to block
the late Edward Sokoine's purge of eco-
nomic saboteurs.

The greatest surprise of all has been
the complete turnabout of the veteran
Zanzibari revolutionary, Abdel Rahman
Mohamed Babu. Once the firebrand of
the clove islands—accused by his critics
of trying to create an "African Cuba"—
he recently announced his belief that
Tanzania should water down its social-
ism with what he termed "the dynamic
practices of capitalism."

As his audience for this remarkable
speech, he chose the academic staff of
Dar es Salaam University. Ignoring the
dynamism of capitalism, he told them,
amounted to "unrealistic emotionalism."
The government and party paper, Daily
News, quoted Babu as saying that the
infusion of positive capitalistic practices
into the country's economic system was
essential to promote agriculture and in-
fant industries. "Let the people be

rich—socialism is about plenty, not pov-
erty, " he declared, advocating more pri-
vate investment in socialist-oriented en-
terprises to encourage individual
initiative.

In many respects, Tanzania has been
slowly moderating its economic policies.
And while the bulk of the population—
85 percent at last count—are still work-
ing in the 8,000 ujamaa villages, the gov-
ernment no longer looks askance at pri-
vate enterprise or foreign capitalists
investing in joint enterprises with the
state.

"When asked to cite
Tanzania's greatest
achievement since
independence, Nyerere
replies: * We have
survived.' "

The gradual change is due largely to
the abysmal performance of most of the
parastatal bodies, crippled by huge
debts and gross managerial inefficiency.
Corruption emerged later in Tanzania
than in neighboring Kenya and Uganda,
but is now vast in scale and country-
wide. Since most of the distributive and
retail trade is in the hands of state trad-
ing corporations, the corruption is being
masterminded by some senior civil ser-
vants in league with certain politicians.

The situation has become so serious
that many Tanzanians believe that So-
koine was murdered in a staged road
"accident" because his anti-corruption
drive and crackdown on economic sabo-
teurs was proving to be too successful.
A series of disastrous fires that de-
stroyed several government offfices, in-
cluding the Central Bank of Tanzania,
has been ascribed by some to expert
sabotage intended to destroy records
and other evidence that could incrimi-
nate high-placed individuals. Nyerere
has detained without trial a number of
so-called "economic saboteurs," but the
extent of high-level corruption is not
known.

The trend toward total nationalization
is being quietly reversed in many facets
of life. No longer is neighboring Kenya

derided as a pariah because of its openly
capitalistic economic policy. The com-
mon border has been re-opened after a
seven-year closure, and there is much
talk of closer economic ties with the rest
of East Africa, expansion of trade, and
tourism.

In a recent report outlining its na-
tional food strategy, the Tanzanian gov-
ernment announced that private com-
mercial farms should be encouraged to
expand so that they can help increase
crop production and exports. They will
have the same foreign currency require-
ments as state-owned farms, but new
private farming ventures will be ex-
pected to have their own source of for-
eign exchange. At the same time, the
report adds, the further development of
Tanzania's state farms will be limited
and they will be required to operate on
commercial lines. As for ranching, the
government says its primary aim will be
private management of livestock pro-
duction, and only a relatively small ex-
pansion of state ranches is envisaged.

A large number of parastatal bodies
have either been scrapped, merged
with more successful ones, or absorbed
into government departments in the
hopes of preventing a further drain on
the country's meager foreign exchange
reserves.

Last year Lonrho, the British
multinational, was allowed to reopen its
operations in Tanzania. Its previous ac-
tivities, primarily in farming and food
processing, were nationalized in 1968
after the Arusha Declaration, but
Lonrho settled for comparatively mod-
est compensation on the condition that it
reinvest the entire $10 million in the
country.

If it is to make any headway in rees-
tablishing tourism on a large scale, Tan-
zania will have to adopt a similarly open
policy in that sector. Although its na-
tional parks and game reserves offer
some the most spectacular wildlife in the
world, especially the mass migration of
plains game in the Serengeti, rural hotel
accommodations are grossly inadequate
and below international standards.

In all its efforts to improve its eco-
nomic affairs, the Tanzanian govern-
ment confronts the same paralyzing
problem—the lack of foreign exchange.
It not only prevents the importation of
fittings and equipment for modern ho-
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"frontliners" have tried to persuade
them to take a different stand. They
have met with some success in the case
of France and West Germany. Mean-
while, Angola appears to have modified
its total opposition to a Cuban troop
withdrawal and, according to Chester
Crocker, is prepared to negotiate with
South Africa over how many Cubans can
remain after Namibia becomes indepen-
dent.

Nyerere, however, remains pessi-
mistic about early independence or any
end to apartheid in South Africa in the
near future. At the end of 1983, he went
on record with the view that a lot more
blood would have be be spilled before
any change takes place in South Africa.

"Change in South Africa will have to
be by force because there is no philoso-
phy of change there. Those people are
not prepared to share power; they are
against the sharing of power as a reli-
gion. For this they quote the Bible. The
people there will have to keep on strug-
gling, causing trouble," Nyerere told an
interviewer.

Although not geographically on the
frontline in the struggle against apart-
heid, Tanzanians nevertheless know the
determination with which white South

Africa is prepared to fight to preserve its
racial dominance. Nyerere has given
asylum to thousands of exiles from
apartheid. In earlier years, he found that
Pretoria was able to exploit his hospital-
ity, infiltrating the liberation movements
with a number of "moles," or informers,
This explains Tanzania's obsession with
security and constant vigilance against
saboteurs.

The efforts of the frontline states
against the bastion of apartheid were set
back by Pretoria's twin diplomatic coups
in 1984. With mock sympathy, South
African Foreign Minister Pik Botha
signed an historic non-aggression pact
with Mozambican President Samora
Machel, the Nkomati accord; and con-
cluded the Lusaka agreement with
Angola.

The two countries, brought virtually
to their knees by South Africa's policy of
regional destabilization, hope for some
respite from persistent aggression and
harassment. There hopes were, how-
ever, rudely shattered when South Af-
rica dragged its feet on the withdrawal of
its invading forces from Angola, and the
ruinous attacks by MNK guerrillas
throughout Mozambique did not cease.

Most seriously hit by the sudden

Roads in Tanzania: "The country's desperate economic plight was compounded by a
near-collapse of the nationwide transport system"

change in the region's political picture
were the African National Congress
(ANC) and Swapo liberation move-
ments. The ANC, which has been using
Mozambique as its forward base for
raids and sabotage operations in South
Africa, immediately found it was no
longer welcome in Maputo and its mem-
bers were forced to leave—many fled
to Tanzania. Similarly, Swapo has had to
revise its tactics drastically since it could
no longer maintain safe bases in south-
ern Angola, from which it launched pun-
ishing attacks upon South African mili-
tary forces and their collaborators.

These two agreements caused con-
sternation throughout much of .Africa.
Many, in fact, thought that Angola and
Mozambique had treacherously "be-
trayed" the cause of African national-
ism. With their own troubles as close
neighbors of South Africa, this view was
not shared by the frontline leaders. At a
conference called hurriedly in the north-
ern Tanzanian town of Arusha last May
after the signing of the Nkomati agree-
ment, the frontline leaders (and by im-
plication, the OAU itself) endorsed the
actions that Angola and Mozambique
had been forced to take.

Some reports suggest that Nyerere
was bewildered at the implication of the
apparent volte-fare by the two member-
states, but decided to put on a brave
face, rather than give the South African
leaders what they wanted—open disor-
der in the African ranks.

Only a short time before. President
Nyerere had been forced to submit to
another form of capitulation, which had
been just as repugnant to him. This was
his surrender to the dictates of the In-
ternational Monetary Fund (IMF) and
the World Bank, with such measures as
the 26 percent devaluation of the cur-
rency. For years, he had stubbornly
held out against them in the belief that
their primary motivation was to per-
suade him to abandon his socialist poli-
cies.

Publicly, Nyerere refuses to admit
that his policies have failed and, while
acknowledging mistakes, still insists
that he chose the right course—social-
ism—upon coming to power 23 years
ago. When asked to cite his country's
greatest achievement since indepen-
dence, he consistently replies: "We
have survived."
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Ujamaa village in Tanzania: "While 85 percent of the population are still working in ujamaa villages, the government no longer looks
askance at private enterprise"

nated Nyerere at the opening plenary
session in Africa Hall, there were no
other contestants and consensus was
immediate—and enthusiastic.

The subsequent smooth running of
the summit (in comparison with pre-
vious sessions) augured well for the 62-
year old president's image. His no-non-
sense approach was quickly evident in
the brevity of speeches and the absence
of stale rhetoric. Back in Tanzania,
Prime Minister Salim is expecting to
share the presidential burden, enabling
Nyerere to devote more time to the
pan-AMcan issues that will come his
way as OAU chairman at least for the
first part of 1985, as the next summit is
due in June.

Fortunately for impoverished Tanza-
nia, the ()Al I has a new policy regarding
its annual summit meetings. Because of
a lack of invitations from member-states
and financial constraints, future confer-
ences will take place in Addis Ababa, the
OAU headquarters, with member-
states paying their own expenses. Al-
though Tanzania lias the chairmanship
for the coming year, it will not be ex-
pected to host the 1985 summit.

Thus, Nyerere will be able to concen-
trate on the serious problems confront-
ing the continent, including economic is-
sues, Namibia's long-delayed indepen-
dence, and the continuation of apartheid
in South Africa. At the summit, the OAU
expressed its determination to deal with
the catastrophic drought and hunger sit-
uation that has hit almost the entire con-
tinent. Under Nyerere's stewardship,
the organization is expected to do more
than simply appeal to the outside world
for help, a position that should encour-
age most potential donor nations. As
OAU spokesman, Nyerere can also be
expected to speak out about the need
for fairer world prices for Africa's export
commodities.

The two other urgent issues before
the OAU are primarily the concerns of
the frontline states (Angola, Botswana,
Mozambique, Tanzania, Zambia, and
Zimbabwe). The OAU is thus especially
fortunate to have the Tanzanian presi-
dent as its new chairman in light of his
experience as chairman of the frontline
states since the group's inception in
1976. All these countries except one
share a border with South Africa or

Namibia. Tanzania alone is out of range
of attack by South Africa's "hit squads,"
which have frequently sought to desta-
bilize neighboring countries with debili-
tating surprise attacks.

The six frontline states leaders do not
always agree on policy toward South Af-
rica, but despite their occasional differ-
ences, they have in fact been master-
minding sub-Saharan Africa's strategy
against South Africa. The frontline
states backed calls for sanctions against
South Africa, supporting the OAU and
other Third World countries in the face
of strong opposition from the West.

Also without exception, these coun-
tries have rejected U.S. and South Afri-
can insistence on the total withdrawal of
the 25, (XX) Cuban troops from Angola,
arguing that this was never stipulated in
UN resolution 435 which they, as do
others, regard as inviolate and the only
foundation on which independence for
Namibia can be negotiated.

Realizing that some members of the
Contact Group (Britain, Canada,
France, West Germany, and the United
States) attach less importance to the
Cuban issue than the U.S. does, the
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Tanzania

A Notable Year for
Nyerere

President Julius Nyerere has crowned what may be his last year in office with
the chairmanship of the Organization of African Unity, Also leader of the
frontline states, the Tanzanian president's influence will be felt around the
continent.

BY AL^STAIR MATHESON

The future looked bleak for Tanza-
nia and its 20 million people in the

early part of 1984, but prospects since
have improved somewhat for this pov-
erty-stricken nation. Its desperate and
steadily worsening economic plight was
compounded last year by drought, pes-
tilence, cholera outbreaks, and a near
collapse of the nation-wide transport
system, bringing chaos to food distribu-
tion.

()n top of these hardships, the discon-
tent smoldering on the offshore islands
of Zanzibar and Pemba flared into near-
revolt, leading to the resignation in Janu-
ary 1984 of Tanzania's vice president,
Aboud Jumbe, who was also president
of Zanzibar and chairman of its powerful
Revolutionary Council. The subsequent
unopposed election of AH Hassan Mwi-
nyi in his place on April 19 diffused a
potentially explosive situation and as-
sured the continued union between the
islands and the mainland, although Mwi-
nyi was still a relatively unknown quan-
tity to many mainlanders.

In April, the nation was jolted by the
sudden death of Prime Minister Edward
Sokoine in a road accident as he re-
turned from the new capital at Dodoma

AUistair Matheson is a Kenyan journalist who
has traveled extensively throughout Africa over the
past 40 years. After retiring Jram the United Na-
tions where he worked for UNICEF ami then the
UN Environment Program, he became East Af-
rica correspondent for the London Observer, fie
is also a stringer for Time magazine.
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to Dar es Salaam. The up-and-coming
politician, thought by many to be a possi-
ble successor to President Julius
Nyerere, had only recently launched a
determined campaign to stamp out
smuggling, bribery, and other forms of
economic sabotage, an operation which
had made him some bitter enemies in
high places. Rumors soon spread that
Sokoine's death was more than just an
accident, although his driver, a South
African refugee from a nearby camp,
was subsequently sentenced to five
years' imprisonment for reckless driv-
ing.

In a drastic move to restore confi-
dence in his leadership and administra-
tion, Nyerere made sweeping reduc-
tions in the public service and reduced
his cabinet from 21 to 15 ministers, ap-
pointing liis former foreign minister, Sa-
lim Ahmed Salim, as the new prime min-
ister. Salim, a brilliant and highly experi-
enced diplomat, might have become
secretary-general of the United Nations
had it not been for strong objections
from the United States.

Speculation then focused on Salim as
the most likely successor to President
Nyerere, who had announced he would
retire in 1985. But in August, Nyerere
once again bowed to pressure from his
colleagues and the Tanzanian youth
movement by announcing at the con-
gress of the ruling Chama Cha Mapin-
duzi (CCM) Party that he wanted to
"think again" about his future. The latest
rumors, however, from Ikulu, Tanza-

nia's beachside state house, is that
Nyerere will step down from the presi-
dency next October, and elections will
follow. There will be at least three con-
tenders—Salim, Ali Hassan Mwinyi,
and possibly Rashidi Kawawa if his
health has improved.

The government reluctantly agreed
to a 26 percent currency devaluation in
June, giving up its long-running battle
with the International Monetary Fund
(IMF). The ensuing drastic economic
cuts and reorganization of many parasta-
tal bodies held promise for less criminal
wastage of state funds and more effi-
ciency than in the past.

Then, to the delight of Tanzanians
and most East Africans, President
Nyerere was elected to head the Organ-
ization of African Unity at its 20th sum-
mit in mid-November. With one of the
few remaining founder-members as its
chairman for the coming year, the OAU
seemed to be reinvigorated after years
of near-stagnation. Nyerere's accept-
ance ended speculation about his retire-
ment from public office—at least until
1986.

Although it had been strongly ru-
mored that Nyerere would be nomi-
nated for the prestigious office, it was
not a foregone conclusion. President
Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia had been
suggested for the job but made it known
that he was not a candidate; then hints
came from Madagascar that President
Didier Ratsiraka would seek the nomi-
nation. However, when Kaunda nomi-
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said Mugabe has successfully maneu-
vered between younger radical hot-
heads in the party who complained that
the socialist revolution had lost its way,
and more pragmatic moderates arguing
for economic reality. Indeed, Mugabe
told the country: "The process of trans-
formation must take into account the re-
alities of our society. It is not a mechani-
cal process, nor can it take place over-
night. "

Mugabe avoided any specific commit-
ment to large-scale nationalization and
land appropriation, and he guided dele-
gates away from a radical resolution to
railroad through immediate imposition
of a one-party state. Instead the con-
gress called for the creation of a single-
party nation "in the fullness of time and
in accordance with the law and the con-
stitution. "

The key resolution at the party's first
congress in more than 20 years appears
designed to assuage fears among West-
ern aid donors—the United States be-
ing the largest—potential investors,
and the white minority who still largely
control the economy. The most influen-
tial whites are some 4,5(>0 commercial
farmers, pillars of the agricultural sector
which dominates the country's econ-
omy.

An important feature of the congress
was the adoption of a leadership code
aimed at preventing |X)liticians from be-
coming a wealthy elite in a socialist soci-
ety. At a time when Mugabe and other
leaders were expressing concern at
mounting high-level corruption involv-
ing millions of dollars, delegates voted
for a strict code forbidding government
leaders from acquiring wealth or accept-
ing gifts. They barred party leaders
from owning businesses, earning sec-
ondary incomes, holding company di-
rectorates, renting out homes or prop-
erties, or owning farms of more than 50
acres. The ascetic hand of Mugabe
showed through the code, which also
forbids immorality, drunkenness, and
slovenly dress. The leadership code
was adopted unanimously. But it is ex-
pected that most party officials, who
have already acquired vast tracts of
farmland and businesses, will ignore or
circumvent it.

Despite the devastating three-year
drought that has ravaged most of the
sub-continent, Zimbabwe can boast a

relatively good year. Fears that the
country would have to import 600,000
tons of the staple corn meal, using
scarce foreign currency, were allayed in
September when Agriculture Minister
Denis Norman announced that farmers
had grown twice the harvest estimate—
producing more than 900,000 tons.

Nkomo supporter: "Recent clashes be-
tween rival supporters of Mugabe and
Nkomo do not bode well for the elections"

This is enough for self-sufficiency and
even leaves carry-over stocks. Black
communal farmers produced 35 percent
of the maize crop—a triumph for gov-
ernment policies in the rural areas. Be-
fore independence, communal farmers
grew enough food to feed their families
with a small surplus to sell at local mar-
kets. Commercial farmers, who are
nearly all white, produced a record to-
bacco crop in quantity and quality, which
is expected to earn growers more than
$136 million and the country substan-
tially more in foreign currency. There
was also a record cotton crop of 90,0(X)
tons of lint fiber and 155, (XX) tons of
cottonseed expected to bring in more
than $122.5 million in hard currency.

Still the economic outl<x>k is grim.
Gross domestic product (GDP) fell 3
percent last year and is going down
faster this year. Inflation is running at
nearly 30 percent and the government
debt service ratio is 30 percent and ris-

ing. Small manufacturers of goods like
clothing liave been forced to shut down
all over the country.

Minister of Finance, Economic Plan-
ning, and Development Bernard Chid-
zero, a former United Nations official
whose pragmatism is praised by First
and Third World diplomats, has pre-
sented tough budgets in the last two
years, making Zimbabweans among the
most highly taxed people in the world.
Chidzero admits this, but says he has no
choice if he is to restore vitality to do-
mestic commerce at a time when all pro-
ductive sectors are registering negative
growth in output.

One of Mugabe's arguments for a
one-party state is that the alternative in
Africa is a costly affair. Indeed, the
troop deployments in Matabeleland
have cost tax-payers millions of dollars,
which Mugabe says should have been
diverted to development. The average
Zimbabwean supports Mugabe and will
vote him into power for another four
years, but they are also looking for the
spoils of freedom.

A disheartening report published in
November by a commission of inquiry
set up after independence to examine
the agricultural sector said the average
Zimbabwean is poorer and hungrier to-
day than he was in 1971. On the plus
side, however, independence has
brought vast improvements in two vital
areas neglected by the former white
government—education and health.
Schooling is one of Zimbabwe's success
stories. Primary school enrollment, de-
nied to most black children in Rhodesia,
rocketed from 800,000 in 1980 to 2.4
million this year. There are 313, (XX) stu-
dents now in secondary schools com-
pared to 66,0(X) at independence.

But even this has brought headaches
of its own as the world recession and
drought have worsened the crisis of un-
fulfilled expectations. More than one
million of the country's 8 million peo-
ple—half of them over 16 years old—
are unemployed. There were 6, (XX) jobs
for 80,000 school graduates last year
and in December another 100,000
flooded the market.

Election fever will keep voters occu-
pied at the beginning of 1985. But after
that the people who return Mugabe to
power will be looking for more than
words to fill their empty stomachs. Q
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sever all ties with ZAPU may set back
his own plans to forge a one-party state.
The original intention was for Nkomo's
ZAPU to merge with ZANU and play a
secondary but not unimportant role in
the government. When unity talks
floundered, then failed in 1984, Mugabe
announced his party was confident of
winning nearly all the seats in the Na-
tional Assembly. Under the country's
British-drafted Lancaster House consti-
tution—which Mugabe insists he will
not tear up—ZANU needs unanimous
support in the 100-member assembly in
order to abolish other political parties.
Without the support of Nkomo, whose
party now holds 20 of the 80 black seats,
it is an unlikely dream.

Mugabe's ZANU has 57 seats and
former prime minister Bishop Abel Mu-
zorewa's party, the United African Na-
tional Council, holds three. Twenty
seats reserved for whites are divided
among former Rhodesian prime minis-
ter Ian Smith's Conservative Alliance
and pro-Mugabe independents.

ZAPU supporters may be cowed, but
they are not defeated. In city council
elections in October in Bulawayo, the
provincial capital of the Matabeleland
province that is Nkomo's traditioail
stronghold, voters gave Mugabe's party
a stinging defeat. They voted in all 22
Nkomo candidates, dashing ZANU
claims that they are winning over the
opposition electorate. ZAPU also swept
the board at council elections in the
southern town of Gwanda.

Nkomo says he is sure ZAPU can
comfortably regain all its parliamentary
seats, if not make inroads into ZANU
gains, in a free and fair fight. But already
the two parties are exchanging insults,
accusing each other of trying to rig elec-
tions. Mugabe charges that Nkomo
gives orders to the rebels who have
murdered scores of ZANU officials and
supporters this year. The November
assassination of the most senior party
official, Mugabe-appointed Senator
Moven Ndlovu, was the catalyst for the
ZAPU purge in the cabinet.

Mugabe says the assassination cam-
paign is an Nkomo plot to eliminate key
ZANU officials in the run-up to elections
and to intimidate people into voting for
ZAPU candidates. Nkomo counters that
the murders are masterminded by Mu-
gabe loyalists bent on discrediting the

opposition party. He says that Mugabe
is trying to create a false sense of panic
so that he can justify sending more
troops into Matabeleland to coerce vot-
ers to support ZANU.

Who's telling the truth? There is no
doubt that many of the rebels support
Nkomo. The "dissidents," as they are
officially called, describe themselves to
villagers as "Nkomo soldiers" and wear
badges extolling him as the "father of
Zimbabwe." Two rebels sentenced to
hang in November said they kidnapped
six foreign tourists—including two
Americans—in 1982 because they
wanted to force reconciliation talks be-
tween Mugabe and Nkomo to solve the
country's "crisis." The fate of the tour-
ists is not known. The rebels fought for
Nkomo's Zimbabwe People's Revolu-
tionary Army in the seven-year war to
end white rule.

Mugabe and Nkomo forged a mar-
riage of convenience under the banner
of the Patriotic Front to fight the libera-
tion war. But Mugalx; abandoned his old
ally to contest the 1980 independence
elections alone. Nkomo's soldiers were
integrated into the national army after
independence. However, hundreds de-
serted their barracks and took to the
bush with their guns when Nkomo was
fired from the cabinet. But there is no
proof that Nkomo is in charge of the
dissidents.

On a more mundane note, ZAPU leg-
islators have charged that ZANU is try-
ing to rig the elections through the ma-
chinery of the government. In the Na-
tional Assembly recently, Member of
Parliament Sydney Malunga said mobile
voters' registration units in Matabele-
land were registering only ZANU sup-
porters. ZAPU officials also fear that
Mugabe loyalists could influence a four-
man delimitation committee, headed by
Supreme Court Judge Wilson Sandura,
to set constitutional boundaries that will
favor ZANU in areas where both parties
have support.

Nkomo has led opposition politicians
in calling for an end to "on sight" polling
in rural areas, designed, they say, to
intimidate voters into the ZANU ballot
box. They recall council elections in the
Tsholotsho district of Matabeleland last
year where two ballot boxes were set
up in the open—one for ZANU and one
for ZAPU. Voters were forced to queue

in front of the box of their choice—
watched by gun-toting soldiers. Not un-
expectedly, Mugabe candidates re-
ceived the vast majority of votes in a
district that has always overwhelmingly
supported Nkomo.

Bloody stone-throwing and club-
wielding clashes between rival sup-
porters of Mugabe and Nkomo in recent
months do not bode well for elections.
Zimbabwe's largest daily newspaper,
The Herald, commented on October 30:
"With violence erupting at this prelimi-
nary limbering-up stage, what will the
campaign proper bring? A repetition of
the devastation in the Midlands earlier
this year?"

The editorial referred to June vio-
lence in which several people died and
hundreds were injured when rampaging
Mugabe supporters turned on ZAPU
followers, blaming them for the rebel
murders of ZANU officials. Rioting
spread to nearly a dozen towns and cit-
ies, where ZAPU offices and homes of
Nkomo loyalists were stoned, ran-
sacked, or destroyed by arson.

Mugabe responded with a three-
month clampdown on ZAPU. He closed
the party's offices and banned it from
holding political meetings in three of the
eight provinces. The editorial in The
Herald, controlled by the state-owned
Mass Media Trust, warned: "Unless
immediate steps are taken to put a
damper on inflamed tempers, the poten-
tial for disaster as the election gets fully
into gear will be great indeed." The
newspaper called for an orderly poll to
show that "the democratic process is
alive and well. . . and to inspire trust in
Zimbabwe as a nation with a stable fu-
ture which investors can enter with con-
fidence. "

The deafening silence that has
greeted Zimbabwean calls for foreign in-
vestment is unlikely to end following the
ZANU congress mandate for Mugabe to
create a "socialist state based on Marx-
ist-Leninist principles" and to speed up
"socialist transformation" of the econ-
omy with increased state participation in
key industries.

Foreign businessmen shuddered at
the communist rhetoric. But Western
diplomats observed that Mugabe is un-
likely to deviate from the cautious
mixed-economy route he has followed
since independence. Party moderates
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Zimbabwe

Mugabe's Election
Maneuvers

The ZANU party congress gave Prime Minister Robert Mugabe an
overwhelming mandate to proceed with his political and economic agenda.
After the March elections, however, his ability to meet the expectations of his
supporters is likely to be put to the test.

BY MICHELLE FAUL

Z imbabwe's Prime Minister Robert
Mugabe, at his most powerful fol-

lowing his party's August congress, and
his beleaguered archrival, Joshua
Nkomo, are squaring up for what could
be the last battle for Zimbabwe. There's
no doubt who will stride away victor
from the battlefield after what threatens
to be bloody post-independence elec-
tions in this youngest of Africa's inde-
pendent states.

A triumphant Mugabe emerged from
the signpost congress of his ruling Zim-
babwe African National Union (ZANU).
Six thousand delegates voted him head
of a new 15-nian politburo to rule the
country and gave him a mandate to en-
trench himself as state president—
presently a ceremonial post—with his
newly consolidated power. The con-
gress wrote Mugabe a blank check to
create a single-party state under the
vanguard of his ZANU party in one of
Africa's few multi-party democracies—
a move denounced by his political oppo-
nents.

If Mugabe has never been more pow-
erful, his one-time mentor and chief ri-
val, Nkomo, has never been weaker.
Their stormy, distrustful working rela-

Mwht'lle Ftiul is a Zimbabwean-barn journalist
who has been reporting on her country for 10
years. She is currently a reporter tor the Associ-
ated Press in Harare and a stringer tor the British
Broadcasting Corporation's Africa Service.

Prime Minister Mugabe: "The process of
transformation must take into account the
realities of our society"

tionship was shattered when Mugabe
fired Nkomo from his independence co-
alition cabinet in February 1982 on
charges of plotting a coup after arms
caches were found on farms owned by
his opposition Zimbabwe African Peo-
ple's Union (ZAFU).

Any hopes for a reconciliation be-
tween the two parties were dealt a
death blow in November when Mugabe
dismissed the last two Nkomo ministers
in the government, declaring the party
"enemies of the people" for allegedly
supporting anti-government rebels.
Nkomo strenuously denied the charge

and accused Mugabe of wanting to start
"a bloodbath." The ZAFU leader is
heading for the March elections with a
shattered party structure and still loyal
followers, but who have also been intim-
idated and bewildered by waves of often
brutal military clampdowns ordered by
Mugabe to hunt down the rebels.

A disarrayed ZAFU suffered another
major setback when Cephas Msipa, sec-
retary-general of the party and one of
the sacked ministers, resigned in No-
vember. "Now the [liberation] struggle
has degenerated into a struggle be-
tween ZANU and ZAFU and it does not
make sense that I should suffer or sacri-
fice for that kind of struggle," he said.
The veteran nationalist, who is re-
spected by Mugabe and worked cease-
lessly to reconcile the parties, conceded
defeat. He said that if the choice was
between violence or a one-party state,
people should opt for the single-party.

Missionaries who over the past year
and a half reported that soldiers were
murdering, raping, and brutalizinng
Nkomo's supjK)rters in Matabeleland
said recently that the number of violent
incidents had declined substantially.
The government's military campaign
appears to have shifted to a political
phase with soldiers rounding up civilians
from Nkomo's minority supporters and
forcing them to attend ZANU rallies
where they must denounce Nkomo and
sing Mugabe's praises.

Ironically, Mugabe's decision to
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committee that organized the Transvaal general strike,
said before his detention without charges in November:
"We cannot go back any more now."

Nor can the apartheid regime stop the mass activities of
Umkhonto we Sizwe, the ANC's army. Already by last
August, the Institute of Strategic Studies of the University
of Pretoria was saying that the "security agreements" that
South Africa had entered into with various countries in
southern Africa had failed to reduce the actual operations
of Umkhonto we Sizwe. Six months after the signing of the
Nkomati accord, Professor Gerhard Erasmus of the Afri-
kaans University of Stellenbosch said that even if the
apartheid regime succeeded in creating a cordon sani-
taire around South Africa's borders, this would not help.
He explained that such a cordon would not form a buffer
against "the enemy" because the "enemy is within."

When the Botha regime responds to mass unarmed
struggles by the murder of activists, the arrests of leaders,
and other forms of repression, it does no more than con-
firm the view of the ANC that the oppressed people cannot
liberate themselves without resort to arms.

In his January speech, Oliver Tambo said: "The armed
struggle must grow. We shall achieve victory through the
combination of mass political action and organized revolu-
tionary violence." As we enter a new year, that remains the
perspective for the further development of the struggle for
the liberation of South Africa.

One of the main casualties of the determination of the
people of South Africa to free themselves has been
Reagan's policy of so-called "constructive engagement."
The success of this policy is predicated on the all-around
strengthening of the apartheid regime, the weakening or
destruction of its opponents, and the use of the resultant
balance of strength to impose on the people of southern
Africa an order of "peace, security, and stability" in accord-
ance with the combined interests of Pretoria and Wash-
ington.

At the beginning of his second term, Reagan will find
that the apartheid regime has grown in strength in military
terms only. Even then, the use of that military power has
failed to stop Swapo's onward march and failed to compel
Angola, Lesotho, and other countries of southern Africa to
carry out the wishes of the apartheid regime. Nor has it
slowed down the struggle waged by the ANC, Umkhonto
we Sizwe, and the fighting people of South Africa.

The policy of "constructive engagement" has similarly
not succeeded in relieving apartheid South Africa of its
pariah status by persuading the international community
to accept the bona fides of the Pretoria regime as an
architect of peace and an agent of progressive reform in

South and southern Africa. On the contrary, the interna-
tional community has read Pretoria's intentions correctly
and reaffirmed its commitment to continue the struggle
against apartheid. During the period of the Reagan presi-
dency, this position has been taken by organizations as
diverse as the OAU, the UN, the non-aligned movement,
the World Council of Churches, and the Socialist Interna-
tional.

The apartheid economy is in deep crisis, the effect of
which is to prove daily to the people that this colonial
economic structure, designed to benefit the white minority,
calls for fundamental alteration, as visualized in the Free-
dom Charter, whose 39th anniversary will be observed
during 1985. International Monetary Fund and other loans
have not and will not help to give Botha the means to buy
acceptance by passing even so much as a bagful of
crumbs to the oppressed majority.

The ANC, a principal target of the coordinated strategy
of the Washington-Pretoria axis, has emerged out of the
offensive, which began with the assassination of its
cadres in Matola, Mozambique, at the end of January
1981, stronger and with an enormously increased capac-
ity to attend to the urgent business of the intensification of
the struggle for the destruction of the apartheid state and
its replacement by a democratic one.

It is on this latter issue that the line is drawn with regard
to the South African problem. The question that the ad-
vancing struggle in South Africa poses to the international
community, and, not least of all, to the people of the United
States, is: On which side does this community stand?

There is no middle ground between racism and colonial
oppression on one side and national liberation, democ-
racy, and equality on the other. Nothing but genuine and
total liberation will satisfy the people of South Africa. There
is no hybrid creation made up of portions of apartheid and
"reform" that will emerge which will meet the aspirations of
the people of South Africa. Between the present Afrikaner
and white Republic of South Africa and the future demo-
cratic republic of South Africa, there can be no peaceful
coexistence.

Speaking in her personal capacity, Greta Ncapai, 72-
year old veteran leader of the Federation of South African
Women, said: "I will support anything that will bring
change in this country. I would not say I am against violent
change. If change must come through violence, then I
cannot help it." No one among the oppressed people of
South Africa can help it.

—Thabo Mbeki
Secretary for Political Affairs

African National Congress of South Africa
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The Struggle Inside South Africa

A t the end of the two-day general strike in the Johan-
nesburg region in early November, one of the strike

leaders said, "We now have power in our hands and can
use it in any way we like.

"We cannot go back any more now," he continued. "Our
duty is to step up resistance and create an ungovernable
situation." When he addressed the people of South Africa
on January 8,1984, the 72nd anniversary of the African
National Congress (ANC), Oliver Tambo, ANC president,
had also spoken on this issue.

"We must begin to use our accumulated strength to
destroy the organs of government of the apartheid re-
gime," he said. "To march forward must mean that we
advance against the regime's state power, creating condi-
tions in which the country becomes increasingly ungov-
ernable." Tambo went on to urge the struggling people of
South Africa to cultivate among themselves "a spirit of
rebellion and a frame of mind which puts to the fore the
politics of revolutionary change."

Many buildings in the urban townships have been de-
stroyed in the latest round of unrest. A good number of the
black representatives of the apartheid system, manning
the local authority organs, have died. Other local council-
lors have resigned. With its organs of "indirect rule" de-
stroyed, Pretoria will be obliged to reintroduce "direct
rule." It remains to be seen, however, how long such insti-
tutions of direct rule will survive.

With the massive rejection of the new apartheid consti-
tution by black South Africans as a whole, it is also appar-
ent that organs of government introduced under the provi-
sions of this constitution, to control the "Coloured" and
Indian people, stand no chance of being accepted by
these sectors of the population.

As Priscilla Jana, an Indian lawyer and activist of the
Democratic Women's Movement, said during the cam-
paign to boycott the apartheid elections last August: "Any-
body, Coloured or Indian, who participates in the new
constitution will be as guilty as the perpetrators of this
crime against the people. He who participates is a traitor."

On New Year's day 1984, a major Afrikaans newspaper,
Rapport, carried an editorial which ended with a plea to
the apartheid regime. "There rests on the government a
sort of burden of proof—that by its style, consistency,
persistence, and propositions, it truly shows that we are
going to establish a new set-up of association in place of
the old path of discrimination."

The Botha regime, however, did not think it had any

such obligation as it had no plans to abandon "the old path
of discrimination." Knowing that its primary responsibility
was in fact to ensure that the old path was not threatened,
it spent the year pursuing three major objectives.These
were to recruit the greatest possible number of puppets to
increase its ability to "Vietnamize" the escalating struggle
in South Africa, to intensify its campaign of repression
against the democratic movement in order to paralyze the
mass resistance struggle, and to create around the bor-
ders of South Africa the cordon sanitaire which ceased to
exist with the collapse of the Portuguese empire and the
defeat of the Smith regime in Rhodesia, in the hope that
this would result in the destruction of the ANC.

The black oppressed, in their millions, have however
refused to be deceived, bribed or coerced into being their
own oppressors. Despite the murder in 1984 of at least
200 activists of the democratic movement, the arrest and
detention of the people's leaders throughout the country
and the attempt to suppress the mass struggle by force of
arms, these struggles have continued unabated.

Southern Africa remains hostile to the apartheid system
and refuses to be bullied into joining Pretoria's "constella-
tion of southern African states" or into accepting an op-
pressive "Pax Pretoriana." More than ever before, the
apartheid regime stands exposed among the people of
the southern part of Africa as its common enemy whose
destruction is in the objective interest of the entire region.

Perhaps more than any other episode, the one that
symbolized the desperation and the failure of the apart-
heid regime during 1984 was its concentration of 7,000
armed soldiers and police to cordon off and comb the
African townships of Sebokeng. As a result of this opera-
tion, some of the most cautious commentators in South
Africa began to speak of civil war.

And yet less than two weeks later, the people of Sebo-
keng joined the Transvaal general strike, demonstrating
conclusively that the more force the apartheid regime
uses, the more urgently the people feel the need to act to
remove this regime.

Thus "by its style, consistency, persistence, and propo-
sitions," the Botha regime, pursuing as before the goal of
ensuring the Afrikaners' "destiny of domination in South
Africa," has brought us closer to the day when the masses
of the people will demonstrate, by taking power into their
own hands, that the colonial system of white minority dom-
ination is an anachronism. As Thami Mali, a leader of the
United Democratic Front (UDF) and chairperson of the
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fices in the South African Council of
Churches headquarters in Johannes-
burg, saying they were investigating
treason charges. The government has
said it will introduce legislation to control
overseas funding to the council.

Tensions in the black schools also re-
main high. Professor Andre du Toit, an
Afrikaans-speaking academic at Stellen-
bosch University, said in analysis of the
educational unrest, "It is the schools, as
in 1976, where grievances simmered
and generally boiled over into the wider
communities. Once again the flower of a
whole generation is prepared to sacri-
fice itself in a desperate revolt against
what they reg;ird as the intolerable reali-
ties of the black situation in South Afri-
can schools and townships."

Du Toit desperately pleaded for "the
restoration of some of the urgency
needed in our social response if we are
to begin the healing process but, again,
apart from financial limitations, there is
little evidence of that urgency in govern-
ment circles."

The government also faces consider-
able financial pressures from the home-

lands where blacks are meant to exer-
cise their political rights and where
more than half the African people of
South Africa live. Two officials in the
new government-owned Development
Bank of Southern Africa said this year
that the increase in the gross domestic
product per head of population in the
homelands between 1970 and 19H0 was
among the lowest in the world. They
also said it is clear poverty is beginning
to assume serious proportions in the
homelands.

Their findings were underlined in a
far-reaching inquiry into poverty in
southern Africa sponsored by the
Carnegie Corporation. It showed that
the number of people without any in-
come in the homelands had risen from
250,000 in I960 to 1.43 million in 1980,
and that the number of people in the
reserves living below the minimum pov-
erty level had almost doubled to 8.91
million. Another paper found that more
than 50,000 black children had died from
nutritional diseases in 1970 and 6,005 of
these deaths had been due to severe
forms of malnutrition.

The solutions to these problems are
obviously complex. The moderate
South African Institute of Race Rela-
tions has called on the government to
remove the bans on the ANC and Pan
Africanist Congress, which were out-
lawed in 1960, and the black conscious-
ness organizations which were banned
in 1977, as a start. John Kane-Berman,
the Institute's director, said the key
point is that black South Africans should
be able to make democratic choices. "It
is therefore ini|)erative that they be ac-
corded the legal right to do this through
lawful organizations using lawful strate-
gies. People denied democratic oppor-
tunities cannot be expected to cherish
and protect those opportunities tomor-
row. "

That solution, however obvious it
may seem to many, has yet to penetrate
in Pretoria. And there are few signs that
it is likely to do so in the foreseeable
future. Frustration, dissent, and the
iron fist remain the probable course of
events, with decreasing government le-
gitimacy and increasing military involve-
ment. •
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The security forces tried to put the
best image on their operations. In Sebo-
keng, they handed out orange stickers
to people who had been searched which
said, "Trust me, I am your friend." Po-
lice also handed out leaflets saying,
"What are we doing here? We are here
to promote a normal social life, contin-
ued education, safe travel, stability, a
healthy community, and the delivery of
food."

But the UDF said that the authorities
were looking for something which could
not be found under beds or wardrobes:
"The anger of the people over rentals
and lack of participation in government
doesn't hide in those places."

Before the raid, Le Grange main-
tained that revolutionary forces had cre-
ated a situation of unrest in black resi-
dential areas, resulting in the loss of
many lives, extensive damage to prop-
erty, the disruption of community ser-
vices, and intimidation of schoolchildren
to boycott schools. The government
had therefore decided that lawlessness
must be curbed, he said. Despite pro-
tests, the government continued to use

the army in support of police operations
in the black townships, making sure that
everyone knew that it would use all its
resources to control the disturbances,
whatever the costs.

While the tension and conflict contin-
ued, a series of other setbacks for the
government occurred. One was the oc-
cupation of the British consulate in Dur-
ban by six former detainees whose de-
tention orders had been declared invalid
by the Natal Supreme Court. The gov-
ernment strongly criticized the British
decision to allow the six men to remain
in the consulate, arguing its illegality. It
then said it would not return four arms
dealers from the state-owned arms cor-
poration, ARMSCOR, to stand trial in
Coventry, England, although the four
men had only been granted bail after a
South African embassy official had
waived his diplomatic immunity to stand
surety for them. The South African re-
taliation was officially deplored and de-
scribed as totally unacceptable in White-
hall, indicating a sharp deterioration in
relations between the two govern-
ments, only months after Margaret

Thatcher had met then-Prime Minister
Botha in London.

Then, the government was thor-
oughly embarrassed by the award of the
Nobel Peace Prize to Bishop Desmond
Tutu, the general secretary of the South
African Council of Churches. It point-
edly avoided any comment on the award
and the government-owned television
monopoly said the award was politically
motivated and had been downgraded by
giving it to Tutu. Anti-apartheid organi-
zations and most of the churches, how-
ever, saw the award as a symbolic rec-
ognition of the struggle against apart-
heid.

Tensions between church and state
remain high. The chairman of the South-
ern African Catholic Bishops Confer-
ence, Archbishop Denis Hurley, was
summoned to appear in court late last
year following a statement he made
about alleged police atrocities in Nami-
bia. Dr. Allan Boesak was threatened
with a similar summons after he criti-
cized police actions in the townships.
Shortly before the announcement of the
Tutu award, police raided several of-
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"The people of South Africa are an-
gry," a community newspaper in the
Pretoria area, Eye, wrote. "They are
angry because of high rents and the high
cost of living. They are angry because of
bad education. They are angry because
of apartheid. The life of the majority of
South Africans is getting worse every
day."

Michael Acott, assistant editor on
The Cape Times, summed up conditions
in the black townships this way: "They
are usually dark, dingy, and dangerous.
They are often, by apartheid decree, far
from the workplace. Black employees
rise before dawn and return home after
dark, traveling long distances by bus,
train, and on foot.

"Schooling is inferior, with few teach-
ers properly qualified. Facilities are in-
adequate or overcrowded. Each black
person is given an ethnic identity which
determines in which homeland they can
exercise their theoretical political
rights. They are always subject to the
fear of falling foul of influx control and
the pass laws.

"And they know that there is little
they can do to change their situation be-
cause black people are excluded, and
will remain excluded, from any say in
central parliamentary government. It all
adds up to a highly combustible mixture,
only needing the slightest spark to burst
into flames."

Indeed, generations of neglect and
the refusal of the government to face up
to the immediate causes of frustration in
the townships has begun to show their
cost. What is more, there is little chance
of relief from those grievances in the
near future. With serious problems in
the economy caused in part by the de-
cline in the price of gold and the drop in
the value of the rand, and with govern-
ment expenditure committed particu-
larly to the costs of running a large and
sophisticated defense force and the
maintenance of its racial policies, the au-
thorities simply do not have the re-
sources nor the will to do anything sig-
nificant to alleviate those problems. And
what that means in the end is that black
frustrations in the urban areas will not
go away and will be a continuing reality
in the future.

The response of the government to
this crisis may now seem to have been
predictable enough. But there was a

lime when many people, including
American diplomats, were citing the re-
duction in the number of banning orders
and arbitrary detentions in South Africa,
the fact that the LJUF was allowed to
operate, as well as the growth of black
trade unionism, as evidence of the
South African government's commit-
ment to reform.

But by the end of October 1984. the
Detainees' Parents Support Committee
was able to provide the names of 1,006
people who had been detained during
the year in South Africa, including the
homelands. Shortly afterward, about a

"Generations of neglect
and the refusal of the
government to face up
to the immediate
causes of frustration in
the townships has
begun to show its cost."

dozen trade unionists, including two key
figures in the largest black trade union
groupings—Chris Dhlamini, president
of the Federation of South .African Trade
Unions (Fosatu), and Piroshaw Camay,
general secretary of the Council of Un-
ions of South Africa (Cusa)—were de-
tained, allegedly lor their role in the
strike.

Trade union offices were also raided
by the security police. The implications
for the unions and for labor reform were
so obvious that the three main business
organizations—the Federated Cham-
ber of Industries, the Association of
Chambers of Commerce, and signifi-
cantly the Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut
(the Afrikaans Trade Institute)—issued
an unprecedented joint statement call-
ing on the government to release the
trade unionists or to charge them.

And the legal future of the UDF,
many of whose leaders were detained,
could only be regarded as precarious.
Le Grange publicly warned the organi-
zation, which was formed in August
1983, that it was treading on thin ice. He
specifically named the UDF along with
about 30 other organizations—many of
them affiliated to the UDF—as being
directly or indirectly involved in the un-
rest. He suggested that its actions could

lead one to no other conclusion but that
it was pursuing the policies of the ANC
and the Communist Party. Le Grange
also accused the UDF of creating a rev-
olutionary climate.

Asked why the UDF had not been
charged with fomenting revolution and
promoting the aims of a banned organi-
zation, Le Grange replied, "These mat-
ters are involved. It takes time to inves-
tigate. It may take a few years. We are
monitoring the UDF and some of its af-
filiates on a very close basis. "A key
member of the cabinet, F.W. De Klerk,
the Transvaal leader of the National
Party, made the limits of government
reforms quite clear when he said: "No
matter how unpopular it might make us
in the outside world, strong action will
be taken against instigators, arsonists,
and radicals."

Apart from detention without trial and
threats to anti-apartheid organizations,
the government resorted to another
more ominous method of controlling dis-
sent and unrest—the army. Officially,
the army was brought in as a back-up
reinforcement to the police as they
searched houses, but press photo-
graphs of the military standing in the
streets of Sebokeng, the first area sub-
jected to a full-scale combined military-
police "Operation Bullrush," provoked a
sense of shock among people who had
defended a strong defense force to pro-
tect South Africa from external aggres-
sion.

Philip Myburgh, the former defense
spokesman of the Progressive Federal
Party who resigned his position when
the party supported a move to end com-
pulsory conscription of whites, reacted
by saying, "My worst fears have be-
come a reality." He said the action
would create the impression among
whites that all blacks were trouble-
makers, wliile blacks would see the mili-
tary as having become part of the agen-
cies that enforce government policy.

The UDF said the army action
showed that civil war is now a reality,
while Pat Poovalingham, the chairman
of Solidarity, the opposition party in the
Indian House of Delegates, said Le
Grange's admission that South Africa
was in a revolutionary situation showed
that the government had failed com-
pletely to meet the reasonable wishes of
all sections of the population.
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electoral agreement not to fight each
other, preventing splits in the conserva-
tive vote, as occurred in the past.

While the next elections for the white
house of parliament have been post-
poned until 1989, giving the entire par-
liament an eight-year life and delaying a
direct confrontation with the right wing,
Dr. Andries Treurnicht's Conservative
Party is determined to fight the new
constitution and seems to be gaining in-
creasing support for its stand. Although
President Botha and his government
have far more serious problems, it is a
fact that its white support base is under
serious threat, particularly among Afri-
kaans-speaking people, who until re-
cently were the cornerstone of National
Party electoral power.

In partial compensation, Botha is
gaining some English-speaking support.
Three MPs from the ever-diminishing
New Republic Party (the remains of the
United Party, which was in power in
1948) crossed over to the National
Party in October, reflecting a growing
acceptance of Botha as a moderate con-
servative.

The official opposition, the Progres-
sive Federal Party, has had problems
with its own right wing, which rebelled
against a call to end conscription and
against a decision by the party to admit
members of all races in contravention of
the law. Some of the dissidents in the
Progressive Federal Party may eventu-
ally break away and head for their only
alternative home, the National Party.

However, the support of a few more
English-speaking MPs will do little to
compensate Botha if the right wing con-
tinues to demonstrate increased sup-
port in by-election after by-election.
The extraordinarily complex constitu-
tion, which provides for separate dis-
cussion of legislation but joint decision-
making, will, it is widely believed, be-
come increasingly unworkable, forcing
the government to revamp its plans and
eventually have one joint house of parlia-
ment for whites, Coloureds, and Indi-
ans—a scenario which can only benefit
the right wing.

In these circumstances and in the ab-
sence of a general election, the legiti-
macy of white representatives in parlia-
ment could well decline, reducing the
government's credibility among its
power base. Enjoying little popularity

among blacks, Botha and his multi-racial
cabinet face serious and continuing
credibility problems.

If the protests among blacks against
the elections were not bad enough news
for the government, the events soon af-
terward were. In Sharpeville—the
black township immortalized in the his-
tory of the struggle for justice when at
least 69 people were killed and 200
wounded after the police opened fire on
a pass law protest in 1960—another 31
people were killed when underlying dis-
content erupted into protest and conflict
with the authorities after the new black
local authority, elected by a 14.72 per-
cent turnout, imposed rent increases.

The incident sparked disturbances in
black townships in the urban areas of the
Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vereeninging
region (greater Johannesburg) and in
other parts of the country. Between
August 1 and September 20, the official
death toll was 80, 65 of whom were shot
by the police. By the end of October,
131 had died, according to the South
African Institute of Race Relations. In
the first week of November, when the
police reported that the situation was

calmer, a further 24 people had died.
The final death toll has yet to be tallied,
but Law and Order Minister Louis Le
Grange said in a speech that the 1984
urban unrest was more serious than the
1976 school riots. The casualties eight
years ago, when the official death toll
was 575, were higher, but Le Grange
said, "The: present riots were more se-
rious because they involved adults."

Those adults demonstrated their soli-
darity when the UDF and a number of
trade unions called for a two-day strike
in the greater Johannesburg area in
early November. According to Profes-
sor Edward Webster of the University
of Witwatersrand, about 5(X),000 work-
ers participated, making it the most suc-
cessful strike in South Africa in 35
years. As many as 250, (XX) schoolchil-
dren t<x)k part.

The authorities have been quick to
blame the UDF and its affiliated organi-
zations and their alleged links to the
banned African National Congress
(ANC) and South African Communist
Party, but it is clear that more basic is-
sues provided the spark for the discon-
tent.

..•»•• • • . • > i

Carrying water in Transkei: "The increase in the GNP in the homelands between 1970 and
1980 was among the lowest in the world"
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South Africa

Apartheid Under Siege
Facing unprecedented domestic unrest and pressure from its right wing,
President P.W. Botha's government is turning to increasingly repressive
measures to cope with a volatile political climate.

BY BARRY STREEK

B y the middle of 1984, P.W. Botha,
then prime minister but now exec-

utive state president of South Africa,
could look back on the year with a con-
siderable degree of satisfaction. Not
only were his internal reforms for lim-
ited power-sharing going ahead satisfac-
torily, but a number of official and unoffi-
cial agreements with neighboring states
had been negotiated, reducing tensions
in the sub-continent.

In this atmosphere, Botha took off for
an official 17-day, eight-nation tour of
Europe. It was the most extensive tour
of Europe by a South African prime min-
ister since the National Party came to
power in 1948. Botha, who, as one op-
position newspaper wrote, "returned
like a conquering hero," telephoned the
acting prime minister from Rome, his
last stop, to tell him that the visit had
been extremely successful.

The visit provoked widespread pro-
test—the anti-apartheid movement in
Britain reported the greatest increase in
membership in its history as a result—
but in Pretoria, Deputy Foreign Minis-
ter Louis Nel summed up the govern-
ment's feeling by saying: "The more re-
alistic members of the Western world,
as well as responsible leaders in Africa,
now realize that something new, some-
tliing positive and constructive has in
fact happened in southern Africa. This
realism has led to the acknowledgment

Barry Streek is a freelance journalist based in
Cape Town. Suuth Africa. He is the former politi-
cal correspondent oj the East London Daily Dis-
patch.

of South Africa as a regional power in
the African sub-continent."

And then it all came unstuck. The
elections for the new Coloured (mixed
race) and Indian houses of parliament at
the end of August and the beginning of
September provoked nationwide pro-
tests and a boycott, spearheaded by the
United Democratic Front (UDF), an alli-
ance of more than 600 organizations.
Students launched a fortnight of protest.
On the day that official figures concern-
ing school attendance were released, an
estimated 800,000 students staged a to-
tal stay-away from classes. The school
boycotts were as wide as those during
the disturbances in Soweto and else-
where in 1976.

Voter participation in the elections
was very low: officially 30.5 percent in
the Coloured elections and 20 percent in
the Indian elections. As only about 60
percent of the eligible Coloured voters
were registered, the effective poll was
17.5 percent. In the Cape peninsula,
where the bulk of the Coloureds reside,
the official turnout was 11.1 percent,
but the real turnout was 4.96 percent.

The founder and patron of the UDF
and president of the World Alliance of
Reformed Churches, Dr. Allan Boesak,
commented, "If this had been a referen-
dum, the government would have re-
ceived a massive 'no' from more than 80
percent of the Coloured population and
it would have been forced to throw the
constitution into the rubbish bin where it
belongs." The Eastern Province Herald
of Port Elizabeth summed up in an edito-
rial: "One can only conclude that the
Coloured and Indian people do not want

the new deal."
But the government was undaunted

The much-debated constitutional plans
went ahead with three separate houses
of parliament for whites, Coloureds, and
Indians, each with their own 'Council of
Ministers' (cabinet). Each Council of
Ministers is to be responsible, as the
new constitution delineates, for its own
affairs—education, housing, health, cul-
tural affairs, and school sport. South Af-
rica, including the homelands, now lias
14 separate cabinets, itself an indication
of the extent of racial division.

The one-time head of the Congrega-
tion Church, Allan Hendrickse, became
leader of the Coloured House of Repre-
sentatives and minister without portfo-
lio in the central cabinet, which is now
responsible for general affairs. The
former chairman of the South African
Indian Council, Amichand Rajbansi, be-
came head of the Indian House of Dele-
gates as well as minister without portfo-
lio in the central cabinet.

Hendrickse and Rajbansi are the first
non-white members of the cabinet in
South Africa's history—a development
the right-wing Conservative and Her-
stigte Nasionale parties interpreted as
the first step in the slippery slide to
black majority rule. The conservatives
bitterly fought the constitutional legisla-
tion in parliament and for the first time,
received real electoral support by win-
ning two by-elections in the northern
Transvaal and drastically reducing the
Nationalist majority in Primrose, the
once-safe seat in the Witwatersrand
previously held by Dr. Piet Koornhof.
The right-wing parties also reached an
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President Reagan and Bishop Desmond Tutu: "Peaceful change in South Africa can come only when blacks and whites find a durable
basis to live together and establish an effective dialogue"

Bishop Tutu addressing a vigil in Mogopa, South Africa
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African authorities to go to the conference table with the
authentic representatives of all sections of our community.

I appeal to this body to act. I appeal in the name of the
ordinary, the little people of South Africa. I appeal in the
name of the squatters in crossroads and in the KTC camp.
I appeal on behalf of the father who has to live in a single-
sex hostel as a migrant worker, separated from his family
for 11 months of the year. I appeal on behalf of the stu-
dents who have rejected this travesty of education made

available only for blacks. I appeal on behalf of those who
are banned arbitrarily, who are banished, who are de-
tained without trial, those imprisoned because they have
had a vision of this new South Africa. I appeal on behalf of
those who have been exiled from their homes.

I say we will be free, and we ask you: Help us, that this
freedom comes for all of us in South Africa, black and
white, but that it comes with the least possible violence,
that it comes peacefully, that it comes soon. •

The United States and Human Rights
in South Africa

In a speech made on December 10 commemorating International Human
Rights Day, President Ronald Reagan stresses the need for the American
government to speak out against racism in South Africa and to work for
constructive change in the apartheid system. The following are excerpts from
his statement.

In nations far from our shores, we've seen progress
toward reducing the repression of human rights and

some strengthening of democratic institutions. In some of
these nations which have authoritarian governments, but
friendly ties to the United States and the community of
democratic nations, quiet diplomacy has brought about
humane and democratic change.

But we know there are occasions when quiet diplomacy
is not enough—when we must remind the leaders of na-
tions who are friendly to the United States that such friend-
ship also carries responsibilities for them, and for us. And
that is why the United States calls for all governments to
advance the democratic process and work toward a sys-
tem of government based on the consent of the governed.

From our beginning, regard for human rights and the
steady expansion of human freedom have defined the
American experience. And they remain today the real.
moral core of our foreign policy. The United States has
said on many occasions that we view racism with repug-
nance. We feel a moral responsibility to speak out on this
matter, to emphasize our concerns and our grief over the
human and spiritual cost of apartheid in South Africa, to
call upon the government of South Africa to reach out to its
black majority by ending the forced removal of blacks from
their communities and the detention without trial and
lengthy imprisonment of black leaders.

Such action can comfort only those whose vision of
South Africa's future is one of polarization, violence, and
the final extinction of any hope for peaceful democratic
government. At the same time, we note with satisfaction
that the South African government has released eleven
black leaders, including the top leaders of two of the coun-

try's most important labor unions.
Because we care deeply about the people of South

Africa and the future of that nation, we ask that the con-
structive changes of recent years be broadened to ad-
dress the aspirations of all South Africans. Peaceful
change in South Africa, and throughout southern Africa,
can come only when blacks and whites find a durable
basis to live together, when they establish an effective
dialogue, a dialogue sustained by adherence to demo-
cratic values, and a belief in governments based on the
consent of the governed. We urge both the government
and the people of South Africa to move toward a more just
society.

We pledge here today that if South Africans address the
imperatives of constructive change, they will have the un-
swerving support of our government and people in this
effort.

A few years ago, when I spoke of totalitarian ideologies
as the greatest threat to personal freedom in the world
today and the most persistent source of human suffering
in our century, I also pointed out that the United States,
too, has faced evils like racism, anti-Semitism, and other
forms of intolerance and disregard for human freedom.

So, while we work to see human rights extended
throughout the world, this observance of Human Rights
Day reminds us of our responsibility to assure against
injustice and intolerance in our own land as well. And
today, I call on the American people to reaffirm, in our daily
lives and in the workings of our private and governmental
institutions, a commitment to brotherhood and equal jus-
tice under the law. G
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its toll of fatalities among the blacks.
Some may be inclined to ask: But why should all this

unrest be taking place just when the South African gov-
ernment appears to have embarked on the road of reform,
exemplified externally by the signing of the Nkomati ac-
cord and internally by the implementation of a new consti-
tution which appears to depart radically from the one it
replaces, for it makes room for three chambers: one for
whites, one for Coloureds, and one for Indians; a constitu-
tion described by many as a significant step forward?

I wish to state here, as I have stated on other occasions,
that Mr. P.W. Botha must be commended for his courage
in declaring that the future of South Africa could no longer
be determined by whites only. That was a very brave thing
to do. The tragedy of South Africa is that something with
such a considerable potential for resolving the burgeoning
crisis of our land should have been vitiated by the exclu-
sion of 73 percent of the population, the overwhelming
majority in the land.

By no stretch of the imagination could that kind of con-
stitution be considered to be democratic. The composition
of the committees, in the ratio of four whites to two Col-
oureds to one Indian, demonstrates eloquently what most
people had suspected all along—that it was intended to
perpetuate the rule of a minority. The fact that the first
qualification for membership of the chambers is racial
says that this constitution was designed to entrench rac-
ism and ethnicity. The most obnoxious features of apart-
heid would remain untouched and unchanged. The Group
Areas Act, the Population Registration Act, separate edu-
cational systems for the different race groups; all this and
more would remain quite unchanged.

This constitution was seen by the mainline English-
speaking churches and the official white opposition as
disastrously inadequate, and they called for its rejection in
the whites-only referendum last November. The call was
not heeded. The blacks overwhelmingly rejected what
they regarded as a sham, an instrument in the politics of
exclusion. Various groups campaigned for a boycott of the
Coloured and Indian elections—campaigned, I might add,
against very great odds, by and large peacefully. As we
know, the authorities responded with their usual iron-fist
tactics, detaining most of the leaders of the United Demo-
cratic Front (UDF) and other organizations that had orga-
nized the boycott—and we have some of them now holed
up in the British Consulate in Durban, causing a diplomatic
contretemps.

The current unrest was in very large measure triggered
off by the reaction of the authorities to anti-election dem-
onstrations in August. The farcical overall turnout of only
about 20 percent says more eloquently than anything else
that the Indians and the Coloureds have refused to be co-
opted as the junior partners of apartheid—the phrase
used by Allan Boesak, the founding father of the UDF and
president of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches.

But there is little freedom in this land of plenty. There is
little freedom to disagree with the determinations of the
authorities. There is large-scale unemployment because
of the drought and the recession that has hit most of the

world's economy. And it is at such a time that the authori-
ties have increased the prices of various foodstuffs and
also of rents in black townships—measures designed to
hit hardest those least able to afford the additional costs. It
is not surprising that all this has exacerbated an already
tense and volatile situation.

So the unrest is continuing, in a kind of war of attrition,
with the casualties not being large enough at any one time
to shock the world sufficiently for it to want to take action
against the system that is the root cause of all this agony.
We have warned consistently that unrest will be endemic
in South Africa until its root cause is removed. And the root
cause is apartheid—a vicious, immoral and totally evil,
and unchristian system.

People will refer to the Nkomati accord, and we will say
that we are glad for the cessation of hostilities anywhere in
the world. But we will ask: Why is detente by the South
African government only for export? Why is state aggres-
sion reserved for the black civilian population? The news
today is that the army has cordoned off Sebokeng, a black
township, near Sharpeville, and 400 or so persons have
been arrested, including the immediate ex-moderator of
the Presbyterian Church of Southern Africa and Father
Geoff Moselane, an Anglican priest.

As blacks we often run the gauntlet of roadblocks on
roads leading into our townships, and these have been
manned by the army in what are actually described as
routine police operations. When you use the army in this
fashion, who is the enemy?

The authorities have not stopped stripping blacks of
their South African citizenship. Here I am, 53 years old, a
bishop in the church, some would say reasonably respon-
sible; I travel on a document that says of my nationality
that it is "undeterminable at present." The South African
government is turning us into aliens in the land of our birth.
It continues unabated with its vicious policy of forced pop-
ulation removals. It is threatening to remove the people of
KwaNgema. It treats carelessly the women in the KTC
squatter camp near Cape Town whose flimsy plastic cov-
erings are destroyed every day by the authorities; and the
heinous crime of those women is that they want to be with
their husbands, with the fathers of their children.

White South Africans are not demons; they are ordinary
human beings, scared human beings, many of them; who
would not be, if they were outnumbered five to one?
Through this lofty body I wish to appeal to my white fellow
South Africans to share in building a new society, for
blacks are not intent on driving whites into the sea but on
claiming only their rightful place in the sun in the land of
their birth.

We deplore all forms of violence, the violence of an
oppressive and unjust society and the violence of those
seeking to overthrow that society, for we believe that vio-
lence is not the answer to the crisis of our land.

We dream of a new society that will be truly non-racial,
truly democratic, in which people count because they are
created in the image of God.

We are committed to work for justice, for peace, and for
reconciliation. We ask you, please help us; urge the South
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Document

The Question of South Africa
In a statement before the United Nations Security Council on October 23,
1984, Bishop Desmond Tutu, Secretary-General of the South African Council
of Churches and 1984 Nobel Peace Laureate, appeals to the Pretoria
government to initiate talks with black leaders to halt the increasing violence
in crisis-ridden South Africa.

BY BISHOP DESMOND TUTU

I speak out of a full heart, for I am about to speak about a
land that I love deeply and passionately; a beautiful land

of rolling hills and gurgling streams, of clear starlit skies, of
singing birds, and gamboling lambs; a land God has richly
endowed with the good things of the earth, a land rich in
mineral deposits of nearly every kind; a land of vast open
spaces, enough to accommodate all its inhabitants com-
fortably; a land capable of feeding itself and other lands on
the beleaguered continent of Africa, a veritable bread-
basket; a land that could contribute wonderfully to the
material and spiritual development and prosperity of all
Africa and indeed of the whole world. It is endowed with
enough to satisfy the material and spiritual needs of all its
peoples.

And so we would expect that such a land, veritably
flowing with milk and honey, should be a land where
peace and harmony and contentment reigned supreme.
Alas, the opposite is the case. For my beloved country is
wracked by division, by alienation, by animosity, by sepa-
ration, by injustice, by avoidable pain and suffering. It is a
deeply fragmented society, ridden by fear and anxiety,
covered by a pall of despondency and a sense of despera-
tion, split up into hostile, warring factions.

It is a highly volatile land, and its inhabitants sit on a
powder-keg with a very short fuse indeed, ready to blow
us all up into kingdom-come. There is endemic unrest, like
a festering sore that will not heal until not just the symp-
toms are treated but the root causes are removed.

South African society is deeply polarized. Nothing illus-
trates this more sharply than the events of the past week.
While the black community was in the seventh heaven of
delight because of the decision of that committee in Oslo,
and while the world was congratulating the recipient of the
Nobel Peace Prize, the white government and most white
South Africans, very sadly, were seeking to devalue that
prize. An event that should have been the occasion of
uninhibited joy and thanksgiving revealed a sadly divided
society.

Before I came to this country in early September to go
on sabbatical, I visited one of the trouble-spots near Jo-
hannesburg. I went with members of the Executive Com-
mittee of the South African Council of Churches, which
had met in emergency session after I had urged Mr. P.W.
Botha to meet with church leaders to deal with a rapidly
deteriorating situation. As a result of our peace initiative,
we did get to meet with two cabinet ministers, demonstrat-
ing thereby our concern to carry out our call to be ministers
of reconciliation and ambassadors of Christ.

In this black township, we met an old lady who told us
that she was looking after her grandchildren and the chil-
dren of neighbors while they were at work. On the day
about which she was speaking, the police had been chas-
ing black schoolchildren in that street, but the children had
eluded the police, who then drove down the street past the
old lady's house. Her wards were playing in front of the
house, in the yard. She was sitting in the kitchen at the
back, when her daughter burst in, calling agitatedly for her.
She rushed out into the living room. A grandson had fallen
just inside the door, dead. The police had shot him in the
back. He was six years old. Recently a baby, a few weeks
old, became the first white casualty of the current upris-
ings.

No death can leave us cold. Every death diminishes us.
Every death is one too many. Those whom the black com-
munity has identified as collaborators with a system that
oppresses them and denies them the most elementary
human rights have met cruel death, which we deplore as
much as any others. They have rejected these people
operating within the system, whom they have seen as
lackies and stooges, despite their titles of town councilors,
and so on, under an apparently new dispensation extend-
ing the right of local government to the blacks.

Over 100,000 black students are out of school, boycott-
ing—as they did in 1976—what they and the black com-
munity perceive as an inferior education designed deliber-
ately for inferiority. An already highly volatile situation has
been ignited several times and, as a result, over 80 per-
sons have died. There has been industrial unrest, with the
first official strike by black miners taking place, not without
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sures because people come in and destroy the transportation
system, killing people and taking away food. This happens at
the best of times, even when there is no famine. It costs us
more to mobilize the f<xxi for the needy people in Wollo,
Tigray, or wherever, not that we don't go there. We take
assistance there within the limits of our capacity on a national
level. But it is not surprising that this question is raised. Don't
forget that the north—the defense line of Ethiopia throughout
its history—is a mountainous, rugged, difficult area at the
best of times, and to take f<x>d to such an area where we can
anticipate a possible attack by guerrillas takes more to mobi-
lize because it has to go through convoy.
Africa Report: The EEC has said the main problem in Ethio-
pia is not so much insufficient donor assistance, but the inabil-
ity of your ports and internal transportation systems to handle
it. Is that so, and how are you addressing that problem?
Wassen: It is true that we have our limitations. Our ports
were not designed to meet a 1984 drought problem. What
perhaps has been misunderstood has been the efforts of the
Ethiopian government to move as much as we can within our
limits. We have utilized every possible means within our
power to move from the port whatever we can. In fact, we are
now in a position to move about 4(K),000 metric tons of food
daily. We have upgraded everything. We work almost 24
hours on facilities from Assab to Addis Ababa to Korem. We
are now trying to improve the means of loading and so forth
and hopefully when and if it arrives, the assistance provided by
the U.S. to improve facilities, forklifts, and whatever will
increase our capacity. This question has always forced us to
accept the 50 percent reduction in our requirements because
inevitably our capacity was the first thing that was thrown at
us. Now through the use of air transport and air lifting and
improved methods of port clearance, I think we have been
able to overcome that difficulty, and it has surprised those
who believed it was beyond us to handle the present delivery
of food.

Africa Report: What is the mechanism for aid coordination?
Ali: We have a fairly good approach in coordinating aid here.
The aid that the KRC gets from abroad is channeled in two
ways: one is on a bilateral basis, and the other is basically aid
that comes through the NGOs and through the UN system.
The coordination for the food aid that comes on a bilateral
basis is done on the basis a detailed plan of operation. We
follow up with the donor government and the donor govern-
ment puts it to the attention of their authorities in their head-
quarters and the shipments are made. In such operations, we
always try to minimize overlapping arrivals of food aid. In
doing so, we had quite a good experience in coordinating
bilateral aid. Our internal distribution method is the same as
any other country. We have our port clearing agents who
forward the consignments to our warehouses. The distribu-
tion and the reporting on the receipt and utilization is agreed
upon between KKC and the donor governments.

There is also aid that comes through the UN system,
through FAO and the World Food Programme. In this sector,
the mechanics we employ are the methods employed by the
UN system. We formulate our project agreement, take the
project document to the donors, and based on the project
document, they evaluate whether the requirement is justifi-

able. Based on their evaluations, we formulate a plan of opera-
tion. Based on the plan of operation, we sign a letter of under-
standing. Based on that letter of understanding, shipments
arrive. We receive shipments, we distribute them to the pro-
ject sites or areas for distribution, and then we work out our
reports on utilization. When we receive food aid either in a
program or project form, we still try to minimize duplications
from bilateral food aid and aid that comes through the UN
system.

Regarding the food aid that comes through the NGOs,
there are certain difficulties: There are around 30 NGOs op-
erating in Ethiopia, each with their own global objective, their
own methodologies, their own systems and procedures of
administration. So one has to see to it that all these different
mechanisms are summed up together so that they can fit into
the realities of the country.
Africa Report: How many distribution points are there in the
country?
Ali: As far as relief is concerned, the operation basically
stretches all over the country. We have about 860 distribution
centers, but these differ in magnitude. One distribution center
might accommodate 50,000 beneficiaries, another more than
that. The influx and outflow of beneficiaries might be different.
Both the government and NGOs distribute to those 860 cen-
ters, but the supervision is done by RRC.
Wassen: Previously we have made requests amounting to 50
percent of our estimated needs, but I think now with the steps
taken by the government to improve the facilities and services
around the ports, with the additional transportation assistance
coming, with airlifts, etc., we will not have any problems in
challenging donors to give us the 1.2 million that we need.
With the working conditions that RRC has created, we can
handle it.
Ali: We estimate that 6.4 million people will require immedi-
ate assistance over a 12-month period, so our gross require-
ments over a 12-month period comes to 1.3 million tons of
food, including supplementary food. When we assessed our
previous experiences during the last 10 years, categorizing on
a yearly basis the magnitude of assistance and of the drought
situation, we thought that the required quantity might not be
attainable. So we decided not to press the international com-
munity, asking for 50 percent to see how things develop. In
fact we reduced our whole requirement by half and then we
subtracted our existing stock and the pledges that were com-
mitted, and then we arrived at the net requirement. When we
compare our net requirement with the pledges, there is a high
shortfall. But now since the international community has re-
ally felt the difficulties we are facing and the government has
basically mobilized domestic resources, we might be in a posi-
tion to handle the total requirement.
Wassen: Even now in spite of immense international public-
ity, we are no where near the 50 percent requirement. While
we have improved our facilities to meet the assistance, we still
need to have the international community meet even our 50
percent requirement.
Ali: The pledges so far since our appeal in October are to
190,000 metric tons of food. The shortfall is around 70 per-
cent. The international community must rush in with more
food. There is more sympathy than pledges. Q
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Africa Report: Have Britain and the United States withheld
aid for political reasons?
Wassen: It is all a problem of what is humanitarian aid, versus
what is development aid. As clearly put by the Commissioner,
if humanitarian aid means to let individuals continue begging, I
don't know where the humanity of it lies. But if by providing
assistance, you are giving people the opportunity to supply
themselves with food, then perhaps that is humanitarian. We
hope that now those in need of food assistance will be given an
opportunity to sustain and help themselves. It is very basic.
Famine is not new to Ethiopia. Only the volume and the time
changes. This has happened at a time when the world is
capable of feeding the present population twice over.
Africa Report: Some say that the Eastern bloc has not really
responded to your appeals for assistance.
Wassen: In terms of humanitarian development assistance,
the socialist countries have been participating in the recon-
struction process and in every aspect of economic develop-
ment—something the West does not. We are saying that
international assistance should come on a bilateral level, and
on a development-oriented level, not perhaps for any im-
mense economic development projects, which may have
other connotations, but at least for people to be able to irrigate
their land and make sure tliat they are secure for food, and in
other areas that could save lives and make a qualitative change
in people's lives. In these aspects the socialist countries do
participate in Ethiopia. Why do you overlook that? We chose a
system which we think will serve for the development of

Ethiopia. It doesn't mean that we are better friends with the
Soviet Union. Our foreign policy is non-aligned, and in that
respect, we are open to everyone who does not interfere in
our internal affairs.
Africa Report: The U.S. recently signed its first direct
agreement with the Ethiopian government. Do you think the
U.S. government is responding adequately enough to the
crisis?
Wassen: We are conscious of the fact that the American
government through third parties such as NGOs has given
assistance to Ethiopia's famine that cannot be overlooked. But
there has not been direct governmenMo-government assist-
ance given to the RRC or anything else. Therefore, this posi-
tive new change is one which is welcomed by both parties,
certainly on the part of Ethiopia. On the other hand, if one is to
look at Ethiopia's current needs and the potential assets of the
U.S., then the amount that has been given is minimal, particu-
larly in view of the fact that we do have a Western tradition of
assistance on the relief aspect. Nevertheless, this indicates a
new direction and we welcome it.
Africa Report: The north, including Tigray and Eritrea, is
the worst-affected region. How do you respond to charges
that due to political considerations your government has failed
to give adequate attention to those regions?
Wassen: It's an equal responsibility to supply food—north,
south, east, west. The only difference is this: When we do
take aid to the north because there are some secessionist
elements within that zone, inevitably we take protective mea-

'If one is to look at Ethiopia's current needs, then the amount of aid that has been given is minimal"
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Ethiopia's Drought and Famine Crisis

Two officials of Ethiopia's Relief and Rehabilitation Commission, Tafari Wassen, head of public relations
and information, and Ahmed Ali, head of aid coordination and international relations, spoke to Africa
Report in Addis Ababa in November about the government's efforts to combat the famine and
coordinate international assistance.

INTERVIEWED BY MARGARET A. NOVICKI

Africa Report: Could you outline the current famine and
drought crisis in Ethiopia?
Wassen: Ethiopia's drought problem has had a long history.
It became obvious and noticeable to the international commu-
nity in 1973-74, when some 200,000 people died in what was
known as the hidden famine. Soon after the exposure of that
hidden famine, the socialist government of Ethiopia estab-
lished the Relief and Rehabilitation Commission (RRC), which
is directly responsible for combating any problems that occur
through natural or man-made disasters.

The drought which has attracted international attention to-
day has been building up for the last two to three years,
despite the fact that the RRC has continued to inform interna-
tional organizations and donors of an impending catastrophe.
Perhaps the most pronounced warning was made in March
1984, when the Commissioner [Dawit Wolde Giorgis| called a
meeting of international donors and UN agencies, and empha-
sized that a catastrophe was looming if international donations
at a mass scale were not forthcoming. In May, the Commis-
sioner addressed the United Nations and warned again of a
possible catastrophe that could only be averted through mass
international assistance. Finally in October, when the situa-
tion had already become critical, despite some response from
certain donors and all possible efforts made by the Ethiopian
government, the international community was made aware of
the crisis. Non-governmental organizations also played a ma-
jor role in influencing the media to be conscious about the
situation.

As of March 1984, we estimate that some 6.4 million Ethio-
pians are affected by drought. Of these, 5.2 million are di-
rectly affected, and 1.2 million displaced. We have reason to
believe that this number could possibly increase within the
next few months. Out of 15 administrative regions, 12 are
affected by drought. The most serious are the northern ones,
as they have had chronic drought problems throughout the
ages, but which have been more vicious for the last three to
four years.

Africa Report: What is the current level of donor assistance
and actual needs?
Wassen: In March 1984, we estimated that 900, (XX) metric
tons of fcxxistuffs were required. Out of that, we requested 50
percent partially because of the customary response that we
get from international donors—not because we thought that
this was sufficient. Then with the gravity of the situation, we
concluded in October that 1.2 million tons were required and
we asked for an immediate response from the international
community to 50 percent of that. As of now, we have received
150-250,000 metric tons of food which is not sufficient. It is
probably saving immediate life at the moment, but given our
critical situation now, I don't think it is a satisfactory level. But
the international response has been encouraging.
Africa Report: Why is it that donors only began responding
to the crisis in October, although the RRC had been making
appeals for aid for the last two years? Critics have charged
your government with masking the seriousness of the situa-
tion.
Wassen: I think the RRC is one of the very few, if not the
only organization in Africa that is charged with the responsibil-
ity of checking and dealing with problems of drought. And we
also have 31 non-governmental organizations (NGOs) func-
tioning in various regions. Therefore, any thought to accuse
and pinpoint the blame on Ethiopia is ridiculous. The very
existence of the RRC shows that Ethiopia does not hide or
cover up. The RRC has saved a lot of lives and it continues to
serve people in need. The only liability it has is the financial
and material limitations of the country. We are very poor and
unable to deal with the level of need because of capacity, not
because of intention.

What has brought our current crisis out into the open is the
people. It is very clear that governments in Europe and the
U. S. are under pressure from the public. The public has put its
hand into its pocket and has come out with everything it can.
We hear of women on pensions who are prepared to pay,
children who have even been giving away their Christmas
presents—such moving acts by the people. I would also like
to give credit to a number of media people, as we now see a
very conscious form of reporting on a truly humanitarian level.
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The church has been closely moni-
toring the conduct of companies in
its stock portfolio that have inter-
ests in South Africa. A church com-
missioner. Sir Douglas Lovelock,
said that the 20 to 30 companies
with South African holdings in
which the church has invested
know of the monitoring, "and now
they'll know even more."

Growing opposition to the apart-
heid system is likely to be expressed
in a variety of forms in the coming
months. Black unions and civil
rights organizations in South Africa
were planning a "black Christmas"
campaign—a nationwide boycott of
consumer goods that would strike at
the South African economy. The or-
ganizers of anti-apartheid demon-
strations in the U.S. plan to con-
tinue their protests at the South Af-
rican embassy and consulates.
European trade union movements
may also become involved in the
campaign. •

ZIMBABWE
ZANU-ZAPU rift widens

As the March 1985 national elec-
tion approaches, tensions between
Prime Minister Robert Mugabe's
ruling Zimbabwe African National
Union (ZANU) and Joshua Nko-
mo's Zimbabwe African People's
Union (ZAPU) opposition party
continue to mount, with the assassi-
nation of members and supporters
of both parties.

On November 9, Moven Ndlovu,
a state senator and ZANU central
committee member was murdered
in Beitbridge—allegedly by anti-
government dissidents. The assas-
sination triggered off riots between
ZANU and ZAPU supporters in the
southern border town. Twenty
ZAPU members were believed to
have died, while another 200 people
were injured. Mugabe openly ac-
cused ZAPU of supporting the dis-
sidents, a claim which Nkomo re-
jected out of hand. He denied re-
sponsibility for the senator's death
and called for an end to the vio-
lence: "We are not a party of
killers. We abhor the murder of
Senator Ndlovu."

In reaction to Ndlovu's death,
Mugabe dismissed his two remain-

ing ZAPU cabinet members—Min-
ister of Water Resources Cephas
Msipa and John Nkomo, Minister of
State to the Deputy Prime Minister.
Mugabe said that they belonged to a
party which was "dedicated to a de-
liberate policy of violence and ban-
ditry," and that ZAPU should now
be declared "an enemy of the peo-
ple."

Before they accepted high posts
at ZAPU's national congress in Oc-
tober, the government had hoped
that the two dismissed ministers
could be lured away from ZAPU to
join ZANU. Msipa subsequently re-
signed from ZAPU, stressing that
his goal was unity, but said that he
would not join the ruling party. The
two remaining ZAPU members in
government, the Deputy Minister of
Manpower Jane Ngwenya and Pro-
vincial Governor of Matabeleland
North Daniel Ngwenya, who has
deputy minister status, were be-
lieved to be on the verge of defect-
ing to ZANU.

In an attempt to rebuild ZAPU's
weakened political momentum.
Nkomo called for a united opposi-
tion front of all "progressive
forces" against ZANU to be made
up of Zimbabwe's minority political
parties—ZAPU, Abel Muzorewa's
United African National Council,
Ndabaningi Sithole's ZANU, and
Ian Smith's Conservative Alliance.
Mugabe denounced the move as
"an unholy alliance doomed to

fail." He added that Nkomo wants
"to band together his party and
other parties including even Ian
Smith. He does not want to leave
out our former oppressors as long as
this ensures a position for him."

The government recently stepped
up its efforts to squelch dissident
activity by producing a pamphlet
called "Chronicle of Dissidency in
Zimbabwe." The publication de-
scribes in detail the atrocities of the
anti-government rebels whom it re-
fers to as a collection of diverse ele-
ments of ZAPU members. South
African agents, and "killers, rapists
and saboteurs who masquerade as
liberators when they have nothing
from which to be liberated."

In late November, two dissi-
dents, Gilbert Ngwenya and Austin
Mpofu went on trial for their part in
the July 1982 kidnapping of six for-
eign tourists. They claimed that the
tourists were still alive but would
only be freed if certain conditions
were met. They asked that Mugabe
meet with Nkomo and a British gov-
ernment representative to arrange
for the release of ZAPU detainees.
The defendants also demanded the
return of ZAPU property and assets
that the government had seized fol-
lowing the discovery of arms caches
on ZAPU farms. However, they
were found guilty and sentenced to
death, confirming that Zimbabwe
intends to deal very harshly with
captured rebels in the future. •

Smugglers work the "mandrax trail"
Zambian President Kenneth Kaunda has warned that Zambians involved

in drug smuggling will lose their passports and face charges upon returning
home, as well as in the country where they were arrested.

The warning followed the arrests in India of former Information Minister
Sikota Wina and several Zambian businessmen, including a Zambian Air-
ways executive, for trying to smuggle mandrax, a heroin-like drug that is
becoming increasingly popular with affluent whites in South Africa. Another
prominent Zambian businessman was arrested in London, and Zambian
diplomats have been implicated abroad in drug smuggling. Two Zambians
were caught trying to smuggle the drug into their country at a Zimbabwean
border post.

Mandrax, which is often ground into powder and smoked with marijuana,
or mixed with water and injected into the body, is highly addictive and
potentially lethal.

Police investigations in half a dozen countries have uncovered the in-
volvement of influential African politicians and businessmen as well as sev-
eral South African "godfathers" who are allegedly linked to individuals in
the South African police and a network of couriers.
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against President Gaafar al-Ni-
meiry's regime, and even claims to
control large parts of the southern
territory. Formed less than two
years ago to oppose Nimeiry's po-
litical and religious measures, the
SPLA has grown into an effective
and well-supported force.

"Radio SPLA." which began
regular radio broadcasts in early
November, later reported that Su-
danese troops had resorted to the
widespread massacre of civilians in
southern Kordofan. in an effort to
undermine guerrilla infiltration in
the region. SPLA forces delivered a
blow to the Nimeiry government
when they ambushed two Nile
steamships carrying platoons of
government troops within a few
days of each other.

The growth of the SPLA con-
cerns Nimeiry because of its suc-
cess in seriously hampering exploi-
tation of the substantial oil poten-
tial, which is central to Sudan's
economic future. Earlier in 1984,
the SPLA effectively forced Chev-
ron, the U.S. oil company, to sus-
pend its exploration activities and
pipeline construction. Under in-
creasing government pressure.
Chevron reluctantly announced
that it would resume work by mid-
January.

The announcement came follow-

ing an agreement between Nimeiry
and Adnan Khashoggi—the influ-
ential Saudi Arabian multi-million-
aire—to establish a state oil corpo-
ration, the National Oil Company of
Sudan (NOCS). The 5()-50joint ven-
ture between the Sudanese govern-
ment and Khashoggi's company,
Sigma International, provides
NOCS with a wide range of rights,
including developing and control-
ling Sudan's oil and mineral re-
sources. One of its first priorities is
to start work on the pipeline from
the southern oilfields of Bentiu to a
terminal near Port Sudan, on the
Red Sea.

Although Chevron has received
written assurances from the govern-
ment that the agreement would not
threaten the company's interests,
there is a clause in the contract
which entitles NOCS to acquire "at
fair value" all rights, concessions,
leases, and royalties of the state "in
respect of any aspect of the petro-
leum business." This poses an im-
plicit threat to existing companies
who may refuse to continue their
normal operations, as their rights
can then be forfeited to the govern-
ment. Khashoggi, however, has de-
nied that the agreement is a threat to
Chevron. As he explained: "We
need Chevron. We need them to
come back to work." •

Dissent provokes concern in Pretoria
The South African government is

growing increasingly concerned
that growing dissent at home and
abroad will bring about change in
the U.S. policy of "constructive en-
gagement" as well as in business in-
vestments in the country.

The government was clearly
taken aback when South Africa's
businessmen demonstrated an un-
precedented show of solidarity with
black trade unions by condemning
the November detentions of union
leaders and other civil rights activ-
ists. Minister of Law and Order
Louis le Grange said it was "an ex-
tremely serious matter which had
left the government disappointed
and saddened." Representatives of

the three main business organiza-
tions—the Association of South Af-
rican Chambers of Commerce, the
Federated Chamber of Industries.
and the Afrikaanse Handelinsti-
tuut—met with le Grange but did
not soften their criticism.

They were protesting the deten-
tion of the leaders of the largest gen-
eral strike in South African history,
which took place in early Novem-
ber in the Johannesburg region.
From 75 to 100 percent of black
workers in a dozen industrial cen-
ters went on strike for two days,
with a disastrous effect on business.

The government's heavy-handed
response upset business leaders,
who were reportedly in the midst of

negotiations to dissuade the unions
from furl her politically-oriented
strikes when the security police
swooped in on the unionists.

The Southern African Catholic
Bishops' Conference, in a report
that assesses the recent months of
unrest in South Africa, accuses the
South African police of "reckless
violence" against blacks, including
beatings and rapes as well as indis-
criminate use of firearms and tear
gas. The bishops' report also ac-
cuses police of specific cases of
wanton killing of innocent victims
in the yards of their homes and of
savage attacks on black mourners
after funerals.

Another group that publicly criti-
cized the government's reaction to
black unrest was Lawyers for Hu-
man Rights, representing 800 South
African lawyers. The group said the
mass raids on the black townships
by police in conjunction with the
army "seriously undermined re-
spect for law in the black commu-
nity" and called on the government
to confront the real grievances of
the black community—"the failure
of the government seriously to indi-
cate a determination to abolish dis-
criminatory laws and to provide for
black participation in the central po-
litical process."

Meanwhile, the Rev. Leon Sul-
livan has announced an expansion
of his fair employment practices
code for American firms in South
Africa. New provisions in the code
call for U.S. firms to use their influ-
ence to support the rights of black
businesses to operate in the (white-
only) urban areas; to persuade other
companies to sign the principles; to
support freedom for black workers
to seek jobs wherever they exist
(outlawed by the influx control reg-
ulations); and to support the aboli-
tion of all apartheid laws.

The Church of England has sold
its $5.2 million worth of stock in the
Carnation Co., one of the signato-
ries to the Sullivan code, because
Carnation employees continue to be
paid below recommended levels.
Only about one-third of U.S. firms
doing business in South Africa have
signed the code, and those that are
signatories, like Carnation, often do
not fully abide by its provisions.
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even more as a result of the recent
dispute over French imports of Al-
gerian oil and gas and new French
immigration control measures af-
fecting Algerians in Fiance. •

EGYPT
Libyan plot foiled

President Hosni Mubarak scored
a dramatic propaganda coup in Oc-
tober by tricking Libyan officials
into believing that their "hit squad"
had successfully completed a plot to
kill former Libyan Prime Minister
Abdul-Humid Bakkush. Bakkush,
who has been living in Cairo, is a
strong opponent of Libyan leader
Muammar Qaddafy.

According to Egypt's account of
its sting operation. Egyptian secu-
rity infiltrated the hit squad, which
consisted of four men—two British
and two Maltese. An Egyptian se-
curity officer carried fake photo-
graphs showing a blood-splattered
and apparently dead Bakkush to the
Libyan embassy in Malta. Libyan
officials announced that they had
engineered the execution of the
former prime minister. Then the
Egyptians revealed that Bakkush
was alive and well in Cairo. Mu-
barak subsequently issued a warn-
ing that Libya was plotting similar
schemes against various world lead-
ers.

Earlier, Mubarak had accused
Libya of laying mines in the Red Sea
and the Gulf of Suez that had dam-
aged a number of ships.

The charges are reportedly part
of Mubarak's effort to isolate Qad-
dafy and undermine Libyan at-
tempts to improve relations with
Western Europe. •

LIBYA
Nuclear contract lost

The Belgian government has con-
firmed that it will give up a potential
nuclear technology agreement with
Libya worth $1 billion. The U.S.
had pressured Belgium to cancel the
agreement, asserting that the Lib-
yan leader would not keep his word
about using the nuclear technology
for peaceful purposes. Belgium did

not abandon the contract, however,
until other European Economic
Community (EEC) nations that
compete for nuclear contracts
agreed not to step into the void.

Libya had offered the contract for
construction of the nuclear power
station to Belgonucleaire, which is
50 percent owned by the Belgian
government, apparently after be-
coming dissatisfied with plans that
the Soviets were proposing for the
project. Belgonucleaire has been a
nuclear consultant to Libya for over
a decade.

Union leaders and Qaddafy meet
Several weeks earlier, Qaddafy

had met with leaders of striking
British coal miners to offer aid for
food, clothes, and transport of pick-
eters. The National Union of Mine-
workers (NUM) struck last spring
in protest over government plans to
close 20 unprofitable mines, thus
eliminating 20,000 jobs. Union
President Arthur Scargill met with

Col. Muammar Qaddafy

Libyan representatives in Paris in
early October. Later, Roger Wind-
sor, chief executive of the union,
went to Tripoli to discuss aid.

While the union is expected to re-
ceive some aid from Libya, union
leaders are careful to distinguish be-
tween aid from the Libyan govern-
ment, which the union's executive
council voted against on November
I. and aid from Libyan trade unions.
However, the trade unions, or

"people's committees." as they are
called in Libya, are controlled by
the government, so the distinction
is not particularly meaningful.

The union has drawn consider-
able criticism in Great Britain for
"consorting with an unsavory dic-
tator." However, observers have
also pointed out that British busi-
nesses conduct considerable trade
with Libya, as well as with South
Africa, the Soviet Union, and other
nations whose governments also
draw strong criticism in the interna-
tional community. •

Morocco
Military pact with Spain

Morocco has signed an important
military cooperation accord with
Spain in an effort to bolster its mili-
tary capability for the war in the
Western Sahara. The agreement
came on the heels of the first joint
military exercise between the two
countries in late October, code-
named "Atlas 84." Held to increase
"cooperation, friendship and un-
derstanding" between Morocco
and Spain, the exercises included
the joint deployment of air combat
units and air defense units.

Spanish Defense Minister Narcis
Serra attended the military display
and met with King Hassan II to dis-
cuss the Moroccans' offer to pro-
vide Madrid with military bases and
facilities. Sena's mission was also
designed to gain official reassur-
ances from Morocco that the two
Spanish-controlled enclaves of
Ceuta and Melilla. located on the
northeast coast of Morocco, would
not be threatened as a result of Has-
san's August treaty with Libyan
leader Col. Muammar Qaddafy.

In return, Morocco is believed to
have pressed Spain for special ar-
mored vehicles, as well as helicop-
ters of West German design, pro-
duced in Madrid. Spain already sup-
plies Morocco with an assortment
of lightweight military equipment.•

SUDAN
The south comes under fire

The Sudan People's Liberation
Army (SPLA). led by John Garang.
has stepped up its guerrilla war
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The Sozacom move, imple-
mented in October though first an-
nounced in July, was due in large
part to pressure from the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund. IMF, World
Bank, and European Economic
Community officials had observed
that Zairian government officials
were spending So/acom's earnings
on expenses unrelated to the min-
eral sector as well as diverting funds
for their own use, leaving Ge-
eamines, the state mining company,
severely short of cash.

In addition to the dissolution of
Sozacom, the IMF economic pro-
gram for Zaire included a major de-
valuation of the currency (by almost
80 percent in September 1983), in-
troduction of a floating exchange
rate, termination of controls and
subsidies on food and other prod-
ucts, and major cuts in government
spending. Mobutu is now said to be
considering another devaluation of
the zaire.

These and other aspects of the re-
covery program have been applied
with a rigor unprecedented in this
government, long known for its cor-
rupt practices and debt defaulting.
Among the consequences of the
new effort have been a sharp de-
cline in black market activity and a
drop in inflation, which is expected
to be under 20 percent in 1984 com-
pared with KM) percent in 1983.

Recently, Mobutu has visited
London, Paris, Bonn, and Rome to
gain financial support for the IMF
austerity plan. After meeting with
Mobutu in October, President
Reagan praised Zaire's economic
program, and Secretary of State
George Shultz said the U.S. would
explore additional ways of assisting
the country. France signed four
new financial agreements for vari-
ous projects in Zaire in October.

Additional assistance is likely to
be committed at a meeting ot~ the
Western donor community sched-
uled to take place in Paris in mid-
1985. Mobutu is expected to request
financing for projects in his new
five-year development plan. In ad-
dition, the IMF will be negotiating
soon to replace its current agree-
ment with Zaire, which expires in
March.

Rebels repulsed

Zairian forces killed 100 armed
rebels during the second week of
November in the process of recap-
turing the small town of Moba on
the shores of Lake Tanganyika in
Shaba Province.

The rebels are thought to be rem-
nants of the supporters of former
Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba,
who was assassinated in 1961.

Zairian Information Minister Sa-
kombi lnongo said that both air and
naval forces were used to defeat the
invaders. He speculated that the
purpose of the invasion was to dem-
onstrate opposition to Mobutu and
to create chaos prior to two events
planned for early December—a
visit from French President Fran-
cois Mitterrand and the planned
swearing-in ceremonies for Mo-
butu, reelected last July. •

Algerian celebration sparks public
controversy in France

On November 1, President
Chadli Benjedid's government or-
chestrated a massive thirtieth anni-
versary ceremony to commemorate
the outbreak of the Algerian revolu-
tion. The festivities served to honor
those who had died in the struggle
for independence, while promoting
the country's post-colonial achieve-
ments. The parade in Algiers was
the showpiece of the anniversary—
with floats and a display of Algeria's
military might.

Prior to the anniversary, the gov-
ernment granted amnesty to many
members of the ruling National Lib-
eration Front (FLN) who had
fought for independence but were
later convicted of political offenses.
Chadli also signed a decree offering
posthumous pardons to 21 members
of the FLN. including Krim Belka-
cem, the former foreign affairs min-
ister of the Provisional Government
of the Algerian Republic, who had
been condemned to death in absen-
tia, and Mohammed Khider, the
former treasurer of the FLN. Both
were assassinated while in exile.
Their bodies were repatriated from
Europe and reburied with honors
near Algiers.

Even Ahmed Ben Bella, Alge-
ria's first president, who was im-
prisoned until 1979, was told that he
is welcome to return from self-exile
in Europe. As the secretary of the
FLN's central committee, Mo-
hammed Cherif Messadia said:
"The generation that won indepen-
dence is growing older. It's time to
forget past divisions."

Despite these conciliatory over-

tures, Algeria's anniversary did
provoke a public controversy—in
France. French President Francois
Mitterrand ran into a barrage of do-
mestic criticism for his decision to
send Claude Cheysson, who was
subsequently replaced as minister
of foreign affairs, to attend the cere-
monies in Algiers. French opposi-
tion parties and organizations rep-
resenting the one million pieds
noirs, the Algerian-born French
who fled to France after indepen-
dence in 1962, condemned Chey-
sson's presence at a ceremony cele-
brating the beginning of France's
defeat in Algeria.

The Algerian government-owned
El Moudjaiud responded strongly to
the political storm generated by the
event in France, calling the French
reaction "indecent and scandal-
ous." Chadli added, "It is unfortu-
nate that 22 years after, some
French citizens. . . still do not ad-
mit that Algeria is independent."
The Mitterrand government, for its
part, pointed out that in view of the
"special relationship" between the
two countries. Fiance could ill af-
ford to be absent from the ceremo-
nies.

A snub by the Mitterrand govern-
ment would most probably have
further damaged relations between
the two countries, which had been
strained in recent months by Mitter-
rand's visit to Morocco for talks
with King Hassan, following the
signing of the Libyan-Moroccan
treaty of unity, and later France's
accord with Libya to withdraw
troops from Chad. Relations cooled
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France sent two tighter planes over
the capital of Ndjamena into the
northern region, probably to photo-
graph Libyan troops, and prepared
to send 250 paratroopers back into
the country. France may also rede-
ploy some or all of the 3,200 French
troops that were withdrawn from
Chad and stationed in the Central
African Republic. But there has
been no confirmation that the
French intend to use force to break
the deadlock. On November 22,
Libyan Foreign Minister Ali Treki
again promised that Libya would re-
move its forces from Chad, but one
week later a western analyst said
Libya still had 3.500 to 4.500 troops
there.

The series of events has thrust the
U.S. into a more prominent role in
the Chadian war and has damaged
Franco-American relations. The
two countries have criticized each
other on their respective policies to-
ward Libya. France says the U.S.
distorts the situation by viewing it
solely in an East-West framework*
and that the U.S. is hypocritical in
maintaining strong economic ties
with Libya while urging other na-
tions to break diplomatic ties.

The Mitterrand administration
believes that it cannot ignore the
fact that Qaddafy is a powerful
force in the region with influence
elsewhere in the world as well.
French diplomatic efforts were re-
portedly based partly on the belief
that Qaddafy's growing opposition
at home could force him to moder-
ate his aggressive international poli-
cies, especially against African na-
tions that are closely allied with
France.The failure to date of the
French-Libyan agreement on Chad
is a cause of concern to those na-
tions which look to France for secu-
rity and as a source of stability on
the continent.

The Organization of African
Unity (OAU) is concerned that the
current Chadian crisis will reappear
as a major cause of strife in the or-
ganization. In late October, the
meeting on the Chadian conflict in
the Congolese capital of Brazzaville
collapsed after one week. The talks
were to have paved the way for a
summit on the 20-year-old conflict.
President Hissene Habre's insis-

tence on recognition of his govern-
ment as the sole legitimate repre-
sentative of Chad caused the break-
down. Similarly, a meeting o\'
Chadian factions in Addis Ababa
early in 1984 broke down when Ha-
bre refused to attend because of the
presidential-style welcome given to
his rival, Goukouni Oueddei.

In southern Chad, Habre's army
is increasingly cracking down on
rebel forces. Amnesty International
has reported that the Chadian gov-
ernment has carried out hundreds of
executions of prisoners and un-
armed civilians in the southern re-
gion. Some 80 persons were report-
edly burned alive in a church where
they had taken refuge. •

President Andrt Kolingba

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
Rebel attack

The spreading civil war in south-
ern Chad is now becoming a major
problem for the Central African Re-
public. On November 9, rebels op-
posed to Chadian President Hissene
Habre for the first time launched a
military operation beyond the
Chadian border into Central Afri-
can territory. The border town of
Markounda in the northwest part of
the country was attacked and occu-
pied for several hours by 50 to 100
armed rebels who killed four peo-
ple, including the police commis-
sioner. By the time a unit of the
presidential guard arrived from
Bangui the following day, the rebels
had already retreated across the
border.

In recent weeks, communities
along the border have also re-
quested military reinforcements.
Fvery day, some 400 Chadians flee
the war zone and cross the frontier
in hopes of finding food and safety.
According to the UN High Commis-
sion for Refugees (UNHCK) in Ban-
gui, there are already about 25,000
Chadian refugees in the area.

Of particular concern to Presi-
dent Andre Kolingba's government
is that the invasion of Markounda
appears to have involved not only
Chadian rebels but opponents of
Kolingba's Military Committee for
National Recovery as well. These
included followers of General Fran-
cois Bozize and General Alphonse
M'Baikoua, formerly ministers in
the Kolingba government before
they were implicated in the coup at-
tempt of March 1982.

The conflict in Chad has created a
further problem for the Kolingba
government. As an important rear
base for Operation Manta in Chad
since August 1983, Bangui has ac-
commodated a regular detachment
of nearly 1,000 French troops. In re-
cent months, tensions between the
local people and French soldiers
have been on the rise, and the at-
mosphere in Bangui has become
reminiscent of colonial times.

In October, a group of about 15
Africans attempted to enter the
French military camp in Bangui
known as "Deux Cents Villas."
Three civilians were hurt when a
French soldier opened fire, leading
to a siege of the military base by
several hundred people from Ban-
gui. They shouted anti-French slo-
gans and hurled stones at the camp,
injuring 11 French, including four
civilians. Government forces were
called in to put an end to the assault
and to disperse the crowd. •

ZAIRE
Economic reform attempted

Zaire is continuing to implement
economic policy reform to restore
its seriously ailing economy. The
dissolution of Sozacom, the state
operation that had marketed Zairian
minerals for nearly a decade, is one
of a series of economic measures
that President Mobutu Sese Seko
has taken recently.
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SEYCHELLES
Rene denies Soviet base

President Albert Rene has denied
reports that the Soviets are using
the strategically placed islands as a
military base. Rene said that he re-
jected a Soviet donation of $5 mil-
lion worth of fuel but that some So-
viet military aid has been accepted
because "it was free.""

The aid includes Soviet-made
missiles that have bolstered the
Seychelles" defense system, the
President said at a press conference
in late November. The Soviets are
reportedly using the Seychelles as a
refueling base. However, the Sey-
chelles allows limited use of its na-
val facilities to warships o\' all na-
tions, provided they do not carry
nuclear weapons.

Rene, a socialist who became
president after a 1977 coup, has
been instrumental in efforts to cre-
ate an Indian Ocean peace zone.
Rene stresses that the Seychelles is
a non-aligned nation that has
"struggled successfully to remain
well-balanced between the two
powers." The U.S. maintains good
relations with the Seychelles, oper-
ating an Air Force satellite tracking
system on Ihe main island of Mahe.

Speculation about a Soviet base
stems partly from the fact that the
Soviets helped to fund a UNFSCO-
backed study of the islands" conti-
nental shelf. The purpose of the
study was reportedly to develop
marine resources, but it could also
be used to plan a naval base. A base
in the Seychelles would be espe-
cially useful to the Soviets in view
of the loss of their base at the Mo-
zambican port of Maputo, following
the signing of the Nkomati agree-
ment between Mozambique and
South Africa. •

SOMALIA
Hijackers release hostages

Dissidents who hijacked a Somali
airliner on November 24 released
108 hostages four days later, after
apparently securing a commitment
that the Somali government would
not execute seven students.

The hijackers, led by a Somali

military officer, Capt. Awil Adan
Bourhan. seized the Boeing 707 af-
ter it took off from the Somali capi-
tal of Mogadishu for Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia. After being refused permis-
sion to land in Yemen, the plane ar-
rived in Addis Ababa, where Ethio-
pian military forces guarded it.
Nineteen women and children pas-
sengers were released, along with
several crew members.

The hijackers threatened to blow
up the plane if their demands for the
release of the seven students and 14
other political prisoners being held
by the Somali government were not
met. They postponed the deadline
several times.

The Somali government rejected
their demands, but later the hijack-
ers reportedly received assurances
from the Italian government, which
was acting as a go-between, that the
executions would not take place.
No date had been set for the execu-
tions, which were being reviewed
by a Somali amnesty committee.
There was no promise that the 21
would be released. Ethiopian au-
thorities granted the hijackers polit-
ical asylum.

The seven youths were sentenced
to death in October for participating

in anti-government activities. They
were part of a group of high school
students, teachers, and others ar-
rested in July 19X4 in connection
with a bomb explosion in Hargeisa,
a northern town where there have
been many incidents of unrest. No
fatalities or injuries were reported
from the incident, according to Am-
nesty International, which is moni-
toring the case. In addition to the
seven death sentences, eight mem-
bers of the group were sentenced to
life imprisonment, and others re-
ceived shorter sentences.

The incidents in Hargeisa were
preceded by a major trial in I9S2
when some of the town's leading in-
tellectuals received long prison sen-
tences for activities relating to the
formation of a local self-help group.

Opposition to the regime of Presi-
dent Siad Barre is particularly
strong in the northwest region. The
anti-government incidents are con-
nected to guerrilla movements, in-
cluding the Somali National Move-
ment (SNM) and the Democratic
Front for the Salvation of Somalia
(DFSSL both based in Ethiopia.
The hijackers had identified them-
selves as members of the SNM. •

Libya fails to remove troops from Chad
Libya's failure to remove its

troops from northern Chad has
caused considerable embarrass-
ment to the French government.

Under the French-Libyan agree-
ment for a simultaneous with-
drawal, all troops were to be gone
by November 15, except those in
the Aouzou strip, a 60-mile wide
piece of mineral-rich desert that
Libya annexed in 1973.

French officials were insisting as
late as November II that France
and Libya had completed the with-
drawal of their troops. U.S. intelli-
gence, however, revealed that some
3,000 Libyan troops remained in
Chad and that this information had
been shared with the French gov-
ernment. Several sources even said
that Libya had been increasing its
troop strength.

Then, in a move that Trench pa-

pers have described as the worst
foreign policy mistake of the three-
year-old socialist administration,
French President Francois Mitter-
rand met with Libyan leader Muam-
mar Qaddafy on the Greek island of
Crete on November 16. Greek
Prime Minister Andreas Papan-
dreou, who had persuaded the two
to get together, coordinated the
meeting.

According to Mitterrand. Qad-
dafy recommitted himself to the
September agreement. On the same
day. Mitterrand publicly stated for
the first time that Libyan troops re-
mained in Chad, though he cited a
figure of 1.000 troops, rather than
the 3,000 that U.S. and Chadian
sources had reported. Several days
later, he finally acknowledged that
the higher figure was accurate.

Two days after the meeting.
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pian government. Previously, all
U.S. famine relief to Hthiopia was
channeled through relief agencies.

European governments including
Britain. Sweden, West Germany
and Italy, have also pledged sub-
stantial sums. Even the Soviet Un-
ion came through with assistance,
primarily in the form of trucks,
planes, and helicopters, and a ship-
ment of rice, which is not normally
eaten by Ethiopians. At first, the
Soviets said that their aircraft could
not be used to transport grain do-
nated by Western nations, but later
reports indicated that both Western
grain and fuel were going into the
Soviet planes.

Mengistu refused to compare the
levels of aid donated by different
governments and insisted that the
U.S. assistance will make no differ-
ence in relations between the two
countries. Mengistu has been criti-
cized for allowing political consid-
erations to interfere with his re-
sponse to the famine. He seemed
unable to focus on the mounting dis-
aster until after the September cere-
monies inaugurating the Ethiopian
Workers' Party which cost the
country an estimated $100 million.
In addition, he has been sharply at-
tacked for such policies as charging
an import tax for donations of food,
refusing to allow a commission
headed by former West German
chancellor Willy Brandt to distrib-
ute food in the northern war-torn
provinces, and refusing to negotiate
even a temporary truce with the
guerrillas to ease famine relief.
Widespread publicity on a shipment
of half a million bottles of Scotch
whiskey to Ethiopia at a time w hen
the ports were clogged with ship-
ments of relief supplies also embar-
rassed the Mengistu regime.

The relief effort is complicated by
the wars of secession in Tigre and
Eritrea, where the famine has
reached the proportions of a holo-
caust, the AID spokesman said. Re-
ports of the rebels seizing the relief
center at Korem on the southern
border of Tigre Province were de-
nied by the Ethiopian government.
In addition, traders are reportedly
buying donated food supplies at the
border between Eritrea and Sudan
for resale in the rebel-held areas of

Eritrea.
The Mengistu regime has re-

cently significantly increased the al-
location of its own fleet of lorries to
distribute food and initiated a pro-
gram to transfer 1.5 million people
out of the drought areas in the
northern war zones. The govern-
ment said on December 7 that
70.000 people, all of them volun-
teers, had already been moved to
southwest Ethiopia.

The Ethiopian famine will soon
lose its place in the headlines, and
the flood of aid may turn to a trickle.
But the problems of overused farm-
land, desertification, and neglect of
the agricultural sector, com-
pounded by the current crisis, mean
that the need for famine relief will
continue for months or even
years. •

COMOROS
Mayotte referendum postponed

The referendum to determine
whether the island of Mayotte is to
be incorporated into the three is-

lands of the Federal Republic of the
Comoros or become a French "de-
partment" was recently postponed
by the French government. An
overwhelming vote in favor of
maintaining the island's French
connection had been anticipated in
the election, which was scheduled
for December 22.

Referenda in 1974 and 1976 had
already reflected the Mahorais' po-
sition in favor of retaining their
bond with France. However, the
French government has recently
come under pressure from Com-
oran President Ahmed Abdallah, as
well as from the Organization of Af-
rican Unity and the United Nations,
to relinquish its claims of sover-
eignty over the island.

The announcement by the coun-
cil of ministers in Paris that it in-
tended to introduce legislation ef-
fectively extending Mayotte's
present status for at least two years,
has put a damper on such hopes.
While France remains committed to
sponsoring a referendum, it is not
clear when the issue will be re-
solved. •

Kenyans protest London production
The London production of a play about a hero of the Mau Mail resistance

sparked a strong protest from Kenya.
The Dial of Dedan Kimatht. written by Ngugi wa Thiong'o. who is self-

exiled in London, and Micere Mugo. was produced at the Africa Centre in
London in October as a highlight of a month of activities dedicated to Kenya.
But Ngugi is an outspoken critic of the Kenyan government and the most
radical of a small group of Kenyan dissidents in London.

The Kenya Embassy declined an invitation lo participate in Kenya month
and asked that the play be withdrawn, since the authors are "not representa-
tive of Kenya." Foreign Minister Elijah Mwangaie charged that the dissi-
dents are financed by Marxist and communist groups and by the embassies
of communist countries. Politicians in Kenya lashed out at Ngugi and the
London dissidents, who had already provoked anger in Kenya by declaring
that Kenyatta Day, celebrated throughout the country on October 20. should
be renamed Mau Mau Day. They reasoned that Kenyatta was not deeply
involved with the Mau Mau movement and that, in any case, the movement
itself was the greatest force in the achievement o\ Kenya's independence.

Ngugi. who is the best known of East African fiction writers, once headed
the literature department at the University of Nairobi. Most Kenyan second-
ary and university students have studied his works, especially the early
books about how colonialism affected the people of Kenya. But when he
began to focus his creative talents on current politics, he offended officials in
the government of the late President Jomo Kenyatta. He was detained from
1977 to 1978.
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gling. The president has closed a
key post on the Liberian border and
established a Precious Metals Mar-
keting Company to fight smuggling.

Smuggling and other activities of
the "parallel market" area massive
problem for Sierra Leone. Accord-
ing to New African columnist Jimoh
Omo Fadaka, 80 percent of the
country's imports and 70 percent of
its exports go through the parallel
market, thus evading taxes, duties,
and other government revenue rais-
ers and profiting hugely from black
market currency exchange rates.
Diamond smuggling is the parallel
market's biggest activity, and the
reason why official diamond ex-
ports dropped from $120 million in
1980 to $28 million in 1983, Fadaka
said in an October column.

The anti-smuggling efforts have
drawn no praise from the newly
formed opposition party in London.
Founders of the Sierra Leone Dem-
ocratic Party (SLDP), organized in
August, aim to remove the Stevens
government from power, criticizing
it for its "widespread corruption,
inefficiency, and nepotism." How-
ever. SLDP Chairman Edison Gor-
vie says the principal problem of Si-
erra Leone today, aside from hun-
ger, disease, and illiteracy, "is the
total denial of freedom."

Gorvie and two other SLDP
founders, Adewale John and Olu-
femi John, have been active in na-
tional politics in the past. The gov-
ernment has criticized the BBC for
broadcasting interviews with the
new party. •

:? AFRICA

Ethiopians starve despite relief effort
Despite an outpouring of aid trig-

gered by a BBC film of starvingchil-
dren, the famine relief effort in Ethi-
opia is not expected to be anywhere
near sufficient. Aid workers return-
ing from Korem, the largest relief
camp, reported in early December
that the supplies there would last
only a few days. However, a Red
Cross delegation that toured the
country at about the same time re-
ported that supplies on hand were
enough to meet the demand for De-
cember and January.

Dawit Wolde Giorgis, head of
Ethiopia's Relief and Rehabilitation
Commission (RRC), which coordi-
nates the relief effort, said that Ethi-
opia needs 1.2 million tons of food,
double what was earlier considered
necessary. Donor nations have
pledged less than half of that
amount. A U.S. Agency for Inter-
national Development (AID)
spokesman said that the RRC figure
is probably grossly underestimated.

The exact need is as difficult to
calculate as the number of deaths.
The UN estimated in November
that more than 300,000 Ethiopians
had died since last March, and 200
more were dying each day in the re-
lief camps. And those who are too

young, old, sick or weak to walk the
long distances to the food distribu-
tion points die uncounted in the vil-
lages. Many others die along the
way.

The British and American public
reacted generously as a result of the
BBC film, first aired in late Octo-
ber, and subsequent media cover-
age. Personnel at the various relief
agencies have been astounded at
the number of donations received
and at the depth of feeling ex-
pressed by thousands of callers.

But the press and the public are
fickle about the "causes" that cap-
ture their attention, and the current
interest may wane before Ethiopian
farmers are able to again produce
sufficient food. The RRC first re-
ported the impending famine in Sep-
tember 1982 and the international
relief agencies have been working
to raise public and private relief
funds for almost two years. But the
crisis received limited attention in
the media, partly because of the dif-
ficulties involved in covering news
in Ethiopia.

In addition, the Reagan adminis-
tration opposed aid in the quantity
that the relief agencies said was nec-
essary to avert mass starvation. The

Ethiopian woman and child

Marxist orientation of Mengistu
Haile Mariam's government and its
strong alliance with the Soviet Un-
ion were the unstated cause. In mid-
1983, the Reagan administration
even cancelled Ethiopia's participa-
tion in the major U.S. food relief
program, known as Food for Peace
Title II. though it was reinstated af-
ter strong protests. In early 1984,
the Reagan administration tied a
$150 million package of famine re-
lief to funding for covert military aid
to Nicaragua. While Congress
eventually approved the food aid,
the administration's action delayed
the emergency funding for months.
One famine relief official, the Rev-
erend Charles Elliott, former head
of a charity called Christian Aid. ac-
cused the U.S. and Britain of having
blocked relief to Ethiopia in hopes
that famine would help oust
Mengistu, as it had helped to topple
Emperor Haile Selassie in 1974.

Since October, however, the
Reagan administration has given a
total of $128 million or 222,000 tons
in food and $13 million in non-food
aid. In a sharp change of policy, it
approved a direct grant to the Ethio-
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declines in oil revenues forced the
country to take this action, accord-
ing to David-West, who said that
Nigeria's interests have to take
precedence over OPFC's. In late
November, however, he predicted,
that his country would soon be able
to raise the price of its crude oil
again.

Nigeria's oil revenues, which
were around $22 billion in 1980, had
sunk to $10 billion by 1983. The
country had continued to make ex-
penditures based on the higher lev-
els, however, resulting in a very
high level of external debts that are
now past due.

The agreement that Nigeria
reached in October with its Western
debtors for the refinancing of an es-
timated $2 billion in trade debts was
an unusual move, because it pre-
ceded a formal debt restructuring
with the International Monetary
Fund (IMF-). The government has
objected to the harsh measures that
the IMF wants to impose on the
economy, especially the devalua-
tion of the naira, Nigeria's cur-
rency.

Fela jailed
Afro-beat musician Fela Aniku-

lapo Kuti was jailed for live years in
November, convicted on charges of
currency trafficking.

The popular Nigerian performer
had been arrested in September as
he left the country for a U.S. con-
cert tour with his 40-member band.
He was found with $2,000 in his pos-
session, which government officials
said exceeded the limit that individ-
uals can take out of the country.

However, Fela said that he had
declared the money, which was to
be used for tour expenses for his
band, and that in any case, it had
been earned abroad and not on the
black market. If the amount were
divided by 40, the legal limit was not
exceeded, he said.

Fela has repeatedly criticized the
Buhari regime as well as past gov-
ernments, which have retaliated in
various ways. He remains im-
mensely popular among Nigerians
for his unrelenting spirit as well as
for his music, in which the lyrics of-
ten take an anti-establishment
stand. •

SENEGAL
Local elections boycotted

The official Senegalese daily. Lc
Soleil, called the results of the mu-
nicipal and rural elections of No-
vember 25 a great victory for the So-
cialist Party (PS) and for President
Abdou Diouf. The PS made a clean
sweep of the 37 municipalities and
318 rural districts, easily defeating
their electoral opponents, the Peo-
ple's Liberation Party (PLP), and
the Democratic League/Movement
for the Workers' Party (LD/MPT).

However, the 12 remaining oppo-
sition parties decided to boycott the
elections, including the Senegalese
Democratic Party (PDS) led by Ab-
doulaye Wade. The Independence
and Labor Party (PIT) had origi-
nally declared its intention to partic-
ipate, but withdrew a week before
the vote, citing several electoral ir-
regularities.

Diouf s call for the elections lobe
held with "calm and justice" evi-
dently failed to convince the oppo-
sition. As Wade said, "in the ab-
sence of guarantees of impartiality,
we are leaving all the seats to the
PS." •

SIERRA LEONE
Smuggling crackdown attempted

President Siaka Stevens has em-
barked on a new crackdown on
smuggling, marked by the recent
dismissal of Minister of State
Chernor Maju.

Maju was found with gold dust
and a bar of gold worth nearly
$30,000 as he departed from
Freetown for London recently. In
addition to his dismissal, Maju was
fined nearly $40,000.

The severe shortage of foreign
exchange helped prompt the gov-
ernment's measures against smug-

Scandal clouds West African summit
Scandal over the alleged embezzlement of community funds clouded the

tenth annual summit meeting of the West African Fconomic Community
(CEAO). held October 27-29 in the Malian capital of Bamako.

The CF.AO, composed of Niger, Burkina Faso, Mali, Senegal, Maurita-
nia, and Ivory Coast, was founded in 1974 to encourage economic coopera-
tion among its member states. This year the organization extended member-
ship to Benin and observer status to Guinea and Togo. The summit assessed
the first decade of CEAO activity and progress in implementing community
projects and rural water schemes over the past year.

However, the embezzlement charges dominated the agenda. After exam-
ining the 600-page report of the investigation committee, set up four months
earlier to probe into the alleged corruption, the members sacked the top five
executives of the CEAO. including director-general MoussaN'Gom of Sen-
egal and Moussa Diakile of Mali, the director of FOSIDEC (the Solidarity
Fund which coordinates the financial operations of the CEAO). Both were
subsequently pul under house arrest in Ouagadougou.

The central figure in the affair. Mohamed Diawara, a former lvorian cabi-
net minister and president of the Paris-based Club of Dakar, was arrested by
Malian authorities on October 28, accused of embezzling $13.6 million des-
tined for regional projects. N'Gom had transferred this vast sum lo Diawara.
who apparently was to invest it in financial ventures. Diawara was unable to
justify his use of the funds or to restitute the money.

Diawara was flown to Ouagadougou—where he is likely to be tried by
Burkina Faso's revolutionary courts. President Thomas Sankara. the
newly-elected CF.AO president, did not mince words in his closing speech.
He emphasized the need to stamp out corruption and fraud in order to put the
organization on a more solid footing. He referred to the dismissed officials as
"a clique of rogues, piling up our millions with impunity" and promised to
"shake the CEAO from its present state of disarray, which is insulting to the
misery of our people."
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rights."
Buhari has also encountered

problems with the press outside of
Nigeria. He denied a story in the
London Observer in November that
claimed "an attempt to assassinate
the entire military leadership of Ni-
geria ended with the execution of 42
officers and men involved in the
plot." The article said that the as-
sassination was to have taken place
on October I, Nigerian Indepen-
dence Day, and that celebrations
were cancelled when the plot was
uncovered.

However, the Nigerian govern-
ment said that no such plot had been
uncovered nor had any executions
taken place. Government officials
also denied the statement in the
same article that there have been
"repeated rumors of discontent
among junior officers and NCOs"
(non-commissioned officers) since
Buhari seized power in a coup on
December 31, 1983.

The Nigerian government de-
scribed the article as part of the
British media's "single-minded
campaign,'" mounted last January,
"to embarrass Nigeria and discredit
her government before the rest of
the world." •

BURKINA FASO
Pursuing an independent path

Eleven members of the Patriotic
League for Development (I.IPAD)
were detained for interrogation in
Ouagadougou in late October, in-
cluding SoumaneToure. who is also
leader of Burkina's largest trade un-
ion. All were released the following
day, except Arba Diallo and Adama
Toure, formerly ministers of foreign
affairs and information respec-
tively.

The pro-Soviet LIPAD, which
had previously played an important
role in supporting President
Thomas Sankara, has in recent
months more openly criticized the
ruling National Council of the Rev-
olution (CNR). Since the sacking of
four LIPAD members from the gov-
ernment in August, LIPAD has
been placed under surveillance and
warned against anti-government ac-
tivity.

The Sankara government has
been determined to maintain a strict

policy of non-alignment. Following
Sankara's speech at the United Na-
tions in October, blasting the
West's attitude toward the Third
World, the official daily paper, Sul-
waya, strongly criticized the Soviet
Union's aid policies. The editorial,
entitled "The Proletarian Spirit,"
remarked: "No matter how often
we sing the Internationale, the pol-
icy of 'nothing for nothing" always
gets the upper hand. If Lenin were
still alive, he would have sent us
tractors. . . and engineers for the
Bagre and Kompienga dams along
with agronomists to develop our
farms. We should therefore rely on
our strength, because to rely on a
big brother or big brothers of similar
ideological affinity nowadays no
longer constitutes a guarantee." •

Mauritania
Taya takes over in coup

Army Chief of Staff Col.
Maaouya Ould Sid" Ahmed Taya
seized power in a bloodless coup
December 13 while President Mo-
hamed Khouna Ould Haidalla was
altending the Franco-African sum-
mit in Bujumbura. Burundi.

Former President Mohamed Haidallah

The purpose of the coup was to
stop the "growth of personal
power" in the government and to
"re-establish the state's credibil-
ity," according to a broadcast com-
munique. Reports from the capital

of Nouakchott indicated that the
coup caused no disruption of busi-
ness or other activities.

The new leader was prime minis-
ter from 1981 until last March when
he was shifted to army chief of staff
in an extensive cabinet reshuffle.
Col. Taya had tried to remove the
military governor of Nouakchott, a
close friend of Haidalla's. on
charges of financial mismanage-
ment. He and others who lost posi-
tions were considered no longer
"unconditionally loyal" to
Haidalla. A major issue in the re-
shuffle was Mauritania's recogni-
tion of the Saharawi Arab Demo-
cratic Republic (SADR), Polisario's
self-proclaimed government, which
Col. Taya opposed.

Col. Taya had helped to over-
throw President Moktar Ould Dad-
dah in July 1978. •

NIGERIA
Extra oil to continue

The Nigerian government intends
to maintain its oil production at
above the OPEC quota as one strat-
egy in its continuing effort to restore
the country's balance of payments.

OPEC had granted Nigeria a two-
month increase in its daily quota
last July—from 1.3 million barrels a
day to 1.45 million by September.
But Nigerian Oil Minister Dr. Tarn
David-West explained on Novem-
ber 8 that the temporary exemption
was not long enough and that Nige-
ria would continue producing at the
higher level for the foreseeable fu-
ture.

He announced the over-quota
plans after OPEC's emergency
meeting where it agreed to lower its
overall production quota by 1.4 mil-
lion barrels a day in an effort to
boost prices and reduce the interna-
tional oil glut.

Nigeria had actually forced
OPEC to hold the emergency meet-
ing by breaking ranks with the offi-
cial price structure. The govern-
ment had reduced its price for
Bonny light crude oil from $30 to
$28 a barrel, in reaction to price re-
ductions by Norway and Great Brit-
ain who produce a type of oil that
competes with Nigeria's. Serious
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FOOD RELIEF continued

with normal crop planting, but it
closes off relief supply routes. Ac-
tivities of the Mozambique National
Resistance (MNR) have been a key
factor in turning drought into fam-
ine in the southern province of In-
hambane. Relief officials in Maputo
say that a famine as severe as that
which killed an estimated 100.000
Mozambicans last year is virtually
unavoidable in the critical Decem-
ber through February period. They
add that the international focus on
Ethiopia has sharply diminished
shipments of food to Mozambique.

Famine and fighting have forced
massive migrations of local popula-
tions into the capital cities and relief
camps or across borders into coun-
tries thai also face food shortages.
Up to 100,000 drought victims have
crowded into the Chadian capital of
Ndjamena. In recent weeks, thou-
sands of Chadians have fled to the
Central African Republic and
150.000 to Sudan. During Novem-
ber, some 50,000 Ethiopians arrived
in western Sudan and 50.000 more
were reportedly on the move to-
wards the western border. In
Mauritania, an estimated 800,000
people have left their homes for re-
lief camps.

The food picture is not entirely
bleak. A good harvest along the
coast in Wesl Africa has eased the

ANTI-APARTHEID continued

some economic sanctions on Preto-
ria; the re-election of President
Reagan and South Africa's welcom-
ing of four more years of "construc-
tive engagement"; and the award-
ing of the Nobel Peace Prize to
Bishop Tutu.

Tutu's presence on sabbatical in
the U.S. when the award was an-
nounced gave him a ready Ameri-
can platform, which he has used fre-
quently to denounce the South Afri-
can government and Reagan
administration policy. Tutu said he
had not suggested to U.S. anti-
apartheid leaders that they organize
the demonstrations but that he had
told them, "For goodness' sake,
put your act together.'' •

need for food relief in countries
such as Ghana and Togo. In Zim-
babwe, there has been a striking in-
crease in farmers' productivity dur-
ing the past year, partly due to un-
expected rainfall last spring. There
are hopes that Zimbabwe could
again become self-sufficient in food
production in the near future. And
Swaziland will no longer need ex-
ceptional food aid during the 1984-
85 season.

However, the FAO forecasts that
the countries on the critical list will
continue to need food relief for
many months, even if harvests im-

prove in the near future. In many
regions, seeds for planting the next
harvest have been eaten and fields
and farm implements have been
abandoned, so that there will be no
crops even if the drought eases.

While pledging has accelerated
since the famine began to receive
greater publicity in October, the lag
time between announcement of a
donation and the arrival of the food
is up to three months. Much of the
food is expected to arrive too late to
save thousands of people in the
worst hit countries, especially chil-
dren who are the most vulnerable.•

Buhari continues press crackdown
Maj. (ien. Muhammadu Buhari

has intensified his efforts to control
the press by temporarily detaining
another journalist who criticized
the government and limiting the
amount of newsprint that private
newspapers can import.

The journalist, Duro Onabule.
editor of the prominent Nigerian
daily, the National Concord, had
written a column in Novembercriti-
cizing Information Minister Emeka
Omeruah for asserting that the Ni-
gerian press is afflicted with a
"bring down the government syn-
drome." The National Security Or-
ganization released Onabute after
two weeks' detention. The govern-
ment did not reveal the charges
against him, but the Information
Minister said he objected to the tone
of the column and the number of
times his name was mentioned.

Buhari also placed a strict limit on
the funds that private newspapers
can use to import newsprint and
other essential materials. Newspa-
pers published by the federal gov-
ernment, however, were allowed 10
times more, and state newspapers,
three times more. The ruling has
forced a number of publishers to re-
duce the size of their newspapers,
many of them cutting the number of
pages by one-half or one-third.
They are also laying off staff.

The import restriction supple-
mented Decree Number 4. an ear-
lier government ruling which pro-

vides prison sentences for journal-
ists who publish false information
about a government official or infor-
mation that brings an official into
contempt. Two journalists from an-
other leading Nigerian newspaper,
the Guardian, are serving one-year
sentences under this decree. They
are Nduka Iraboh. the assistant
news editor, and Tunde Thompson,
the senior diplomatic correspon-
dent.

The Information Ministry claims
the Nigerian press has become
more responsible since the decree
was issued, and that both the public
and the government have more con-
fidence in the press.

However, many Nigerians criti-
cize these measures as an anti-press
campaign, and tension between the
government and the press is mount-
ing. The directors' council of the
Union of African Journalists, meet-
ing in Cairo in late November, has
called on the Buhari regime to re-
lease all journalists being detained
without trial and pleaded in particu-
lar for the two journalists from the
Guardian.

The restriction on newsprint was
described as "petty blackmail" and
"a direct insult to Nigerians" by the
president of the National Associa-
tion of Nigerian Students. Lanre
Arogundadi. And the national presi-
dent of the Nigerian Bar Associa-
tion. Bola Ajibola, said that Decree
4 runs "afoul of fundamental human
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Anti-apartheid effort prompts reaction
The well-organized, continuing

campaign of anti-apartheid protests
at the South African embassy and
consulates in cities across the U.S.
has prompted several significant re-
sponses. The demonstrations,
which began November 21 in Wash-
ington, D.C., have caused the
American public to focus on the is-
sue of racism in South Africa. U.S.
leaders have been motivated to at
least restate their opposition to
apartheid. And a coalition of U.S.
civil rights, labor, and religious
groups has been revitalized around
a common cause.

On December 7, President
Reagan met with Nobel Peace Prize
winner Bishop Desmond Tutu, the
outspoken South African anti-
apartheid campaigner, at the White
House. The President later said at a
news conference that his adminis-
tration would not change its policy
toward South Africa, which he in-
sisted has made "sizeable pro-
gress" in persuading Pretoria to
make changes. He added that "it
wouldn't be quiet diplomacy any-
more if I started talking about things
openly."

Several days later, however,
Reagan departed from quiet diplo-
macy by calling on South Africa "to
reach out to its black majority by
ending the forced removal of blacks
from their communities and the de-
tention without trial and lengthy im-
prisonment of black leaders."

Pressure on the administration to
modify its policy has come from
leaders in Reagan's own party,
however. Senator Richard Lugar,
the new chairman of the Foreign
Relations Committee, said that the
administration "needs to do more"
to change Pretoria's policies toward
South African blacks. And in early
December, 35 Republican members
of Congress told the South African
ambassador that they would sup-
port sanctions against South Africa
unless rapid progress is made to-
ward ending apartheid. (The admin-
istration opposes economic sanc-

tions toward South Africa.)
On the same day that Reagan and

Tutu met. Pretoria announced the
release of 16 political prisoners, five
of them on bail. Among the group
were several of the 21 black trade
union leaders whose release has
been among the demands made by
the demonstrators. Another group
of 12 political prisoners were re-
leased on December 10. but six
were immediately charged with
treason.

The leaders of the protest, which
they call the Free South Africa
Movement, have orchestrated pick-
eting activities at the embassy and
consulates to ensure maximum pub-
licity. The idea for the embassy
demonstration was initially pro-
posed by Randall Robinson, execu-
tive director of Transafrica, a

Washington group that lobbies on
African issues.

Among those arrested in the pro-
tests have been members of the
Congressional Black Caucus, labor
union leaders. New York City and
Washington politicians, and other
civil rights activists. The protests
have been held in Boston, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Mobile, and Seattle—
all cities that have South African
consulates or "honorary" consuls,
as well as in Washington. D.C. and
New York.

Several recent events have
helped thrust the anti-apartheid
movement into the limelight after
years of sporadic protests and
quiet, but intensive lobbying: the
unrest and tough measures used to
quell it in South Africa: the Republi-
can-controlled Senate's killing of a
trade bill that would have applied

Continued on nex

Need for food relief escalates
While the famine in Ethiopia ha;-:

drawn the lion's share of world at-
tention in recent months. 21) other
African nations also face wide-
spread starvation. Chad, Ethiopia,
Mali. Mauritania, and Mozambique
are the worst hit countries.

As of December 5, donor nations
had pledged 3.7 million metric tons
of food compared to a total need for
the coming year estimated at 5.2
million metric tons, according to the
UN Food and Agriculture Organi-
zation (FAO).

Suffering is especially acute in
the Sahelian countries of Chad, Ni-
ger and Mali, because they are land-
locked and thus isolated from the
seaports where relief supplies are
offloaded, and because they lie in
that arid region of the continent
where desertification is destroying
the arable land.

In Chad, where the entire popula-
tion is short of food, the need is esti-
mated at 320.000 tons, but only
125.000 can be delivered because of
transport difficulties. Donors have

pledged 52.000 tons, FAO said. The
UN Disaster Relief Organization
(UNDRO) reports that 2,000 Chad-
ians died from acute malnutrition
from September through Novem-
ber. Because the border with Nige-
ria is closed, food supplies have to
come through Cameroon, an over-
land journey that takes about three
weeks. The Red Cross is establish-
ing feeding centers for 100,000
Chadians, but warfare between
government and rebel forces could
interfere with the food relief effort.

In Mali, 61,000 tons out of a real
need of 560,000 tons had been
pledged by early December. The
amount that can be delivered is only
200,000 tons. In Niger, donors had
pledged II percent of the 475.000
tons needed. And Mauritania had
received pledges for 20 percent of
the 100,000 tons needed, according
to FAO.

Warfare has exacerbated famine
conditions in several countries, es-
pecially Chad. Ethiopia, and Mo-
zambique. Not only does it interfere
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shore holdings in 1985-86, thus opening
up extensive tracts to exploration.
Known recoverable reserves are esti-
mated at some 85 million tons, a level
which could be easily doubled during the
next few years by new exploration drill-
ing.

The expanding presence of American
oil groups in Gabon was both welcomed
and encouraged by President Bongo
who is fond of saying that "Gabon is not
a French game reserve." Gabonese au-
thorities intensified efforts to diversify
economic partners after President
Francois Mitterrand's Socialist adminis-
tration took office in mid-1981. Rela-
tions between Paris and Libreville be-
came testy as Africanists in the French
Socialist Party and former Minister of
Cooperation and Development Jean-
Pierre Cot frowned on the special
Franco-Gabonese relationship and criti-
cized Bongo's method of exercising
power. The crisis came to a head in
1983 when a French journalist published
a highly critical book on Gabon and a
representative of the Mouvement pour
le Redressement National (Morena) op-
position movement was given time on
French television. French authorities
have made special efforts to smooth

over this rift, inviting the Gabonese
president for a state visit to France in
October 1984, and giving him red carpet
treatment.

France clearly intends to safeguard
its vital economic and diplomatic inter-
ests in Gabon. In addition to Elf, French
companies play a pivotal role in uranium
and manganese mining consortiums, the
forestry industry, banks, public works,
and the commercial sector. Approxi-
mately 30, (XX) French citizens live and
work in the country. Moreover, Gabon
is a vital base for assuring strategic
French interests throughout turbulent
central Africa. There are 400 crack
French paratroopers permanently sta-
tioned in Libreville, and the Gabonese
capital served as a vital rear base for the
French expeditionary force in Chad.
France also maintains a number of jet
fighters and observation aircraft at Li-
breville's military airport.

President Bongo is also working to
broaden diplomatic relations. He be-
came the first African president wel-
comed by President Reagan in the
White House during a 1981 trip to the
United States. Plans are reportedly un-
derway for another trip to Washington in
1985. A major purpose of his extensive
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Libreville: "Gabon is pulling back from the building boom of the 1970s"

travels in Western Europe and the Far
East is to stimulate interest in Gabon's
investment opportunities. During the
last months of 1984, for instance, the
Gabonese leader visited West Ger-
many, the Netherlands, South Korea,
and Japan.

During these trips, discussions fo-
cused on development projects for the
second half of the 1980s—a 300-mega-
watt nuclear power plant and a $1 billion
iron ore mining scheme. Bongo has
turned to other industrial powers with
his demands for a small nuclear power
plant, after the French proved reticent
to arrange such a sale. Likewise, Gabon
is competing with Senegal and Guinea
for a new iron ore mine in the 1990s.
The government is seeking to interest
partners from the industrialized world to
take equity participation in the future
mining consortium and sign up for long-
term supply contracts. Gabon, on its
part, is prepared to finance a 200-mile
extension of the trans-Gabon railway to
reach the mines at Belinga. The ore
would be exported through the planned
minerals port at Owendo, close to the
capital.

In the meantime, Gabon is counting
on the completion of the second section
of the trans-Gabon railway, from Booue
to Franceville, at the end of 1986 to spur
economic diversification. An immediate
benefit will be to open virgin timberland
for logging. In addition, Gabon's manga-
nese, currently exported through the
Congolese port of Pointe Noir, will be
gradually rerouted through Owendo.
Another benefit will be the opportunity
to upgrade agriculture, the weak spot in
the economy, along the railroad line and
in the Upper Ogooue plateau region
around the town of Franceville, through
agro-industrial and ranching activities.

"Gabon must learn to live more judi-
ciously with its substantial oil and min-
eral wealth," a Western economist in Li-
breville emphasizes, adding that many
Gabonese do not fully grasp the implica-
tions of the fact that these are finite re-
sources. While Gabon's oil revenues are
practically assured for the next few
years, they must be assiduously trans-
formed into economically viable, pro-
ductive ventures outside the petroleum
sector, for only in this way can the coun-
try's prosperity be continued into the
next century. •
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"Gabon is the continent's second largest
source of manganese, holding about 25
percent of the world's known reserves"

economic balance sheet. A memoran-
dum from the government's financial ad-
visors, the banking consortium of Kuhn
Loeb Leliman brothers, Lazard Freres,
and S.G. Warburg, pegged Gabon's
GDP growth in 1983 at 2.3 percent in
real terms, with inflation easing and the
employment situation continuing to re-
cover. Overseas debt has also been re-
duced to manageable, proportions. Con-
firming Gabon's liberal economic orien-
tation, the development plan seeks to
diversify the country's trade and invest-
ment partners. Achieving greater social
justice is also a priority, as the govern-
ment intends to assure a fairer sharing
of national income among individuals and
regions.

Gabon, however, still has far to go to
overcome the structural weaknesses of
its economy. Although the 1983 trade
balance registered a massive $930 mil-
lion surplus, the overall balance of pay-
ments was in deficit at $50 million. This
was the result of a massive outflow of
funds to pay for services, debt servicing
remittances from expatriate workers,

and the transfer of company profits. In
addition, the lack of domestic invest-
ment opportunities, due to limited local
markets and relatively costly produc-
tion, caused the bulk of the petroleum-
generated surplus to be transferred
overseas. If oil revenues were to falter,
Gabon's external accounts would suffer
a severe setback and government reve-
nues would dangerously contract.

State expenditures have recently
shown a tendency to expand too fast,
despite official calls for austerity. For
example, state spending in 1983 was
$980 million, up 27.6 percent from the
previous year, while income dipped
slightly to $1 billion. If this trend con-
tinues, the budget is liable to go into
deficit. More troubling is the growing
share of the budget being earmarked for
non-productive activities—between
1980 and 1984, the cost of civil service
salaries jumped from $60 million to $170
million. Many of the country's parastatal
corporations continue to operate only
because of generous subsidies, a situa-
tion which cannot be indefinitely pro-
longed.

Gabon's financial stability is therefore
closely linked to the fluctuations of the
oil industry and the evolution of the
world petroleum market. Just a few
years ago, the prevailing view was that
the country's oil bubble would burst,
with production dwindling to a trickle by
the end of the 1980s. After reaching a
peak of 11.3 million tons in 1976, output
gradually slipped to a nadir of 7.6 million
tons in 1981. With known reserves fall-
ing to hardly eight years' worth of pro-
duction, it seemed that Gabon would
soon face tough economic choices and a
cutback in its high living style.

It was the foot-dragging of the French
state-controlled Elf Aquitaine group,
which accounts for some 80 percent of
oil production and holds approximately
75 percent of all exploration acreage,
that led to the dangerous depletion of
Gabon's oil reserves at the end of the
1970s. Gabon was the lynchpin of Elf s
international success, but the French
company has downgraded the country
in its revised strategy, assigning more
priority to operations in the North Sea,
the United States, and Angola. On its
older holdings, Elf benefited from long-
standing concession agreements, ena-
bling it to chalk up profits which made it

the envy of the other oil concerns work-
ing under production-sharing terms.

In an effort to expand and diversify
the oil industry, President Omar Bongo
turned to the United States to seek out
new partners. Armand Hammer, the
head of Occidental Petroleum, played an
advisory role in the 1979 creation of the
Gabonese state oil company, Petrogab.
The availability of offshore acreage first
attracted Standard Oil of Indiana
(Amoco). The Chicago-based firm
picked up permits formerly explored
and abandoned by Elf. Since 1980,
Amoco has achieved an impressive
track record: Six of its first eight explo-
ration wells hit oil. The company's West
Oguendjo field came on stream during
the summer of 1983 and should be pro-
ducing at least 1.5 million tons a year by
1985. Amoco has other hydrocarbon
possibilities which it will be exploring
during the next few years.

Amoco's success kindled interest in
Gabon's untapped potential. The Ten-
neco conglomerate of Houston was next
to move onto the scene. It t<x> discov-
ered oil on a block abandoned by Elf. Its
Obando Marine deposit could be
brought into production by 1986 at
around the output level of Amoco's field.
Thus. Gabon should be able, in 1984 and
1985, to keep production around 9 mil-
lion tons per year. The eventual tapping
of Tenneco's find will mean that capacity
will rise above 10 million tons per year in
1986, for the first time since the end of
the 1970s. The offensive of American
companies lias kept Elf and Shell on
their toes: Both boosted investment to
maintain productive capacity at 6 million
tons per year and 1.5 million, respec-
tively.

Industry sources in Libreville do not
expect that large Middle Eastern-type
discoveries will be made in Gabon be-
cause of the subsoil's geological charac-
teristics. Numerous smaller fields tend
to be situated in offshore salt domes.
But the stringing together of these small
deposits can mean profitable operations
if companies have the technical capacity
to operate under such conditions and
are willing to take the risk. As new acre-
age becomes available in 1985, Ameri-
can oil companies are expected to be the
main beneficiaries of government
grants. This is probably only the start;
Elf must relinquish about half its off-
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Gabon

The Economic Outlook
Over the last decade, Gabon has achieved a high rate of growth, thanks to
its substantial oil and mineral wealth and liberal economic policies. Careful
planning to manage revenues earned from its finite natural resources will be
required, however, if Gabon's prosperity is to continue into the future.

BY HOWARD SCHISSEL

G abon is a rare exception in Africa.
On a continent where most econ-

omies are in severe crisis and the out-
look is bleak for growth and improve-
ment in the standard of living, the one
million inhabitants of this central African
state can look to the future with well-
founded hope. Gabon's economic plan-
ners must, however, avoid a repetition
of past economic miscalculations and
pave the way for the approaching post-
oil era.

The key to its g(xxi fortune is a fabu-
lously wealthy subsoil. Gabon is sub-Sa-
haran Africa's third largest oil producer,
behind Nigeria and Angola, and one of
four African members of the Organiza-
tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC). It is the continent's second
largest source of manganese after South
Africa, holding about 25 percent of the
world's known reserves of this key min-
eral. It ranks fourth in both uranium ex-
ports and tropical wood supplies, and
second only to Zaire in untapped re-
serves of timber. These abundant re-
sources provide sufficient income to
give Gabon a per capita gross domestic
product (GDI*) of about $3, (XX), the sec-
ond highest in Africa.

Long considered an obscure colonial
backwater, Gabon experienced an eco-
nomic metamorphosis after the oil price

Howard Schissel is a Paris-based freelance jour-
nalist specializing in French-speaking Africa as
well as economic questions relating to African
natural resources.
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President Omar Bongo: " 'Gabon is not a
French game reserve' "

boom of 1973-74. Oil revenues quadru-
pled, providing Gabon with the financial
means to move its economic develop-
ment plans into high gear. The sudden
inflow of seemingly limitless petro-dol-
lars apparently went to the heads of
Gabonese economic planners. The
country rushed into a highly speculative
building boom as well as an excessive
number of costly, ambitious develop-
ment schemes, many of which had to be
eventually abandoned.

The 1977 Organization of African
Unity (OAU) summit conference in Li-
breville capped this spending spree, just
as the fortunes of the oil market drasti-
cally shifted. The impressive 42 percent
GDP growth rate of 1976 turned into
declines of 18 percent the following year
and 30.4 percent in 1978. Extravagant

spending between 1974 and 1976 had
accelerated inflation, distorted income
distribution, and sent the foreign debt
soaring.

As a result, the government had to
implement a painful stabilization pro-
gram in 1978 and 1979, slowing the pace
of economic activity and reducing the
imports of non-essential goods. The In-
ternational Monetary Fund (IMF) sup-
ported Gabon's initiative with a one-
year standby arrangement. The belt-
tightening exercise helped the country
improve its financial position. And the oil
price rise of 1979-80 was a crucial fillip in
Gabon's economic recovery, as GDP
more than doubled between 1979 and
1983.

Gabon learned a bitter lesson from
the economic pinch of the late 1970s.
The authorities came to see that devel-
opment could not be equated with ex-
pensive prestige projects that looked
good on paper but were inappropriate
for local economic and social realities.
As austerity was cautiously loosened,
an interim development plan was intro-
duced for the 1980-82 period. Its goals
were to diversify the economy and use
the country's resources more effi-
ciently, while maintaining price stability,
reducing the external debt burden, rein-
forcing currency reserves, and closing
the gap in income distribution. While the
final touches were being made to the
fifth five-year development plan (1984-
88), the interim plan was extended for
one more year into 1983.

On the eve of the launching of the
new plan, Gabon presented a fairly solid
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black Africa.
lYesident Mitterrand himself finally

decided against it. In any case, ANC
guerrillas cut short the debate by sabo-
taging the building site in Koeberg, de-
laying the completion of the plant, while
South Africa's own financial strains post-
poned any decision on building a second
nuclear complex.

The French government is still di-
vided on the issue of sanctions, and
Cheysson, despite his opposition to the
nuclear deal, did not favor a total eco-
nomic boycott. He explained his stand in
a recent speech to the UN Special Com-
mittee Against Apartheid in New York.

Referring to frequent calls in the UN
for economic sanctions, Cheysson said:
"I warn you against this attitude, as one
must, on the contrary, talk to the South
Africans, show them that their attitude
is morally unacceptable, politically dan-
gerous, spiritually scandalous. . . I
must also stress that such measures
would hardly be effective, and could
even be counter-productive. . . History
has shown that no embargo has suc-
ceeded when directed against countries
with large resources, while their
weaker neighbors which are affected
suffer in a terrible way." This was a
moderate conclusion to an otherwise
harsh and emotional speech against the
apartheid regime.

In the same speech, the former min-
ister also claimed that France's condem-
nation of apartheid and its contacts with
the liberation movements "have a direct
bearing on our commercial and eco-
nomic relations with South Africa." He
said trade went down by 27 percent in
1982 and 1983, with the same trend
continuing in 1984. Economic sources in
Paris point out, however, that this re-
duction is largely due to the completion
of big contracts such as the nuclear plant
and the delivery of airbus planes, and to
the South African and French reces-
sions.

France remains South Africa's fifth
largest trading partner, and no official
decision has been taken to discourage
trade or even investments in South Af-
rica—even from state-owned compa-
nies. "South Africa is a good credit risk,
let's be realists," a French official com-
mented. This attitude is shared by exec-
utives of the French nationalized bank-
ing sector, who still provide loans to

South Africa.
Despite all these factors, the Socialist

Party has not reduced its commitment
to its political objectives. The party was
the main driving force behind Septem-
ber's meeting in Arusha, Tanzania, of a
Socialist International conference in
support of the frontline states. The
meeting, attended by most frontline
state presidents and leaders of southern
Africa's liberation movements, was
aimed at rallying political support for the
black-ruled states among Western Eu-
rope's democratic socialist parties,
some of which are in power (in Spain,
Portugal, Italy, France, and Sweden).

Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos
Santos: "Disappointed by France's inabil-
ity to increase its financial involvement in
his country"

The joint communique signed by "the
Socialist International, the governing
parties of the frontline states, and the
national liberation movements of ANC
and Swapo," takes a hard line on the
problems of southern Africa, contradict-
ing the more conciliatory' approach
some of the frontline states have
adopted in practice. It strongly con-
demns South Africa's apartheid policy,
which it says is "at the root of the prob-
lems in southern Africa," and the desta-
bilization of neighboring countries by the

Pretoria regime.
It also "rejects the present U.S. pol-

icy of constructive engagement, which
reinforces racist South Africa's policy of
a constellation of states in southern Af-
rica," and underscores that the "prob-
lems in the region should not be per-
ceived in the context of the East-West
conflict or super-power rivalry." Fi-
nally, the top-level conference, which
included several European prime minis-
ters such as Mario Soares of Portugal
and Olof Palme of Sweden, called for
"increased pressure on South Africa in
the form of comprehensive binding in-
ternational sanctions, adopted by the
UN Security Council."

This tough line, supported by the
French Socialist Party, whose southern
Africa specialist, Jean-Bernard Curial,
devoted much effort to getting the Aru-
sha conference off the ground, is, how-
ever, far from a reflection of French
government attitudes on those issues.
Curial himself admitted in an interview
that the government was doing "less
than it should, but more than what is
being said, on the South African prob-
lem. "

Undoubtedly, in over three years in
power, the Socialists have moved away
from the attitude of previous French
governments, which was one of tacit
collaboration with the Pretoria regime,
even if they officially condemned apart-
heid. The Socialists' condemnation of
South Africa's policies is genuine, as is
their wish to demonstrate solidarity
with the frontline states and the libera-
tion movements.

But the combination of unfavorable
economic conditions in France, the size
of the country's commitments in fran-
cophone Africa, as well as the lack of
political determination at the govern-
mental level and the absence of public
pressure, have limited the impact of
French moves in southern Africa. They
have also limited the potential confron-
tation with the Reagan administration,
whose approach to the region is radically
different. Nevertheless, government
and Socialist Party officials insist on be-
ing credited with a more progressive
policy toward southern Africa than any
other major Western country at
present—a modest compensation for
those who had hoped for stronger action
from a left-wing government in Paris. •
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Former External Affairs Mrnister Claude Cheysson, addressing the UN Committee Against Apartheid, "did not commit himself further
than a vigorous condemnation of apartheid"

Cheysson announced with no advance
warning that France was suspending its
participation in the Contact Group
which, he said, had been "hijacked" by
the U.S. His statement apparently fol-
lowed approaches by Angola, and was
aimed at speeding up the tough negotia-
tions on Namibia's future.

Angola and Swapo were quick to con-
gratulate the French for their decision,
even if Namibian nationalists privately
complained that France's brave words
did not really match its actions. In partic-
ular—contrary to electoral promises—
France still imports uranium from Nami-
bia's Rossing mine, in which the French
state-owned Minatome Company still
holds a minority share.

After denouncing quite strongly the
American and South African insistence
on linkage between the Namibian and
Cuban issues, French policy also
evolved on that front. "We had three
possible options," a French official ex-
plained. "One, we accept the status quo
and we wait; two, we reject it; three,
after stating our principles, we look for a
way out of the deadlock, and that's what
has been happening in the past two
years. France has made proposals each
time it has been asked."

Despite its denunciation of the Con-
tact Group, France has maintained close
liaison with U.S. officials, particularly
with Deputy Assistant Secretary of
State Frank Wisner. the State Depart-

ment's number-two man on African af-
fairs. Once again, France is both a rival
and a partner of the United States, an
ambiguous status that often creates ten-
sions and misunderstandings between
the two capitals.

The main difference in analysis proba-
bly concerns South Africa itself, the big-
gest problem of the sub-continent. The
present French government does not
believe the Pretoria regime is moving
away from apartheid. It therefore does
not trust the policy of "constructive en-
gagement" followed by Washington.
The Socialist government has, how-
ever, developed no alternative policy,
and has not been able to change the
country's involvement in South Africa as
much as initial statements would have
suggested. This relative passivity is be-
ing helped by the fact that South Africa is
not an issue of French public concern. A
tiny anti-apartheid movement is trying
to campaign against the Pretoria re-
gime, and has been increasingly critical
of the Socialist administration.

The two sensitive matters in Franco-
South African relations are trade and
sport. The French government moved
swiftly on the second front, banning a
rugby tour of South Africa by the "Trico-
lore" national team in 1982. The move
was highly unpopular with the French
public, eager to watch the confrontation
between its own team and the famous
Springboks, whatever moral or political

considerations might have been in-
volved. The government was also ac-
cused of "hypocrisy" for not taking the
same strong action in the economic sec-
tor.

After his election in 1981, President
Mitterrand decided to respect all con-
tracts signed prior to his tenn in office,
except for armaments. This meant the
completion of South Africa's first nu-
clear plant in Koeberg, near Cape
Town, by a French consortium of com-
panies. Renouncing the contract, which
had been severely condemned by the
opposition Socialist Party at the time of
its signing in 1976, would have cost
France an estimated $1 billion, an
amount no government can write off.

The issue became more complicated
and discussion more heated a year later
after unofficial South African approaches
to France to build a second nuclear
plant. The French cabinet was said to be
deeply divided on the issue. Some So-
cialist ministers, including Jean-Pierre
Chevenement, head of the ruling party's
left wing, wanted to accept the contract
because of the number of jobs it would
have created for French citizens. Chey-
sson, however, was bitterly opposed,
and made his opposition public in a letter
to the French anti-apartheid movement
which was rapidly leaked to the press.
The Socialist Party also publicly op-
posed such a contract, which would
have ruined the country's credibility in
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liberation movements. The govern-
ment, therefore, lacks a center of coor-
dination and decision-making, and even
information dissemination on the region.
Its policy in southern Africa, beyond
broad principles, is merely made up of
diplomatic "coups," which are often due
to personal initiatives. This was the case
with Cheysson's announcement of
France's suspension of its membership
in the Contact Group on Namibia—a de-
cision which took his own staff by sur-
prise.

It is in policies toward the former Por-
tuguese colonies of Angola and Mozam-
bique that the most s|3ectacular changes
have occurred during the past three
years of Socialist government in Paris.
A rapprochement had already been initi-
ated during the latter days of Valery Gis-
card d'Estaing's mandate, particularly
with the government in Luanda. France
had previously been suspected—with
ample evidence—of supporting Unita
rebels against the government, as well
as secessionist groups in the oil-rich Ca-
binda enclave.

Mitterrand, however, very rapidly
established close working relations with
the ruling MPLA, giving it a much-
needed opening to the West at a time of
strained relations with Portugal and hos-
tility from the Reagan administration. A
few months after Mitterrand's election,
the Angolan head of state, Jose Eduardo
dos Santos, was officially welcomed in
Paris, and France increased its financial
and diplomatic support.

The first two cooperation agree-
ments signed by the new Socialist gov-
ernment with African countries were
with Mozambique in December 1981
and Angola in July 1982. Commercial re-
lations quickly developed with Angola,
where the French state-owned oil com-
pany. Elf Aquitaine, made important off-
shore discoveries. France also supplied
armed Alouette helicopters to the An-
golan armed forces, and negotiated the
sale of more advanced Ecureuil helicop-
ters for anti-guerrilla operations. This
move was bitterly denounced by Unita
leader Jonas Savimbi.

France's own limitations were, how-
ever, quickly reached when Angola,
whose finances are hard-pressed by its
heavy military burden, started having
payment difficulties. The French trea-
sury refused to increase its commit-

ments toward Angola, much to the dis-
satisfaction of French businessmen ea-
ger to keep their privileged positions in
the potentially rich Angolan market.

When dos Santos visited Paris again
last September, he was disappointed by
France's inability to increase its financial
involvement in his country. Dos Santos
nevertheless praised Mitterrand's poli-
cies toward Angola and southern Africa
in general, and there can be little doubt
that he considers France to be Angola's
strongest ally in the West. However,
the Angolans have expressed their dis-
appointment in Mitterrand's failure to
visit Luanda—a trip that has not yet ma-
terialized.

The same undoubtedly applies to Mo-
zambique. With less economic appeal
than Angola, it t(x>k longer for Mozam-
bique and France to improve their rela-
tions, hi 1983, however, Mozambique
asked France for aid in dealing with its
increasing domestic difficulties—the
South African-backed rebel movement,
the Mozambique National Resistance
(MNR), and a devastating drought and
famine. Contact was mainly established
through Jean-Bernard Curial, the
French Socialist Party's southern Africa
specialist, who developed close rela-
tions withjacinto Veloso, President Sa-
mora Machel's right-hand man.

France mobilized international sup-
port for Mozambique—particularly at
the European level—at a time when the
Soviet Union, upset by the obvious
shifts in Maputo's policy, was putting
pressure on the country. President Ma-
chel visited France for the first time in
October 1983, and was promised sup-
port in all fields. Credit lines were
opened to Mozambique, and shortly af-
terwards 20 million francs worth of mili-
tary equipment was sent to Maputo.

During the same European tour, Ma-
chel announced his country's wish to
join the Lome Convention, which links
the European Economic Community
(EEC) to countries in Africa, the Carib-
bean, and the Pacific, illustrating a new-
sign of his willingness to establish closer
relations with the West. This decision
was the result of lengthy negotiations
with the EEC Commissioner for Devel-
opment, Edgar Pisani, a French Social-
ist. Mozambique also asked France to
assist in coordinating talks aimed at re-
scheduling its external debt. Comment-

ing on these actions, a French official
recently claimed that France was cur-
rently the only country trusted by all the
frontline states.

All this did not, however, prevent
Mozambique from signing the Nkomati
agreement with South Africa in March
1984, a move that created unease in
French government circles. A Socialist
official even blamed the signing of the
pact, which humiliated the country with-
out solving its problems, on France's in-
ability to come fully to Mozambique's
rescue. "If we had the means, Nkomati
could have been a very different thing,"
the official commented.

This incapacity to back up diplomatic
initiatives with financial muscle is seen in
Paris as the main handicap in France's
stated intention to influence events in
southern Africa. In the case of both An-
gola and Mozambique, French Socialists
have been enthusiastic supporters of
their attempts to move away from So-
viet influence and maintain a more
strictly non-aligned stand. They also op-
pose what they see as an American ob-
session with viewing southern Africa in
terms of the East-West confrontation,
particularly on the Cuban issue.

But France was not able to play as big
a role as it would have liked, particularly
with American involvement in negotiat-
ing the Nkomati and Lusaka agreements
between South Africa, and Mozambique
and Angola respectively. This has cre-
ated resentment in Paris where some
officials feel their initial actions only
paved the way for American diplomacy.

Namibia quickly became a minor bone
of contention between Paris and Wash-
ington following the Socialist victory in
France. The two countries have differ-
ent starting points: France recognizes
the "legitimacy" of Svvapo's struggle for
independence and feels any settlement
will have to be made with the liberation
movement at its center. It also fully sup-
ports UN resolution 435, and refuses in
principle linkage between Namibia's in-
dependence and the Cuban presence in
Angola.

In 1981, the new French government
announced it would remain a member of
the Western Contact Group on Namibia
at the request of its "African friends,"
and that it would be their advocate in
that U.S.-dominated club. Two years
later, former External Affairs Minister
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a UN conference on sanctions against
South Africa, held at the UNESCO
headquarters in Paris. Speaking to the
same audience the following day, how-
ever, Claude Cheysson did not commit
himself further than a vigorous condem-
nation of apartheid.

Southern Africa was seen by the
French Socialist leadership as an "easy"
problem, in the sense that it was an is-
sue for which they had no difficulty in
choosing sides. Furthermore, France's
image in the region was mainly that of
South Africa's supplier of weapons and
nuclear technology, so the new govern-
ment had an open field to demonstrate
its progressive approach. This became
all the more necessary as the rest of the
government's African policy—toward
the francophone countries—would not
change much.

Following its 1981 victory, the Social-
ist government decided officially that it

would devote more attention to south-
ern Africa as part of a redeployment of
its interests on the continent. Very rap-
idly, however, President Mitterrand
chose to concentrate instead on what he
called the "green pastures" of French
influence in Africa, namely the fran-
cophone countries. His southern Africa
policy suffered, despite the sub-conti-
nent being the only region where
France remains active outside of its
former colonies.

The new government's approach to
southern Africa lacked two key ele-
ments: the means to back up any diplo-
matic initiative, and a clear definition of
France's objectives in the region. Heav-
ily committed financially in francophone
Africa—containing some of the poorest
countries in the world—the govern-
ment could not, in these times of eco-
nomic crisis and budget austerity, in-
crease its involvement in southern Af-

rica as much as it would have. This has
certainly handicapped its relations with
Angola, Mozambique, and Zimbabwe,
and has limited its capacity to give up its
lucrative business with South Africa.

It has always been difficult to assess
France's Africa policy. Decision-making
in that key sector of the country's for-
eign policy comes from several different
offices, even if the final word on major
issues comes from Ely see Palace—the
president himself. The ministries of ex-
ternal relations and of cooperation and
development, and of course Elysee's
own "Africa Bureau" headed by Guy
Penne and his deputy, Jean Christophe
Mitterrand, the president's son, have
conflicting views, as was illustrated by
the Chad conflict.

In the case of southern Africa, one
must also add to the list the ruling Social-
ist Party, which plays a great role vis-a-
vis the frontline states and the national

Johannesburg, South Africa: "France remains South Africa's fifth largest trading partner"
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Analysis

Socialist France and the
Frontline

With Frangois Mitterrand's election in 1981, the Socialists pledged to reorder
French policy priorities in southern Africa. But have domestic financial
constraints and existing commitments to francophone Africa limited the
fulfillment of their goals?

BY PIERRE HASKI

Two prominent South Africans vis-
ited France in May and June of

1984. The first, Prime Minister P.W.
Botha, received a cold-shouldered re-
ception. He was not even allowed in
Paris, his visit limited to a World War 1
veterans ceremony in northern France.
The French government was repre-
sented by the Junior Minister for War
Veterans, Jean Laurain, and no other
cabinet minister met Botha during his
brief stay. It was the South African
prime minister's worst reception during
an otherwise rather successful Euro-
pean tour aimed at breaking his coun-
try's international isolation.

A few weeks later, however, the
French government gave red carpet
treatment to another South African poli-
tician, this time a black leader, Oliver
Tambo, head of the outlawed African
National Congress (ANC). Tambo met
with several high-ranking French offi-
cials, including former External Affairs
Minister Claude Cheysson, and presi-
dential adviser for African affairs Guy
Penne. It was an astonishing reception
in a Western country for the leader of a
movement engaged in an armed strug-
gle with Soviet support, whose repre-
sentatives in a "brother" country, Mo-

Pierre llaski is Africa correspondent for the Paris
daily newspaper. Liberation. From 1976 to 1980,
he was southern Africa correspondent for Agenre
France-Presse.
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zambique, had just been asked to leave.
Has France so clearly chosen its side

in the southern African conflict? Is the
Socialist administration of President
Frangois Mitterrand, in power since
May 1981, fully committed to the sup-
port of the black liberation movements
in that key region of Africa? A superficial
look at the government's statements
and policy might give that impression.

Since its election, the Mitterrand
government has made a number of ges-
tures in that direction, such as the open-
ing in Paris of offices for both the ANC
and Namibia's South West Africa Peo-
ple's Organization (Swapo) with Social-
ist Party funds, the suspension of
France's participation in the Western
Contact Group on Namibia in reaction to
American insistence on the "linkage" is-
sue, and the first deliveries of limited
supplies of French armaments to the
governments of Angola and Mozam-
bique.

More recently, Cheysson was given
a warm welcome by the militant United
Nations Committee Against Apartheid
in New York, where he made a rather
emotional speech against the Pretoria
regime. He compared apartheid to Na-
zism, describing as "unacceptable" the
recent constitutional reforms in South
Africa.

However, the reality of French policy
in southern Africa is more complex. Be-
fore his election, Mitterrand committed
himself to "revise" French relations

with South Africa. In an interview pub-
lished two weeks before his election,
the Socialist Party candidate specifically
referred to two aspects of a "new policy
toward South Africa: on one side, eco-
nomic sanctions against that regime, no-
tably a total ban on French public and
semi-public investments, and on aid to
private investments, and on the other,
development and security assistance to
the frontline states and political support
for the liberation movements."

The Socialist Party itself, in a policy
document on sub-Saharan Africa pub-
lished to coincide with the May 1981
presidential election, was very clear: "A
left-wing government must take imme-
diate decisions to stop supporting the
Pretoria regime tlirough its financial and
technical contributions. It will impose a
ban on ail public or semi-public invest-
ments in South Africa and in occupied
Namibia. It will associate itself with eco-
nomic sanctions decided upon by the
United Nations. It will reduce in the
shortest possible period, in view of
technical difficulties, its imports from
South Africa. . . The United Nations is
the only legitimate authority in Namibia.
A left-wing government would imple-
ment its resolutions, and would, in par-
ticular, stop all uranium imports from
that country."

A few days after the May 10 election,
Mitterrand's successor as the head of
the Socialist Party, Lionel Jospin, con-
firmed these options in a speech before
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a congress of one of Swapo's political rivals, the South West
African National Union, and urged unity of all parties against
South African rule. How is your role as Secretary-General
defined?
Toivo: Well, we can cooperate with those patriotic forces in
the country to get rid of the South African regime. But if there
are those parties who want to join Swapo entirely, they are
welcome. If they want to maintain their identity and cooperate
with us in demanding the implementation of resolution 435,
that's also good, we appreciate that. What we detest is that
some of the groups of the oppressed people collaborate with
the enemy and they join the enemy exercise, the multiparty
conference, which prevents our independence.
Africa Report: Do you think that South Africa has pretty

Swapo Vice President Hendrick Witbooi (right) greets Toivo in
Namibia after his release from prison

much given up on the Multi-Party Conference?
Toivo: Well, if they don't get the support, they will give it up.
If they don't get support from the local people, they'll give it
give up. You can recall that they had a ministers' council. This
ministers' council went to the elections in 1978, which they
called a "free and fair" election—and that was democracy
according to them. Subsequently, they dismantled it them-
selves. Why? Because they realized it was of no use to them.
It wasn't serving the purpose they set for it. A similar thing
will also happen to the Multi-Party Conference.
Africa Report: This is a quote from an interview you gave:
"Even if Namibia is free of the oppression of the South African
government, we will not be free so long as our brothers and
sisters are living in oppression in South Africa."
Toivo: Quite right. I still reiterate it. What I mean is that even
if we are free, as long as our brothers and sisters in South
Africa are in bondage to the apartheid regime, our freedom
will just be a sham. This is the position of all the independent
African states today who are really committed to the freedom
and decolonization of all the African colonies which have been
under colonial domination for years. And we have benefited
ourselves from these states. And who are we to forget our
brothers and sisters when we get our independence?
Africa Report: What can people in the West do, particularly
in the United States, to help further the liberation of Namibia?
Toivo: As far as the people in the United States are con-
cerned, what they can do is continue condemning the "link-
age" brought about by the Reagan administration, which is
irrelevant to the question of Namibia. Also, they must demand
that the Reagan administration withdraw the so-called "liaison
officers" in Namibia. They have no business to be there.
Africa Report: That is to say, the U.S. liaison office in
Windhoek?

Toivo: Yes. They have no business being there. They are
there in violation of United Nations resolutions. Because after
1971, when the International Court of Justice said the South
Africa is in Namibia illegally, all the member-states were
asked to sever their relationsliips with South Africa and not to
interfere with the Namibia issue. And they were also re-
quested not to have embassies or consulates in Namibia. Fur-
thermore, the Americans must also help us by mobilizing the
American people to understand the Namibian situation. They
can also assist us politically, diplomatically, and materially. By
materially I mean that they can collect some money which we
can use in our settlements—while we are fighting, we must
also improve the living conditions of our people, the refugees
in the camps. We must buy medicine for them, and they must
eat This is what we need the money for. For instance, the
socialist countries and the Nordic countries are supporting us
in that field. The American people must also do the same, if
they are really concerned with humanity.
Africa Report: One final question. Would you have pre-
ferred to see a Democratic administration? And, if so, why?
Toivo: That's a big if! If Mondale had won, we would look
forward to the decolonization of Namibia, because the Carter
administration adopted resolution 435. Mondale himself was
the vice president, and I'm sure if he had come into power he
would take it upon himself to see that resolution 435, of which
he's a signatory, must be implemented. •
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a U.S. ally. I think here Reagan was mistaken, or perhaps he
doesn't know his history. During the Second World War, the
present regime in South Africa was supporting the Nazis in
Germany. I can't see how he can call them allies in the war.
And they were detained, including Vorster, who later became
the prime minister of South Africa. I can't see how Reagan can
call them U. S. allies. I was there in the war, defending the so-
called democracy, and we were promised that when the war
was over, we would get our land. And he is calling me a
terrorist, with all my compatriots. We also fought the war to
defend democracy, and so-called white civilization. And not
the South Africans, whom he calls his allies today.
Africa Report: On the question of the multinational corpora-
tions and their interests—minerals, and so on—in Namibia,
you said one time that once Namibia is free from South African
rule that the "exploitative economic agreements" with the
multinational corporations will have to be revised.
Toivo: Exactly.

Africa Report: Does this mean that the companies have
reason to fear a Swapo government?
Toivo: Well, that is up to them. All 1 am saying is, once
Namibia is independent and it has a Swapo government, the
contracts with those multinational companies have to be re-
vised. Because as it is now, those multinational companies are
paying their taxes to the South African government. All that
they are getting from our country is used for their own benefit
and South Africa's. We, as indigenous people of Namibia, are
not benefiting from this. That's why we must revise the con-
tracts, so that they can also benefit our people. We are fighting
to improve the living conditions of our people. Our people
have no sch(X)Is, they have no hospitals, they have no proper
housing. These are our concerns.
Africa Report: Wliat about the relations that a Swapo gov-
ernment will have with the Western countries that are per-
ceived as supporting the South African regime, particularly
Britain, France, and the U.S.? How will Swapo regard them?
Toivo: That also will depend on the way those countries are
going to behave. We are prepared to have good relations with
all the governments throughout the world, on an equal basis.
Africa Report: No matter what they've done in the past?
Toivo: Well, that we'll have to forget, because that is the past
and we cannot go on clinging to the past.
Africa Report: What about relations with South Africa itself?
Toivo: The relationship with South Africa also depends on
how they will behave. Because as it is now, Namibia is virtu-
ally a fifth province of South Africa. Economically, we are
linked to South Africa. As a result, we will have to trade with
South Africa, but this will be conducted on an equal basis. And
we are not going to allow them to use their economic muscles
to twist our arms.
Africa Report: But Namibia might then find itself in the
position of Lesotho or Swaziland, being forced to sign non-
aggression pacts with South Africa?
Toivo: That we will not do, sign a non-aggression pact with
South Africa—that we shall never do.
Africa Report: Swapo has met openly with the South Afri-
cans, most recently in August, and it's been reported that
there have also been some secret meetings. How would you
describe these face-to-face talks? Are they helpful, useful, or

not?
Toivo: No, it was not helpful at all. We think the South Afri-
cans just wanted—perhaps with the assistance of the Reagan
administration—to show the world that there were talks go-
ing on. But in fact there was nothing. For instance, after the
Lusaka talks, we also had talks with the South Africans in
Cape Verde. We were made to understand the talks would be
private, and we were surprised that on the eve of the talks,
South Africa broadcast that there would be talks between
South Africa and Swapo. When the talks started, the South
African so-called "administrator general" said that he was only
given a mandate to discuss the cessation of hostility, and not
the signing of a ceasefire, which we have always been ready to
sign with the South Africans.
Africa Report: What was your attitude toward that?
Toivo: It was useless.
Africa Report: Do you think there is any prospect for future
meetings with the South Africans, and if so, what would be
your conditions?
Toivo: If they come forward and they want to discuss with
us—providing they are serious—we can still have discussions
with them, on condition that we are only going to discuss the
signing of a ceasefire which would pave the way for the imple-
mentation of resolution 435, wliich would also provide the
decolonization of Namibia. It's only then we can have discus-
sions with them. Otherwise, we are not prepared to waste
our time.
Africa Report: What effect has the Lusaka accord between
South Africa and Angola, for the withdrawal of South African
troops, had on Swapo militarily and politically?
Toivo: The accord between Angola and South Africa, that has
nothing to do with Namibia nor has it anything to do with
Swapo. So our position is just as it has been before the signing
of the accord.
Africa Report: The supposed aim of it was to reduce Swapo
infiltration into Namibia from southern Angola.
Toivo: That might have been the aim, but what I'm saying is
that our position hasn't changed.
Africa Report: Some say that because of the Lusaka accord
and the Nkomati agreement between South Africa and Mo-
zambique, and the negotiations between South Africa and its
other neighbors, that Swapo and the South African liberation
movements have lost ground in terms of political support.
Toivo: Well, to a certain extent. But you can see yourself that
the Nkomati accord had a serious effect on the African Na-
tional Congress. We must remember, though, that the op-
pressed people of South Africa are inside the country and they
are still being oppressed. The people of South Africa, they
know how to handle this issue. It is for the ANC now to find
new methods of fighting the South African regime.
Africa Report: Do you think that the accords have had any
effect on Swapo in the sense that the frontline states and the
OAU have not criticized Mozambique or Angola?
Toivo: No, we are still getting support from the OAU mem-
ber-states. I'm hoping that support will also be endorsed in the
Addis Ababa summit. Because they reiterated, or reaffirmed,
their support for our course here in the General Assembly.
Africa Report: A question about your role as Secretary-
General of Swapo. For example, in September you addressed
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Interview

Andimba Toivo ya Toivo
Secretary-General

South West Africa People's Organization
Andimba Toivo ya Toivo spoke to Africa Report about the current status of
negotiations to achieve Namibian independence and Swapo's view of
American policy in southern Africa in light of President Reagan's
re-election. The Swapo co-founder, charged under South Africa's Terrorism
Act and imprisoned on Robben Island for more than 16 years, was
released in February 1984.

INTERVIEWED BY JOSEPH MARGOLIS

Africa Report: The Reagan administration's negotiations
with South Africa on the independence of Namibia have been
going on for almost four years. What is your view of these
negotiations?
Toivo: As far as we are concerned, the Reagan administra-
tion and South Africa were not serious in their negotiations. In
fact, Reagan just came in to save the South Africans from the
situation in which they were entangled. I think Reagan real-
ized the South Africans were going to be humiliated and he
went to their assistance; and in fact before Reagan came into
power, after he was elected, the South Africans realized that
they had an ally on whom they could rely, and they were
dragging their feet—knowing that Reagan was their man.
Once he was in power, they could delay the independence of
Namibia, and this is exactly what happened. We are now told
that there is a "linkage," which has been introduced by the
Reagan administration. We totally reject this "linkage," be-
cause when resolution 435 was adopted in 1978, all the parties
concerned, i.e. the Contact Group, as well as other parties
including my own organization, Swapo, accepted resolution
435 as the only basis for the decolonization of Namibia. And
the Cuban troops were already in Angola. None of the parties
concerned raised the presence of the Cuban troops in Angola.
The Cuban troops went to Angola on the invitation of the
Angolan government to assist them—to beat back the inva-
sion of South Africa and its allies. We therefore feel that the
Cuban presence in Angola is an issue which concerns only
Angola and Cuba.

Africa Report: Recently, the Americans have been negoti-
ating with the Angolans again, and reportedly the Angolans
have expressed willingness to phase out a good portion of the

Cuban troop force. Are you optimistic that these negotiations
might lead to a quick implementation of resolution 435?
Toivo: I have no text of the present negotiations. But what I
know is that the Angolans haven't changed from their original
position—which is that the Angolans would be prepared to let
the Cuban troops withdraw from Angola in stages under four
conditions. One, South Africa must stop supporting Unita;
two, South African troops must be withdrawn from Angolan
soil; three, the implementation of resolution 435 for the decol-
onization of Namibia must be set in process; and then the last
one, the South African troops must start crossing the Orange
River into South Africa. It's only then the Angolan govern-
ment can consider letting the Cuban forces withdraw from
Angola in stages.
Africa Report: What do you expect in the long-term from
future negotiations with the Reagan administration and the
other Contact Group members?
Toivo: With Reagan reelected I think we are going to face
another protracted negotiation. I don't see that these negotia-
tions will bear tangible fruits at all, because with Reagan re-
elected, that will embolden the South Africans once again. I
don't think they will move, because we see that South Africa is
not really prepared to leave Namibia. The alternative is that
we will only continue with the fighting. That's all we can do.
Africa Report: Why do you think that the South Africans
have been so intransigent over the decolonization of Namibia?
Toivo: There are various reasons, I think. Firstly, the West-
ern countries, including the United States, have huge invest-
ments in both South Africa and Namibia. Secondly, Reagan,
when he came into power in 1981, made it categorically clear
that he was not going to abandon South Africa, which has been
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Border patrol:
conscripted"

"South Africa has extended to Namibia the South African Defense Act by which Namibian men are to be forcibly

effort to legitimize South Africa's occu-
pation, that its officers are collaborating
with Pretoria against Swapo , and that
it is jeopardizing any rapid movement
toward the implementation of resolution
435.

A study of USLO reveals that it was
established to play a facilitative role with
the Joint Monitoring Commission in An-
gola, but has engaged in activities be-
yond that mandate, meeting regularly
with only South African defense person-
nel, other South African officials, and
MFC representatives. The same mis-
sion could easily have been carried out
by U. S. embassy personnel based in Lu-
saka, Gaborone, or Pretoria who could
visit the JMC periodically when needed.
USLO officers in Namibia have not met
once with the JMC in their entire ten-
ure, Swapo's persistent demands for
the closure of this office have been ig-
nored.

Members of Congress have also
raised concerns over this office, which
violates several Security Council resolu-
tions, and are contemplating legislative
action. At a symposium on Namibia at

the UN in November 1984, a suggestion
was made that the UN should have an
office in Namibia, given that it has legal
responsibility for the territory, not the
United States.

The current U.S. policy on Namibia is
based on working (almost exclusively)
with South Africa toward an acceptable
settlement that will not harm Pretoria's
interests. This approach has led the
U.S. into an ever closer embrace with
the white minority regime in South Af-
rica and has resulted in the joint obstruc-
tion of Namibia's independence because
Pretoria views it as contrary to its inter-
ests and because the U. S. has a greater
interest in holding Namibia hostage to a
Cuban troop withdrawal. The sad reality
of the current bilateral diplomacy on
Namibia seems to be, as one State De-
partment official said, "There is nothing
any Namibian can do to change the situa-
tion; it's up to us and the South Afri-
cans."

In the final analysis, the Reagan ad-
ministration's perception of South Af-
rica—as a bulwark against communism,
reliable producer of strategic minerals

required by the U.S., protector of the
Cape sea lanes, and the center of a free
enterprise system encompassing all of
southern Africa—will lead toward South
Africa's continued occupation of Nami-
bia and repression of its people. If the
administration is unable to see it in the
American national interest to support in-
ternational law and the right of self-de-
termination in Namibia, a peacefully ne-
gotiated settlement, initiated seven
years ago, will rapidly slide toward an
escalation of the protracted and costly
military struggle.

If the administration is disinclined to
pressure South Africa to accept an inde-
pendent Namibia based on the imple-
mentation of resolution 435, then
chances for a peaceful solution will be
lost altogether. It will be unfortunate for
the people of the United Suites to share
the responsibility for the continued sub-
jugation of Namibians, who simply as-
pire to the goals we as Americans have
achieved and proclaim to universally en-
dorse: the fundamental right of self-de-
termination. It will be more than unfor-
tunate for the people of Namibia. •
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bia and parts of southern Angola as well
as its repeated invasions and its support
for Unita anti-government attacks.

If Washington does indeed accept this
Angolan viewpoint, it suggests that the
U.S. is now willing to give more consid-
eration to Angola's security needs than
it has in the past. But it is questionable
whether the Reagan administration can
provide sufficient security guarantees to
Angola to persuade them to significantly
weaken their current position. Addi-
tional questions which could impede this
process are: South Africa's continued
support for Unita; Unita's demand to be
involved in the negotiations; and, Wash-
ington's political support for Unita mani-
fested in statements which argue that
the Angolan government should seek
some type of national reconciliation with
that group. Unita itself may envision try-
ing to take over southern Angola once
the Cuban tnx>ps are redeployed to the
north as outlined in the Angolan pro-
posal. Clearly, the emphasis on the Cu-
ban withdrawal has almost totally obfus-
cated the urgent call of the Namibian
people for their independence.

Aside from the whole U. S. policy em-
phasis on Angola, South Africa has
taken a number of steps inside Namibia
itself, which continue to cast doubt on its
willingness to settle regardless of a Cu-
ban withdrawal agreement. South Af-
rica has extended to Namibia the South
African Defense Act by which all Nami-
bian men between the ages of 17 to 55
are to be forcibly conscripted into the
South African Defense Force (SADF),
and its newer branch in Namibia, the
South West African Territorial Force.
The creation of this force itself is viewed
as another tactic by which Pretoria will
seek to alter the implementation of 435
by demanding that these troops can't be
withdrawn to South Africa because they
are "Namibian."

Congressional staffers in Namibia last
summer learned that the South African
military is vigorously opposing a variety
of elements in the implementation plan
for Namibia's independence. Principle
among their objections is any presence
of UN military troops in the northern
"operational area" during the transition
leading up to elections. South Africa has
created a variety of other "ethnically"
based surrogate forces in Namibia
which are viewed by many as sowing

the seeds of destruction for years fol-
lowing the country's independence.

Finally, South Africa has, over the
past year, embarked on yet another
elaborate internal settlement plan based
on the creation of a Multi-Party Confer-
ence (MPC), led by the white National
Party in Namibia and the old white-led
Democratic TurnhaJle Alliance (DTA),
which is advocating the writing of a con-
stitution prior to elections and claims
that resolution 435 is outdated and un-
necessary for a settlement.

In talks in Lusaka last summer among
South Africa, Swapo, and the MFC, an
effort was made to get Swapo to aban-
don armed struggle and join the MPC
inside the country in a government of
"national unity" which would develop its
own governmental arrangement before
any elections. At this conference, how-
ever, Swapo gained the alliance of a vari-
ety of internal parties which rejected the
MPC collaboration with South Africa.
South Africa is continuing to try to
strengthen the MPC during the pro-
longed postponement of independence,
despite its lack of credibility. This is the
old game at which South Africa has be-
come so adept: stall the implementation
of 435 and coerce segments of the
Namibian population to advocate a dif-
ferent approach to independence requir-
ing alterations in the implementation
process.

During the past four years of "con-
structive engagement" and linkage, the
Namibian people have suffered tremen-
dous atrocities at the hands of the South
African army and police, and they are no
closer to their freedom than they were
in 1980. The Council of Churches of
Namibia has condemned linkage and de-
manded the immediate implementation
of resolution 435. Swapo has de-
manded the same and continues its low
level armed struggle, which it feels is
imposed upon it by South Africa's intran-
sigence and the international commu-
nity's inability to significantly pressure
South Africa to acquiesce on resolution
435.

Swapo is eager to sign a cease-fire
under 435 and proceed to elections,
which it is convinced (as are most ob-
servers) it will win with a significant ma-
jority. Swapo's popularity among the
people of Namibia appears to be grow-
ing, not diminishing, and the internal

parties which are not collaborating with
South Africa have thrown their support
behind Swapo . In all likelihood, the
armed struggle will escalate in the ab-
sence of the implementation of 435, and
the systemic South African violence
against the people of Namibia continues
undeterred by quiet diplomacy from
Washington.

Assistant Secretary of State Chester
Crocker: "Reagan administration officials
have expressed optimism regarding a set-
tlement ending South Africa's presence in
Namibia"

Namibians increasingly argue that the
U. S. has become an accomplice in South
Africa's occupation of their country by
hijacking the international diplomacy
over the territory and neglecting the
Namibian people themselves. The es-
tablishment, in March 1984, of an official
presence in Namibia in the form of the
U.S. Liaison Office (USLO) has rapidly
created the perception that the U. S. is
intervening directly in this decoloniza-
tion problem in an unwarranted and un-
desirable manner.

A broad cross-section of Namibians
argued to a congressional staff delega-
tion in August 1984 that this office is an
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drawal. In addition. South Africa in-
vaded Angola again in 1982 and contin-
ued to occupy parts of southern Angola,
underscoring Luanda's security assist-
ance needs and fueling charges of U.S.
duplicity in the negotiations. The
Reagan administration's primary objec-
tive of achieving a Cuban withdrawal as
part of the Namibian settlement pre-
vented it from seeking the implementa-
tion of 435 following the supposed com-
pletion of negotiations in 1982. Once
again, Namibia's independence was
postponed, caught in the middle of East-
West conflict.

For all practical purposes, this repre-
sented the end of the Contact Group in
every respect save its name. The U.S.
became the sole arbiter in the negotia-
tions, which had moved from a focus on
Namibia to an obsession with Cubans in
Angola, a condition rejected by the
other four Western countries. A major
criticism from Namibians has been that
the U.S. has failed to differentiate be-
tween the legality of the Cuban pres-
ence in Angola and the illegality of the
South African occupation of Namibia.

For South Africa, the linkage issue was
a godsend. It transferred the responsi-
bility for a Namibian settlement from
Pretoria to Luanda and provided Preto-
ria with yet another four years to con-
tinue the search for an alternative to a
settlement based on 435.

Throughout 1983, little was achieved
toward a Namibian settlement, as the
U.S. continued without success to gain
an Angolan acceptance of some form of
linkage. The Angolans had stated con-
sistently that the Cubans would be with-
drawn once Namibia was independent
and the South African threat was re-
moved. In early December, South Af-
rica launched yet another massive inva-
sion deep into Angola. Pretoria subse-
quently offered to negotiate a cease-fire
and a total withdrawal agreement with
Luanda, which the U.S. helped to nego-
tiate in mid-February 1984. South Af-
rica and Angola agreed to form a Joint
Monitoring Commission (JMC) to over-
see the South African withdrawal from
Angola and to effect a cease-fire along
the Angola-Namibia border. While the
Reagan administration claimed this to be

Western Contact Group in Geneva, January 1981: "South Africa walked out of pre-imple-
mentation talks in Geneva"

a significant success of "constructive
engagement," at most it would produce
a return to the status quo of 1980.

For the remainder of 1984, the U. S.
continued talks with Angola aimed at se-
curing some form of Cuban withdrawal
agreement. In early November, the An-
golan government offered a slightly new
position regarding a Cuban withdrawal
in an effort to achieve a Namibian settle-
ment. It is this proposal that has caused
so much optimism at the State Depart-
ment. American officials believe that it
represents the first time the Angolan
government has accepted the principle
of linkage.

But upon closer inspection, the Ango-
lan offer does not differ substantially
from its previously stated position. For
the first time, however, it does go into
great detail on how a successful Nami-
bian settlement would facilitate the
gradual withdrawal of 20, 000 of the
25, (XX) Cuban troops in Angola over a
three-year period. It also offers, as a
goodwill gesture, a repatriation of 5,000
of these troops once South Africa has
reduced its military presence in Namibia
to 1,500 troops as required under reso-
lution 435.

The details of the proposal were
made public in a letter from Angolan
President Jose Eduardo dos Santos to
UN Secretary-General Javier Perez de
Cuellar. The South Africans countered
by demanding that all Cuban troops be
withdrawn 12 weeks after UN troops
arrive in Namibia.

While these developments can objec-
tively be called progress toward the
U.S. objective of a Cuban withdrawal
from Angola, and the proposals and
counter-proposals are likely to con-
tinue, it is difficult to accept the argu-
ment that they represent an "end game"
on the Namibian negotiations. It would
be more accurate to describe this devel-
opment as a new game and one likely to
take months if not years to complete. If
Washington believes that the new Ango-
lan position represents an acceptance of
linkage, even though Luanda continues
to emphatically reject that term, it is
equally implied that Washington has
come to accept the Angolan view of the
Cuban troop presence. Luanda has al-
ways emphasized the relationship be-
tween the Cuban presence in Angola
and South Africa's occupation of Nanii-
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tion 435 and has continued, unsuccess-
fully, its efforts to impose an internal
settlement upon the population.

Throughout the last two years of the
Carter administration, the Contact
Group's efforts to reach an agreement
on the implementation of 435 were met
with continual objections from Pretoria,
yet the group continued to oppose the
application of sanctions against South
Africa. In January 1981, South Africa
walked out of pre-implementation talks
in Geneva, which had been arranged to
address Pretoria's two remaining objec-
tions: UN impartiality toward Swapo
and the alleged lack of Contact Group
consultation with the "internal parties."
Most observers had anticipated such a
walkout in light of Pretoria's belief that
the newly-elected Reagan administra-
tion would be more favorably disposed
toward South Africa.

Following its inauguration, the new
administration in Washington moved
rapidly to a policy of rapprochement
with South Africa, based on what one
senior official termed, "shared strategic
concerns in southern Africa." "Con-
structive engagement," as the policy is
called, maintains that it is far easier to
influence South Africa to settle on Nami-
bia through a closer friendship with the
white minority regime than through a
confrontational approach. This rap-
prochement has included an increase in
both U.S. and South African military at-
taches; the opening of additional South
African consulates in the U. S.; relaxed
export controls permitting sales to the
South African military and police;
greater trade, investment and bank
loans; nuclear cooperation; political sup-
port at the UN; and other items.

But the most salient feature of "con-
structive engagement," as far as Nami-
bia is concerned, is the Reagan adminis-
tration's fixation on linkage. In Pretoria
in April 1981, a senior State Depart-
ment official told South African Foreign
Minister Roelof "Pik" Botha, that the
U.S. considered South Africa under no
immediate military pressure to leave
Namibia and therefore the decision to
leave Namibia belonged to the South Af-
rican government. The official stated
that the U.S. would seek to address
Pretoria's concerns. He said that Wash-
ington assumed the Soviet-Cuban pres-
ence in Angola was one of those con-

cerns and would explore ways to re-
move it in the context of a Namibian
settlement.

Defined in this way, it became clear
to the South Africans that the United
States' global objectives were consid-
ered coterminus with South Africa's re-
gional interests and that they should be
preeminent in guiding diplomacy on
Namibia. Thus, the basis was estab-
lished early on for a U.S.-South African
bilateral diplomacy on Namibia which
would complete the usurpation of au-
thority for Namibia from the UN.

During 1981 and 1982, the Contact

"Namibians
increasingly argue that
the U.S. has become an
accomplice in South
Africa's occupation of
their country."

Group became simply a vehicle through
which Washington could sanction new
proposals providing for "add-ons" to
resolution 435. The other members of
the Group resisted Washington's early
efforts to preempt the 435 process by
drafting a constitution before elections
but they agreed to develop constitu-
tional proposals to guarantee white mi-
nority privileges in Namibia. They fur-
ther accepted a comprehensive pro-
gram, offered by the U.S., of a
three-phase approach to the negotia-
tions. The constitutional proposals and
decisions on the electoral system con-
stituted Phase I. Phase II would require
negotiations on issues directly related to
the implementation process, such as
questions of the make-up of the UN
Transition Assistance Group (UNTAG)
and monitoring of the armed forces of
the contesting sides during the imple-
mentation and elections. Phase III con-
sisted of the actual implementation of
resolution 435. A timetable was offered
which suggested that elections could be
achieved by the end of 1982.

In August 1981, South Africa
launched a massive invasion of Angola
with widespread air and ground as-
saults. The international community
condemned the invasion and called for

the South Africans to withdraw. The
United States cast the sole veto against
a UN Security Council resolution con-
demning the invasion. South Africa
withdrew but only to a southern salient
in Angola which they continued to oc-
cupy throughout 1984.

Negotiations on Phase I continued
well into 1982, but in June of that year
the State Department announced that
significant progress had been made and
that there was a basis for optimism that
the "end game" was near at hand. In a
document entitled "Informal Summary
of Points Presented by Contact
Group—June 1982," the Western Five
set forth their claims to progress and an
outline for a rapid completion of the ne-
gotiations. The document stated that all
Phase I issues had been settled, with
the choice of the electoral system being
tabled temix>rarily. Negotiation began
on Phase II issues and rapidly reached a
general conclusion. Most of the nations
designated to participate in the military
component of UNTAG were named and
an upper limit of 7,5(X) troops was con-
firmed. A military monitoring mecha-
nism appealed to be confirmed, and the
impartiality issue was to be resolved
through the language used in the re-
ports to the Security Council from the
secretary-general and the Contact
Group, reaffirming a neutral UN role.

The negotiations were said to be
practically finished, aside from details
being worked out by the UN Secretar-
iat. All that remained was for South Af-
rica to choose between the two elec-
toral systems (proportional representa-
tion or single-member constituencies).
The Contact Group had already pre-
pared a draft letter calling on the Secu-
rity Council "to set in motion the imple-
mentation of resolution 435." Yet, the
letter, which stated that "agreement
has been reached among all parties con-
cerned" to begin implementation, was
never delivered. Its conveyance had
been bogged down in the wash of U.S.
insistence on a Cuban troop withdrawal
from Angola, an issue that is neither
part of resolution 435 nor within the
mandate of the Contact Group in negoti-
ating the UN settlement plan.

Though there had been a flurry of
shuttle diplomacy between Washington
and Luanda, no bilateral agreement had
been achieved regarding a Cuban with-
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Namibia

End Game or Old
Game?

Although the Reagan administration is expressing optimism at the latest
round of negotiations, the Namibian people see American policy as
jeopardizing the implementation of UN resolution 435.

BYSALIHABDUL-RAHIM

For the past one hundred years the
people of Namibia have been fight-

ing for independence against the colonial
occupation and plunder of their country.
Since 1884, they have been denied their
freedom and their humanity, first by the
Germans and then by white South Afri-
cans. A recent congressional staff study
mission to this disputed territory found
that many Namibians are increasingly
holding the United States responsible
for the continued postponement of their
liberation. They argue that for the past
four years their freedom has been sacri-
ficed to the Reagan administration's pol-
icy of linking the termination of South
Africa's illegal occupation of Namibia to
the removal of the Cuban military pres-
ence from Angola.

The current diplomacy on Namibia
suggests that the territory's indepen-
dence is solely dependent on a "parallel"
withdrawal of Cuban troops. Recently,
however, officials of the Reagan admin-
istration have expressed a good deal of
optimism regarding prospects for a set-
tlement which would end South Africa's
presence in Namibia and facilitate the
departure of Cubans from Angola as
well. One senior State Department offi-

Salih Abdul-fttihim, stuff consultant with the
U.S. House of Representatives Foreign Affairs
Subcommittee on Africa, recently returned from a
five-country study mission in southern Africa.
The views expressed in this article tire his own and
do not reflect the positions ol the full committee or
the subcommittee.

Swapo President Sam Nujoma: "Swapo is
convinced it will win a significant majority
in post-ceasefire elections"

rial has gone so far as to say that recent
developments could represent, "the be-
ginning of what could become an end
game."

But when four years of U. S. policy of
"constructive engagement" with South
Africa and the linkage approach to Nami-
bia have failed to produce any settle-
ment, it is necessary to question
whether this period of optimism (the
fourth such period in as many years) is
founded on anything more than a desire
to avoid recognizing "constructive en-

gagement" as a significant policy failure
with devastating consequences for the
people of Namibia and South Africa.

Secondly, it is useful to evaluate
whether any package proposal which in-
cludes some form of a Cuban withdrawal
acceptable to the Angolan government
will not be met with additional obstacles
raised by a South African government
that is unprepared and unwilling to with-
draw its tnx>ps from Namibia. Finally,
and perhaps most importantly, it is im-
perative to challenge the assumption
that U.S. bilateral diplomacy has a
greater chance of gaining South Africa's
acceptance of a Namibian settlement,
absent any serious international pres-
sures, than previous efforts which have
all failed.

The initial success of the Contact
Group (Britain, Canada, France, West
Germany, and the U.S.) in developing
an independence plan continued to raise
the expectations of the long-suffering
Namibian people. The plan was ac-
cepted by both South Africa and the
South West Africa People's Organiza-
tion ( Swapo ), in 1978, and is embodied
in UN Security Council Resolution 435.
It provides for the reduction of South
Africa's military presence to 1,500
troops and internationally supervised
elections for a constitutent assembly
empowered to write the new nation's
constitution. Between 1978 and the
present, however, South Africa has re-
peatedly demonstrated its commitment
to avoid the implementation of resolu-
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Oil pipeline in Mozambique: "A stable government in Mozambique could help South Africa substantially reduce its energy problems"

the insurgents would receive several
ministerial posts-—a demand Mozam-
bique refused even to consider. For its
part, Machel's government had to ac-
cept the equal billing given to the MNR
at the signing ceremonies and the fact
that at least one MNR member would
serve on the commission to be formed
to monitor the cease-fire and to guaran-
tee amnesty to the insurgents. South
Africa also benefited by being able to
claim to the international community
that it was serving as peacemaker.

To be sure, many problems remain.
The actual role of the cease-fire com-
mission is ill-defined. Moreover, unless
Pretoria forcibly pressures the MNR,
there is little reason to believe that its
leadership will accept the agreement.
Mozambican officials fear that the MNR
will intensify Us military operations in
order to improve its influence on the
commission and that Pretoria's repre-
sentatives to that body will stall its work
in order to give the MNR this opportu-
nity.

This fear seems well-founded since,
one day after the agreement, Evo
Fernandes, the Portuguese Secretary
General of the MNR, proclaimed, "The
war continues." Even if South Africa and
the MNR leadership act in good faith,
however, they are believed by Western

analysts in Maputo to control only 30 to
50 percent of the several thousand
guerrillas operating in Mozambique,
and, at the moment, there is little incen-
tive for the remainder, who move in
small autonomous bands, to put down
their arms. Moreover, Mozambican of-
ficials report that on several occasions in
November, the South Africans have re-
supplied by air MNR forces in the critical
province of Inhambane. These reports
were confirmed by the Western press
and senior State Department officials.

In the last analysis, an effective ces-
sation of hostilities will probably require
the involvement of South African troops
at least to monitor the cease-fire. The
presence of South African soldiers in
Mozambique raises a number of ques-
tions. Is the South African military pre-
pared to abandon the MNR and to help
disarm the insurgents if they refuse to
comply with the agreement? How can
the Mozambican government limit the
role of the South Africans and guarantee
that they do not actively promote desta-
bilization? If South Africa abandons the
MNR, what message will it be sending
to Unita, its ally in Angola, and to the
anti-government forces it reportedly
supports in Zimbabwe and Lesotho?

Whatever the ambiguities for South
Africa, however, President Machel

maintains that "South Africa must de-
stroy the monster it created." If Preto-
ria does not fulfill its obligations, Mo-
zambican leaders have warned that they
will scrap the Nkomati agreement. In
late October Minister Cabac.o told the
Harare Sunday Mail that "if there is no
result, then there is no reason for us to
keep the agreement, and that is the
view we have expressed to South Af-
rica."

Finally, there is the problem of Freli-
mo's long-term relations with the Afri-
can National Congress, an historic ally.
As part of the Nkomati agreement, Mo-
zambique could no longer allow the lib-
eration movement to use its territory as
a base from which to launch attacks
against South Africa. The ANC pres-
ence was drastically reduced, and it was
only permitted to maintain a political
presence in the country. For Frelimo, it
was a strategic, if painful, concession.
For the ANC, it was a major setback
which initially generated much criticism
of Mozambique. According to the ANC
representative in Maputo, Jacob
Nzuma, however, quiet negotiations
have considerably improved relations
between Frelimo and the ANC. After
all, he concluded, "we share a common
long-term objective and a common ene-
my. " D
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said that South African intelligence used
Portuguese import-export firms as a
conduit to supply arms to the MNR.
The Mozambicans also contend that
South African agents operate freely
from Malawi, providing MNR forces in
central and northern Mozambique with
war material. These claims seem to be
borne out by the fact that, since the
Nkomati accord, the fighting has been
heaviest in those areas adjacent to the
Malawian border. To try to stem this
flow of men and arms, President Machel
flew to Blantyre in October of this year
where he met with President Banda and
high-level Malawian military officials.

These immediate violations posed se-
rious problems for Mozambique. Al-
though the military situation had im-
proved in the central part of the coun-
try, the MNR offensive continued in the
strategic Maputo province and for the
first time the insurgents had entered
into Cabo Delgado in the extreme north
of Mozambique, near Malawi. This en-
abled the MNR to score a propaganda
victory by claiming that it was now fight-
ing in all 10 Mozambican provinces. In
the face of this escalating hostility, the
economic crisis worsened. There were
serious food shortages throughout the
southern half of the country where it is
estimated that more than 100, (XX) Mo-
zambicans died from the famine last
year.

Pretoria, too, faced serious problems
in the post-Nkomati period. Its failure to
enforce the non-aggression pact created
difficulties at home and undercut South
Africa's credibility in the larger interna-
tional community. As previously noted,
the Southern African Catholic Bishops
Conference condemned the MNR for
committing atrocities and demanded
that the Botha government cease sup-
porting them.

More importantly, powerful indus-
trial and financial interests, which had
applauded the Nkomati agreement, crit-
icized the continued policy of destabiliza-
tion as counter-productive. They saw
increased trade and investment possibil-
ities with Mozambique as a way for
South Africa to reverse its deteriorating
economic situation (by 1983, South Afri-
ca's international debt had shot up to
$15 billion). Several large multinational
corporations based in South Africa—
most notably the Anglo-American Cor-

poration which had begun negotiations
with the Mozambican government to
revitalize the once lucrative tourist in-
dustry as well as the port of Maputo—
were informed in the spring that Mo-
zambique would not sign any formal
agreements until the problems of secu-
rity had been resolved.

Explaining his government's refusal
to finalize negotiations, Minister of Infor-
mation Jose Luis Cabac,o was quite
blunt: "Frankly, it is the only weapon we
have." Major South African trading
firms, which were anxious to once again
realize the approximately $8 per ton

"It is clear in
retrospect that hardline
South Africans had no
intention of living
up to the Nkomati
agreement."

savings by trading through Maputo
rather than Durban, also demanded that
their government stop supporting the
MNR.

Moreover, energy-starved South Af-
rica, had additional reasons for peace.
For example, recently discovered de-
posits of natural gas at Pande in south-
ern Mozambique could easily be con-
sumed by South African industry. In-
deed, immediately after the Nkomati
accord. South Africa and Mozambique
had begun discussing the possibility of
constructing a pipeline to South Africa.
A stable government in Mozambique
could help South Africa substantially re-
duce its energy problems, not only by
providing natural gas, but by ensuring
the uninterrupted flow of electricity
from the large dam at Caborra Bassa,
which the MNR has regularly disrupted.
hi addition, it appears likely that Mo-
zambique has oil, both in the far north
and off the southern coast. Although po-
tentially beneficial to South Africa, this
resource would not become accessible
to Pretoria until there is peace.

South Africa's Western allies also
pressured Pretoria to curtail MNR ac-
tivities. Great Britain and the United
States were especially dismayed at
South Africa's reluctance to adhere to
the terms of the non-aggression pact.

According to Peter Jon de Vos, the
American Ambassador to Mozambique,
"We considered Nkomati a courageous
step in which we served as an interme-
diary facilitating negotiations and at
times pressuring each side." The unrav-
eling of the Nkomati agreement would
destroy the only modest triumph that
the Reagan administration could claim to
date from its much heralded policy of
"constructive engagement," since it
was clear that Washington had yet to
resolve the Namibian question or to re-
move the Cubans from Angola. More-
over, the Reagan administration, which
had given Mozambique 187,000 tons of
food aid over the past two years to en-
courage it to continue pursuing an inde-
pendent line, feared that the failure of
Machel's diplomatic initiative might ulti-
mately force him to succumb to the So-
viet Union's request for the military ba-
ses that it had long sought.

Although such a decision would rep-
resent a serious setback in Frelimo's
long-term effort to formulate an autono-
mous foreign policy, President Machel
emphasized that any action would be
considered as a means of ending the
South African-backed attacks which
"posed a threat to our national survival."
Joaquim Chissano, Mozambique's for-
eign minister, was unequivocal on this
point. "If international measures are not
taken to stop South Africa from escalat-
ing its aggression, Mozambique may re-
quire more and more assistance from
countries belonging to the Warsaw Pact.
We know that only the socialist coun-
tries are supporting us against South Af-
rican aggression. We are going to re-
main a socialist country." [See Africa
Report, January-February 1983.1

After a number of unproductive bilat-
eral sessions, Jadnto Veloso, the head
of the Mozambican delegation, warned
on September 27 that continuous MNR
activity "could seriously endanger the
Nkomati accord." Apparently, the
South Africans took him at his word be-
cause negotiations began in Pretoria the
following week.

Although the meetings were tense,
both sides made the necessary conces-
sions. South Africa, which at first had
refused to take public responsibility for
the MNR, finally did so. It also seems to
have dropped the MNK's insistence on a
government of national unity in which
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ships, and SAM 7s—were out-of-date
and costly, a fact not lost on the Mozam-
bicans. Moreover, there was growing
dissatisfaction with the quality of the
conventional military training provided
by Eastern bloc advisors, which proved
ineffectual against the MNK guerrillas.
A leading member of the Frelimo Polit-
buro also expressed concern that the
Soviet Union was using its socialist ide-
ology to infiltrate the state and party
apparatus and promote its own super-
power objectives.

South Africa's undeclared campaign
of economic strangulation, together
with the escalating MNR attacks, made
a shambles of Mozambique's economy.
Between 1975 and 1982, Mozambique
lost $3.2 billion because South Africa
slashed the number of Mozambicans
working in its gold mines from 120, (XX)
to 45,(XX) and ceased its long-standing
practice of remitting their wages to the
Mozambican government in gold at a
preferential rate. During the same pe-
riod, the young nation also lost $250 mil-
lion in fees as a result of South Africa's
reduction in the level of commerce mov-
ing through the port of Maputo from ap-
proximately 6(X) million to 100 million
tons. Added to these woes were a num-
ber of natural disasters, including a pro-
longed drought, and serious state mis-
management in the agricultural and mar-
keting sectors of the economy.

Mozambican analysts concluded that
South Africa's deepening economic cri-
sis brought about by the steep decline in
the price of gold and the skyrocketing
costs of petroleum would make Pretoria
more receptive to peace overtures. By
1982, South Africa's balance of pay-
ments deficit was $505.6 million and its
foreign debt, $13 million. At the end of
that year, Mozambican officials, dan-
gling new markets and investment pos-
sibilities as an incentive to negotiate,
raised the prospect of a non-aggression
pact.

Initially, South Africa rejected the
proposal, instead offering aid to revital-
ize the Mozambican economy in return
for Frelimo's expulsion of the ANC, a
condition which Frelimo rejected. Only
after a year-long campaign by Mozam-
bique, aimed at convincing NATO gov-
ernments that it was not a pawn of the
Soviet Union and that the interests of
the West were not served by allowing

Pretoria to transform southern Africa
into a new zone of Cold War conflict, did
the West put pressure on Pretoria to
reconsider Machel's proposals.

Senior South African and Mozambi-
can officials met secretly in Swaziland in
December 1983. After some difficult
negotiations, which included a South Af-
rican walkout after the Mozambican del-
egation denounced the long history of
racist aggression, Pretoria finally ac-
cepted the idea of a non-aggression
pact. On March 16, 1984, each side for-
mally promised "not to allow its terri-
tory to be used for acts of war, aggres-
sion, or violence against the other
state."

It is clear in retrospect, however,
that hardline members of the South Afri-
can military and security forces had no
intention of living up to the agreement.

Reluctant to see the MNR weakened
significantly as a threat to Marxist Mo-
zambique, South African intelligence,
just before the March Nkomati agree-
ment, stockpiled the MNR with enough
military equipment to last for two years.
At the same time, according to Western
diplomats, between 1,200 and 1,500
MNR soldiers and paratroopers were
infiltrated into the area surrounding Ma-
puto, the capital, to create havoc and to
increase South Africa's bargaining
power in the post-Nkomati period.

Six months after the agreement was
signed, Mozambican Vice Minister of
Security Teodato Hunguana charged
that the South African military was still
sending hundreds of MNR troops into
Mozambique and was continuing to re-
supply the insurgents already fighting
there. Another high-level Mozambican

President Samora Machel and Minister of Information Jose Luis Cabago: "If Pretoria does
not fulfill its obligations, Mozambican leaders have warned that they will scrap the Nko-
mati agreement"
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Mozambique

After the Nkomati
Accord

Both Mozambique and South Africa want and need peace for very different
reasons. But major problems remain to be solved, not the least of which is
South Africa's willingness to control the MNR.

BY ALLEN ISAACMAN

M ozambique's President Samora
Machel had just been briefed by

his negotiating team upon its return
from Pretoria in early October when he
turned and said, "The South Africans
must destroy the monster they cre-
ated. " He was referring to the Mozam-
bique National Resistance (MNR)—
monstrous in the destruction that it has
wrought in Mozambique. His comment
suggests that he might accept South Af-
rica's offer to station troops in Mozam-
bique to monitor the cease-fire agree-
ment between Mozambique and the
South African-backed MNR. It also
raises the awkward prospect of Pretoria
having to disarm its surrogates who are
reluctant to abide by the agreement.
That such discussions are underway be-
tween Mozambique and South Africa in-
dicates that both governments, for very
different reasons, not only want but
need peace.

Long-time enemies with antagonistic
racial and social philosophies, Frelimo,
Mozambique's ruling party, and South
Africa have been in conflict since 1964
when Frelimo nationalists began their
fight for independence. Tensions have
Allen haacman. professor of African history at
the University of Minnesota, recently returned
from a six-week research trip to Mozambique. He
is the author of several books on Mozambican
history, including a recently published study with
Barbara Isaacman entitled Mozambique from
Colonialism to Revolution. 1900-1982, published
by Westview Press. Boulder, Colorado.
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escalated steadily since then. On the
eve of Mozambique's independence in
1975, powerful forces within the South
African military and the right-wing of the
ruling Nationalist Party promoted plans
to invade Mozambique to prevent Sa-
mora Machel and his revolutionary Fre-
limo party from corning to power. For
its part, the new Mozambican govern-
ment bitterly attacked South Africa's
racist policies and provided sanctuary
and support for members of the African
National Congress (ANC), who were
committed to overthrowing the South
African regime.

Relations deteriorated still further in
1979 when South African military intelli-
gence took over formal control of the
then Rhodesian-backed MNR and trans-
ferred its headquarters to the Trans-
vaal, a northern province of South Af-
rica, adjacent to Mozambique. Orga-
nized in 1976, the MNR was a creature
of South African and Rhodesian secu-
rity. Its members included Portuguese
settlers and mercenaries, black and
white colonial secret police agents, Afri-
can members of the elite Portuguese
special forces, and dissident Frelimo
soldiers. [See Africa Report, Novem-
ber-December 1982.]

Both the Rhodesian and South Afri-
can governments have used the MNR
to unleash a reign of terror which has
reached "a horrific level," according to
the Southern African Catholic Bishops
Conference, which met in Pretoria in

September 1984. Their sentiment was
echoed by a Western ambassador in Ma-
puto who recently characterized the
MNR as "a disparate group of gunsling-
ers, thugs, white Portuguese opportun-
ists, and other assorted anti-Frelimo
types who lack any vision or program for
the future."

Given this long history of animosity,
what are the factors that drove Mozam-
bique and South Africa to the peacetable
and what are the long-term implications
of the recently signed non-aggression
pact for this strategic and volatile area of
the world?

By 1982 Frelimo realized that peace
was possible only if it reached some sort
of accommodation with South Africa. At
a closed meeting of the Frelimo Central
Committee, one of Machel's closest ad-
visors reported that Mozambique was
unable to contain the South African-
backed MNR offensive begun two years
earlier. MNR guerrillas were burning
villages, plundering agricultural cooper-
atives, attacking railroad lines, disrupt-
ing commerce, and intimidating peas-
ants, who demanded that the govern-
ment protect them.

Faced with a deteriorating military
situation, the leaders came to the stark
realization that the socialist countries
were either unwilling or unable to pro-
vide the military assistance Mozam-
bique had been led to expect. Soviet
weapons—with the exception of a hand-
ful of MIG-21s, MI-24 helicopter jjun-
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hopes of expanding output. Efforts are
also being made to resuscitate private
retail trade which collapsed with the
lightning flight of the Portuguese at in-
dependence, and rural markets are be-
ing encouraged where farmers can
swap surplus produce for industrial
g(K)ds and supplies.

Were it not for the burgeoning oil in-
dustry, which registered an increase in
production from MO.OiH) barrels a day in
1982 to 220, WX) in 1984, the Angolan
economy would have likely collapsed
under the weight of war-time expendi-
tures, as production of the second and
tliird largest exports—diamonds and
coffee—have continued to decline. Hut
increasing oil output—which has made
Angola Africa's second largest producer
after Nigeria, and the U.S. its leading
trade partner—cutbacks in imports,
and other austerity measures have en-
abled Luanda to turn a 1982 balance of
payments deficit of $8.8 million into a
1983 surplus of $4.7 million.

"We have taken tough courageous
measures," said de Matos. "We want
peace, we want to develop our country,
but we have to defend our political inde-

pendence and territorial sovereignty.
Nevertheless. I am personally optimis-
tic about the future and we are creating
conditions to justify that optimism."

For a country which had one Angolan
doctor in 1975 and has spent its entire
post-independence Iiistory fighting off
external invasion and externally sup-
ported guerrilla war, that it has been
able to survive at all is almost a miracle.
"We never went to a school to learn how
to govern," says Bishop Emilio de Car-
valho. "The mistakes we have made
since 1975 are precisely due to the fact
that we had never been educated to
govern the country. We are facing tre-
mendous problems in this country, plus
the war. We took over this country from
scratch. What the Portuguese left are
these buildings that you see here falling
apart."

Indeed, in 1984, the "Year of Defense
and Production," Angola's problems are
glaringly evident in the run-down capital
of Luanda, where rotting garbage heaps
and potholes filled with rancid water line
the Marginale, the once fashionable
palm tree-lined avenue that curves
along Luanda bay. A hopelessly over-

Unita deserters (left) with FAPLA officer: "Unita does not have the will of the people"

burdened and overly centralized bu-
reaucracy and the lack of skilled cadres
makes progress painstakingly at best,
and to the casual observer, non-exist-
ent. But forged out of years of struggle
against colonialism and external aggres-
sion, this government exhibits a deter-
mination to succeed against all odds,
which makes a mockery of the predic-
tions of its imminent collapse or of its
submission to South African or Ameri-
can regional designs.

President dos Santos' latest pro-
posals to end the impasse over Nami-
bian independence, contained in his No-
vember letter to UN Secretary-General
Javier Perez de Cuellar, have been vari-
ously explained as the Angolan govern-
ment's acceptance of "linkage," or as
evidence of a new pragmatic pro-West-
ern tilt. In fact, they are nothing more
than a refinement of the position the An-
golan government has taken ever since
the "linkage" issue was introduced into
the southern African equation—a posi-
tion outlined in the joint Angolan-Cuban
statement of March 19, 1984.

By providing a concrete timetable for
the withdrawal of the Cuban troops—
one of the issues that had allegedly
blocked progress on implementation of
UN Security Council resolution 435—
the Angolan government has thrown
the diplomatic ball directly back where it
belongs—in the American and South
.African court. It is now up to the Reagan
administration to apply the requisite
pressure on Pretoria to undertake seri-
ous negotiations which will lead to Nami-
bian independence and peace in south-
ern Africa.

The Americans and the South Afri-
cans have been operating on their OWTI

strategic agendas in southern Africa—
for the U.S., the ultimate goal is the
removal of Cuban forces; for Pretoria,
postponing an inevitable Swapo victory
in Namibia. Angola has been the unfor-
tunate victim in the ensuing diplomatic
game. However, as President dos
Santos said in his letter to the UN Sec-
retary-General, "Angola cannot make
concessions which would be suicidal to
its national integrity and its political and
social process, forgetting the sacrifices
made by tens and thousands of its finest
sons and daughters. "Surviving for ten
years in which it has known barely a day
of peace, the Angolan government is not
about to sell out its future. Q
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it is sacrificed in the current round of
regional negotiations, and is no doubt
stocking up on weaponry and materiel
should South Africa agree, at least offi-
cially, to the Angolan terms.

Indeed, few Angolans make a distinc-
tion between the war against Savimbi's
Unita and the war against South Africa.
Said Bishop de Carvalho, "The war with
Unita is the war with South Africa. Unita
is trained in South Africa, it is equipped
by South Africa. Without South African
interference, there would be no war in
this country."

All the Unita POWs and deserters ac-
knowledged the South African role in
supplying and training the guerrillas, and
even in coordinating joint military opera-
tions in southern Angola. Luciano Ca-
lopa, a peasant farmer who claimed he
was kidnapped by Unita forces in Calu-
quembe, Huila province, spent five
months at the Jamba base, and then was
sent to the "Dirty City" training camp in
Namibia, where his instructors were
Angolan and South African.

jona, one of the Unita deserters, re-
ported that in January 1984, his unit par-
ticipated in a five-day battle for Caiundo,
in Cunene province, which was
launched by South African bombing of
the town. And government sources
maintain that the mining of two ships in
Luanda harbor in July, for which Unita
claimed responsibility, was carried out
by submarine, an obvious South African
act.

Two South African battalions remain
on Angolan territory south of Ngiva, 25
miles from the Namibian border. The
war-shattered capital of Cunene prov-
ince now hosts the Angolan-South Afri-
can Joint Monitoring Commission, set
up as part of the February Lusaka
agreement, but only a hundred or so of
its former 15, (MX) residents, who fled
South Africa's bombing raids, remain.
Huila is now home to some 120,000
Cunene refugees.

Under the terms of the Lusaka ac-
cord, the South African invasion force
that occupied a 24,000-square mile zone
in southern Angola since 1981 was to
have withdrawn completely by the end
of March. But claiming that Angola had
failed to uphold its side of the d e a l -
halting Swapo incursions into northern
Namibia—South .Africa stopped short of
a total retreat. In December 1984, few

Angolan government officials expressed
optimism that the South African pull-out
would be completed any time soon, and
some believe that Pretoria is delaying to
buy time for Unita to replace its depart-
ing battalions.

FAPLA officers maintain that since
February, South Africa has repeatedly
violated the terms of the agreement by
flying reconnaissance missions over Lu-
bango. Huila's provincial capital, in a ba-
sin below mist-enshrouded mountains,
is the central staging area for FAPLA's
military operations to the south, strad-
dling the defense line which stretches
westward to the coastal city of Namibe
and east to Menongue. Deployed along
this line are the 15,000 Cuban troops
which President dos Santos recently of-
fered to withdraw over the next three
years as part of the Namibian indepen-
dence package.

The strength of Angola's southern
military front, which stopped South Afri-
ca's third major offensive in December
1983 and January 1984, is openly evi-
dent in Lubango. MiG-21s screech
overhead; the Lubango airport is sur-
rounded by heavily fortified bunkers.
Cuban and Angolan military personnel
dine with Soviet and East German ad-
visers in the Grande Hotel de Huila, and
armored personnel carriers and jeeps
speed up and down the city's hilly
streets.

In the fertile agricultural lands sur-
rounding Lubango, heavy armaments
are cached in mountain ravines. Here
maize, vegetables, and fruits are grown
in sufficient quantities to feed the prov-
ince's expanding population, yet South
Africa's punishing raids have eliminated
any possibility of exporting the surplus
to other regions. "Wealth creates ene-
mies, " said a Lubango government offi-
cial, explaining that the South African
incursions have been directed against
Cuando Cubango, Cunene, Namibe,
and Huila because of these provinces'
substantial agricultural, livestock, in-
dustrial, and fishing resources.

A party official in Lubango ticks off a
few examples of South African eco-
nomic destabilization: the 1982 bombing
of the railway bridge linking Lubango to
the port of Namibe, and the 1979 de-
struction of a portion of the serpentine
mountain road wliich carries imports
from Namibe to Huila, Cuando Cu-

bango, and Cunene, and agricultural
produce to the sea.

Early one morning in September
1979, as 65 craftsmen were at work in
one of Angola's finest furniture factor-
ies, four South African Mirages roared
over the mountains into Lubango, drop-
ping fragmentation bombs on the build-
ing, killing 26 and seriously wounding
the rest. A government official, dismiss-
ing South African claims that they had
bombed what they thought was a mili-
tary installation, said the attack was part
of a systematic effort to sabotage the
Angolan economy.

Indeed, for the fragile, but potentially
rich economy, the financial costs of the
war are staggering. Augusto Teixeira
de Matos, Minister of Finance and Gov-
ernor of the National Bank of Angola,
said that damages caused by South Afri-
can invasions between 1975 and 1981
amounted to $7.6 billion—four times
Angola's 1980 export revenues. Added
to this are the costs of the incursions
since 1981 and the material and human
destruction and economic dislocations
caused by Unita.

"As a result of the war," said de Ma-
tos, "we have had to allocate the finan-
cial and human resources, which could
be used in new investment, to defense
and to buying consumer goods to com-
pensate for what we cannot produce
here. "The finance minister added that
war has only exacerbated the economic
problems stemming from the legacy of
500 years of Portuguese rule.

To cope with the war-induced eco-
nomic crisis, the national economic de-
velopment plan was transformed into a
twelve-point emergency one in 1983, in
order "to attack the decline in produc-
tion," said de Matos. Food production,
health, industry, the coffee sector, and
the distribution system between cities
and the countryside were among the
priority sectors identified. Formerly a
food exporter, Angola has had to import
an increasing share of its requirements,
partially because of the war's disruption
of agricultural production, but also due
to overly centralized economic policies.

"We underestimated the importance
of the peasant farmer," said the finance
minister. In a significant policy reversal,
greater financial and technical sup[x>rt,
as well as material incentives are being
provided to the small-scale producers in
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ganda issued from press conferences in
Jamba and Lisbon, it is clear from the
human costs of Unita tactics that Savim-
bi's movement cannot be said to be win-
ning the hearts and minds of the people.

At "Commandante Nzaji Camp," an
army farm about ten miles out of Lu-
bango in Iluila province, Jose Gomes, a
39-year-old farmer—one of a group of
46 Unita soldiers and 285 civilians that
surrendered to the government in early
November—explains why he decided
to abandon the movement. "Unita does
not have the will of the people," he be-
gan. A Cuanyama from the southern
Cunene capital of Ngiva, Gomes said he
joined Unita in 1976 because it was the
dominant force in the region.

Calling Unita "a family of Ovimbun-
dus," he related that although he and his
co-workers on an Unita farm in Cunene
were initially treated well, non-Ovim-
bundu are increasingly being victimized.
Listing by name a number of Chokwe,
Ganguela, and Cuanyama Unita officers
who had been executed in front of their
units since August, Antonio Jona, 27,
who served in the Unita militia, said,
"There is tribal war in Unita." A FAPLA
lieutenant in Lubango confirmed the
government's assessment that Unita is

now riven not only by political division—
citing Savimbi's recent arrest of his sec-
ond-in-command—but along ethnic
lines, adding, "We believe this is a gen-
eralized phenomenon in Unita."

Both the group of Unita defectors in
Lubango and Unita prisoners of war in
Huambo spoke of the troops' poor mo-
rale due to the harshness of life in the
bush—lack of clothes and fcx>d, con-
stant movement, rain and cold. None of
these young soldiers demonstrated any
awareness of the political complexities
of the war in which they were enlisted.
Gomes, in fact, was told that Unita was
fighting for Angola's independence; only
when he surrendered to FAPLA did he
learn that Angola had become indepen-
dent nine years earlier.

In 1978, the late President Neto is-
sued an unconditional amnesty to Unita
and FNLA deserters. The government
has taken pains to publicize such defec-
tions in hopes of encouraging others. A
significant victory for its reconciliation
policy was the June surrender of some
1,500 soldiers and 20,000 civilians who
belonged to the Military Committee of
Resistance in Angola (Comira), a move-
ment created in 1980 out of the rem-
nants of Holden Roberto's FNLA in the

northern province of Uige, bordering on
Zaire.

Said Carlos Mouteco, ex-political
commissar of Comira's central front,
"We decided it was wrong to fight
against FAPLA and the MPLA because
in the end, we are all sons of the same
mother and father." After three years of
negotiations with the government, he
and his men came out of the bush.
Mouteco said they had been well-re-
ceived by the MPLA authorities, includ-
ing President Jose Eduardo dos Santos,
who met with the group in Uige on inde-
pendence day in November. Comira's
1,500 soldiers have since been inte-
grated into FAPLA.

Angolan government officials are visi-
bly pleased at these large-scale deser-
tions, and seem to be relying on Unita's
internal contradictions to weaken the
movement. But until South Africa stops
supplying, training, and providing logis-
tical support for Unita—one of the four
conditions laid down by President dos
Santos in return for the withdrawal of
Cuban forces—there is little likelihood
of the movement crumbling solely from
internal division. Of late, Unita has re-
portedly been building up alternate sup-
ply lines through Zaire in the event that

In Huambo central hospital, Domingues Nakandi, a victim of an Unita attack
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Gulf Cabinda oil rig: "Its revenues are a critical linchpin in Angola's war-shattered economy1

the relative safety of the urban areas
where food and basic goods are in short
supply.

In Huambo's provincial administra-
tion building—a Portuguese relic with
wide marble stairs leading into a colon-
naded hall decorated with a bust of
Lenin and a portrait of Angola's first
president, Agostinho Neto—Com-
mander Jose Ernesto dos Santos, pro-
vincial military commissar, says that the
government's primary task in this re-
gion is "to combat and completely de-
stroy the Unita bands." This is no easy
task, however, for, as dos Santos ex-
plains, "The Unita puppets do not attack
our military units. They attack civilian
populations causing pain and death, and
steal the goods of our people. Unita's
objective at this moment is to place ex-
plosives in all the principal economic
centers to create human and material
destruction."

Fernando Marcelino, director of An-
gola's premier agricultural research in-
stitute in Chianga, 11 miles from
Huambo, confirms that the food short-
ages the once agriculturally prosperous

province are now suffering are caused
primarily by the war. On top of the rural
population's flight to the cities, distribu-
tion difficulties, and lack of seeds and
fertilizers due to Unita's disruption of
the Benguela railway, he said, the har-
vests farmers do manage to produce are
often stolen by Unita bandits. And in
July, Marcelino's institute was the tar-
get of Unita sabotage—-a small band of
guerrillas detonated explosives in five
buildings, blowing out windows and de-
stroying some precision equipment
which will take years to replace.

Although Unita has not been able to
take control of any major city in Angola,
government officials acknowledge that
the movement operates freely in the
eastern provinces of Cuando Cubango
and Moxico, populated by one person
per 1.8 square miles. The sheer vast-
ness of the area makes Angolan army
(FAPLA) ground operations virtually
impossible, and any FAPLA air assaults
on Unita's main Jamba base, located in
the far south-eastern corner of the
country only 70 miles from tiie Namibian
border, would no doubt be met with

swift reprisal from the South African air
force.

While Unita's guerrilla war is earned
out mostly in the sparsely populated An-
golan countryside, there are rare acts of
urban sabotage as well. A recent exam-
ple was the April explosion ofa car bomb
outside a Huambo apartment complex
housing Cuban doctors and teachers,
which killed 40-50 people, most of
whom were passers-by. In late Novem-
ber, power lines were blown up in the
Kwanza Norte province, about 1̂ 0
miles from Luanda, cutting off electric-
ity to the capital for five days.

These actions seem designed for
their publicity value, as are Unita's kid-
napping of foreign workers, mission-
aries, and members of the Red Cross.
More commonplace, however, are at-
tacks on villages aimed at causing fear
and insecurity among the population and
disrupting economic activity. "They kid-
nap foreigners to bargain with, they
don't kill them," says Bishop Emilio de
Carvalho of the United Methodist
Church of Angola. "Angolans, they sim-
ply kill." Contrary to the prolific propa-
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tion sets in quickly before such wounds
can be treated, Domingues' ami was
amputated above the elbow. Kmilina
Chilombo lost her leg when she stepped
on a land mine on the way from her
house to the field. According to the In-
ternational Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC)—the only international agency
operating "in the field"—there are
20,000 such amputees in Angola, pri-
marily in the provinces of Huambo, Bie,
Moxico, and northern Huila.

Nurse Chipita explains that villagers
with these types of injuries are admitted
weekly and that the 54 beds in his ward
are occupied primarily by war victims.
Indeed, upon leaving the hospital, a
truck-cum-ambulance pulls up to the en-
trance, carrying two women—one shot
in the head, the other in the stomach—
from a village 90 miles away. Five oth-
ers died in the attack. "Unita is only try-
ing to kill people and cause unnecessary
destruction," says Chipita.

The provinces of Huambo and its
eastern neighbor, Bie, in Angola's ver-
dant central plateau, comprise the

fourth military region, one of the six dis-
tricts covering 60 percent of the country
that were brought under military rule in
1983. It is a region populated by the
Ovimbundu, Savimbi's base of ethnic
support, and ironically where Unita is
concentrating its low-level guerrilla war.
Unita's aims, says Pierre Gassman,
chief of the ICRC Angolan delegation,
are to empty the villages and force the
terrorized peasants into the over-
crowded, undersupplied cities.

On arrival in Huambo aboard an An-
golan army Antonov-22, it is difficult to
imagine that this city, which the Portu-
guese named Nova Lisboa, was once
the pride of the colonialists for its tem-
perate climate and surrounding rich ag-
ricultural land. It was also the seat of
Savimbi's short-lived Democratic Peo-
ple's Republic of Angola in late 1975, but
the MPLA chased Unita out of Huambo
early the following year, during what is
now known as "the second war of libera-
tion. "

Today, army helicopters and Red
Cross planes taxi across the airport run-

way. Huambo town is a decrepit shell of
uncompleted high rises, abandoned
shops and restaurants, and faded, run-
down Portuguese-style residences.
The province of Huambo, once Angola's
breadbasket, is now the center of the
ICRC's relief operations in the country.

Angola is host to the ICRC's largest
delegation world-wide, operating with a
$40 million annual budget of which one-
third goes to air operations. Additional
personnel are required in Angola be-
cause ambushes and land mines have
made carrying out relief efforts by road
tcx) hazardous, and all internal transport
is by air. Before ICRC planes land in
remote villages, local workers check the
dirt airstrips for Unita-planted land
mines.

Gassman says his organization pro-
vides supplementary feeding for 20,000
in Huambo town, and supplies six other
nutrition centers in the province.
"There is a security-induced situation of
malnutrition," he explains, noting that
because of Unita attacks on villages,
farmers abandon their plots and flee to
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"From Cabinda to Cunene, only one people, onfy one nation
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Angola

Against All Odds
Nearly ten years after independence, Angola is still at war with South Africa
and Unita, diverting human and material resources from development of its
substantial economic potential.

BY MARGARET A. NOVICKI

Two hundred and fifty miles north-
west of Luanda, surrounded by

dense forest on one side and a seem-
ingly endless stretch of the Atlantic on
the other, lies the compound of the Ca-
binda Gulf Oil Company (Cabgoc). An
American-run oasis in the midst of equa-
torial Africa, Cabgoc pumps 165,000
barrels of oil per day out of Angola's
petroleum-rich offshore fields, and sub-
stantial revenue into the Angolan trea-
sury. Over 50 percent of its output—
last year, at its highest level since oil
production began in 1968—goes to the
United States, one of the only countries
in the world that has not recognized the
nine-year old Angolan government.

Cabgoc seems worlds away from the
continued international wrangling over
the fate of neighboring Namibia and the
disposition of Angola's 25,000 Cuban
troops. In the Gulf canteen, relaxed,
sun-tanned American employees share
lunchtime breaks with their Angolan
counterparts. During their 28-day work
shifts, the 320 expatriate workers are
housed in modest bungalows, and only
venture outside the self-contained Gulf
encampment into Cabinda town with
permission from management. To fill up
the little free time that their 6 am to 6
pin schedules on the oil rigs allow, there
is the Majxmgo Country Club—a tennis
court, golf course, and baseball field.

Seventy-three |>ercent of Angola's

total oil production of 220,000 barrels
per day was produced from the Cabgoc
facility last year. Prospects are bright
for increasing output to 200,000 b/d by
the end of 1985, according to Jack Agan,
a 49-year-old Californian who is
Cabgw's deputy director. Indeed, Gulf
has planned $1 billion in capital invest-
ments over the next five years. To un-
derscore the importance Gulf attaches
to its lucrative Angolan operation,
James Lee, president of Gulf Oil, and
George Keller, president of Chevron,
Gulfs new parent company, visited the
facility in late November.

In 1983, oil exports represented 84
percent of Angola's total exports, earn-
ing the government $1.5 billion in reve-
nues. Cabgoe's relations with the
Luanda government, which holds a 51
percent share in the Gulf operation, are
"very good," says Agan. and well they
should be. The revenues Cabgoc pro-
vides—some $800 million yearly in
taxes and royalties—are a critical linch-
pin in Angola's war-shattered economy,
where more than half of annual foreign
exchange earnings are spent on de-
fense.

In the idyllic setting of Gulf Cabinda,
where offshore rigs and oil tankers dot
the scenic coastal vista, it is easy to for-
get that Angola is a country at war.
Two-man local police patrols provide
the only on-site security for the com-
pound, which is enclosed by nothing
more threatening than a five-strand

barbed wire fence. Four to five miles
south, however, lies a military base
housing 2,(XX) Cuban "international-
ists," a reminder of the American com-
pany's strategic importance.

Only one incident of late has marred
the smooth running of Angola's most
profitable foreign venture. Jonas Savim-
bi's Unite claimed responsibility for the
July sabotage of one of Gulf's onshore
pipelines. The damage was quickly re-
paired, however, and few Gulf employ-
ees seem to fear Savimbi's threat to ex-
tend the war to the remote Cabinda
province.

But 550 miles to the south, in a visit to
the central hospital in the decaying,
ghostly provincial capital of Huambo,
two twelve-year-old girls tell a tale of
another side of the war the Angolan gov-
ernment has been fighting for nearly ten
years since independence. This is a war
in which most victims are defenseless
civilians, a war waged by South Africa
and its "puppets," the guerrillas of Un-
ita, a war which has forced this young
government to maintain one of the larg-
est armies in sub-Saharan Africa, di-
verting scarce human and material re-
sources from development of its sub-
stantial economic potential.

Lying in a bed in the women's and
children's ward. Domingues Nakandi
explains to nurse Jose Chipita that Unita
soldiers attacked her village one night a
week earlier, killing her father and
shooting her in the arm. Because infec-
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